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This dissertation demonstrates how nineteenth-century American authors deployed 
woman-centered fictional narratives to interrogate the rise of materialist epistemology brought 
about by scientific professionalization. Professionalization, which peaked in the 1840s, 
transformed American scientific practice by systematically invalidating immaterial sources of 
knowledge (such as intuition and folk expertise) and aligning the immaterial with feminine ways 
of knowing, a process that created scientific professions dominated by men and a material 
scientific method. The fiction I examine engages this trend by turning to the figure of the hybrid 
woman scientist—women such as the racialized plant-girl of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s 
“Rappaccini’s Daughter” (1844). By tracing the figure of the hybrid woman scientist, I show 
how writers use her as the nexus where competing nineteenth-century scientific methodologies 
both stand in opposition to one another and coalesce into a method that rejects a dualistic 
approach. I draw upon Elizabeth Grosz’s incorporeal, which refers to the “subsistence of the 
ideal in the material or corporeal,” to define this third option as an incorporeal scientific method. 
This project alters our understanding of how American writers worked to understand, resist, or 
uphold the changing epistemologies of scientific practice throughout the nineteenth century. My 
project’s historicist treatment of the incorporeal method and hybridity provides a prehistory to 
current scholarship that considers the agency of non-human life by positing the equality of all 
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matter (such as new materialism, posthumanism, and plant studies). Nineteenth-century hybrid 
women encapsulate the possibility of mixture both between races and between species while also 
deploying methods that are irreducible to strict materialism or idealism. Consequently, the term 
hybridity—re-contextualized via nineteenth-century literature—may provide a tool to address 
critiques that new materialist thought produces an overly reductive ontology and under-theorizes 
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 “Linnaeus makes botany the most alluring of studies and wins it from the farmer and the herb-
woman. Davy, chemistry: and Cuvier, fossils. The day is his, who works in it with serenity and 
great aims. The unstable estimates of men crowd to him whose mind is filled with truth, as the 
heaped waves of the Atlantic follow the moon.”  
–Ralph Waldo Emerson “The American Scholar” (1837) 
 
Hurrah for positive science! long live exact demonstration! 
Fetch stonecrop mixt with cedar and branches of lilac, 
This is the lexicographer, this is the chemist, this made a grammar of the old 
cartouches, 
These mariners put the ship through dangerous unknown seas, 
This is the geologist, this works with the scalpel, and this is a mathematician. 
 
Gentleman, to you the first honors always! 
Your facts are useful, and yet they are not my dwelling, I but enter by them to an 
area of my dwelling.    
–Walt Whitman, Song of Myself (1855) 
 
“Faith” is a fine invention 
For Gentlemen who see! 
But Microscopes are prudent 
In an Emergency! 
–Emily Dickinson (1861) 
 
This dissertation investigates how woman-centered narratives by Nathaniel Hawthorne 
(1804-1864), Oliver Wendell Holmes (1809-1894), Harriet Prescott Spofford (1835-1921), and 
Sarah Orne Jewett (1849-1909) interrogate the possibilities for women and immaterial 
knowledge in an increasingly male-dominated scientific community devoted to materialist 
methods. These concerns loomed large in the writings of celebrated authors and scientists of the 
antebellum period. Ralph Waldo Emerson names preeminent scientists—all male—and paints a 
picture of them defending scientific integrity from women and uneducated country folk in “The 
American Scholar” (1837); in Song of Myself (1855), Walt Whitman applauds the exactness of 
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the scientific method explicitly as practiced by “gentlemen,” even while subjugating the sciences 
as a tool to his more encompassing poetic pursuit of knowledge; in “ Faith’ is a fine invention” 
(1861), Emily Dickinson positions the interplay between faith and science in a gendered world of 
“gentlemen.” Towards the middle of the nineteenth century, such mentions of science repeatedly 
appear throughout the pages of American literature, often with a tension arising between the 
scientist, figured as the acolyte of materialist empiricism, and the poet who champions the 
immaterial realm of spirit and inner creativity.1  
While these literary figures attribute materialist methods to the scientist and position 
scientists against idealists, this is an overly simplistic rendering of scientific methodology in the 
nineteenth century. Nineteenth-century scientists themselves debated the place of materialist and 
idealist worldviews and methods in their daily practices.2 Materialism concerns itself with those 
phenomena observable by the physical senses, while idealism concerns itself with ideas and 
immaterial concepts. In scientific discourse of the nineteenth century, this tension is particularly 
evident in botanical study. While plants have a longstanding association with morality and 
aesthetics—a history that can be traced from the Garden of Eden through medieval symbolism 
and beyond—the eighteenth century saw them incorporated into materialist science through Carl 
Linnaeus’s taxonomic system. Outlined in Systema Naturae (1735), this taxonomy 
                                                
1 This is not new critical ground. Scholars such as Robin Peel, Peter Obuchowski, and Lindsay Tuggle 
have mapped the scientific interests of major figures such as Dickinson, Emerson, and Whitman. I extend 
these studies by exploring fictional narratives focused on scientific female characters. 
 
2 Materialists privilege “physical explanations of the origins of nature and life” that can explain the 
physical world without needing to bring in an alternate cause like God or a Creator (Williams 198). A 
philosophically materialist worldview omits any divine Creator. Key material concepts of this dissertation 
are matter, the body, and physical illness. Adherents of idealism assume that ideas “underlie or form all 
reality” and privilege the human consciousness and the existence of an immaterial realm separate from 
material embodiment or conditions (Williams 152, 153). A philosophically idealist worldview allows for 




revolutionized the study of plant life by turning focus away from the plants’ immaterial qualities 
and instead focusing on their material forms. Botany subsequently became a subject focused on 
identifying plant organs, particularly their sexual components, and creating taxonomies of 
relation among the plant kingdom. Through these taxonomies, material botany also gained 
preeminence in evolutionary discourse. For instance, the majority of the rigorous data Charles 
Darwin used to validate his theory of natural selection came from studies he conducted on 
orchids and published in On the Various Contrivances by Which British and Foreign Orchids are 
Fertilised by Insects, and on the Good Effects of Intercrossing (1862) (Zimmerman n.p.). Even in 
On the Origin of Species (1859), more commonly associated with Galapagos finches, he points 
to plants to provide evidence that new species may be able to arise through the crossing of two 
extant species—a phenomenon termed hybridity. The two resonances of nineteenth-century 
materialism—empirical methodology and a world with no Creator—unite in Darwin’s work and 
presage the direction of scientific consensus in 1900.   
At the same moment the professional study of botany veered towards strict materialism, 
writers and scientists alike increasingly associated the immaterial component of plants and other 
natural entities with feminine modes of scientific inquiry. This association solidified as scientific 
professions concretized in the 1840s and women increasingly lacked access to positions of 
authority within scientific discourse. Renowned American astronomer Maria Mitchell, who 
enjoyed professional success and social acclaim in the 1820s and 30s because of her discovery of 
a comet, provides a poignant example of the change in women’s status in the sciences between 
the early and late nineteenth century. By the 1870s, public backlash against female scientists left 
Mitchell lamenting, “At what time did scientific associations close to women?” (qtd. in Bergland 
xiv). Though scientific writers such as Darwin often omit an explicit mention of gender or 
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women in their texts, their insistence on inductive reasoning and material empiricism discredits 
the predominant mode of scientific publishing and study available to women between 1800 and 
1900.  
My dissertation traces the intersections of literature, scientific method, hybridity, and 
gender in nineteenth-century literature. I show how the feminization of immaterial ways of 
knowing worked to displace both women’s scientific capabilities and the validity of immaterial 
knowledge from scientific practice over the second half of the nineteenth century. The fiction I 
examine engages this masculine materialist impulse by turning to the figure of the hybrid woman 
scientist. I argue that this figure emerges in discussions of scientific materialism because the 
indeterminacy of her very nature—a woman who blends categories of species, race, and social 
class—challenges strict dualities of all kinds. Furthermore, the concept of hybridity in the work 
of Darwin and others was essential to formulating nineteenth-century materialist scientific 
practice and its preeminence in scientific disciplines. Consequently, hybridized women form the 
nexus where competing nineteenth-century scientific methodologies both stand in opposition to 
one another and coalesce within the fictional narratives I study. Drawing upon Elizabeth Grosz’s 
work theorizing the incorporeal, I call the hybrid woman’s approach to scientific practice the 
incorporeal scientific method.  
Conventionally, incorporeal refers to something that is not bodily—that is, not corporeal. 
As such, typical use divorces the term entirely from the material. Grosz lays out an alternate use 
of incorporeal: she explains that her use of incorporeal is derived from the Stoics and describes 
“the subsistence of the ideal in the material or corporeal” (5). Her project is to “explore the 
intimate entwinement” of material and ideal in order to push for an understanding of “a 
materialism that cannot and should not be opposed to ideality but requires and produces it” (5). 
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She offers the incorporeal as a corrective to new materialist dialogue that she deems overly 
reductive in its assertion that all experience/phenomena can be located exclusively in the 
material realm.3 Though Grosz’s term incorporeal is misleading and sometimes confusing—it is 
both counterintuitive to incorporeal’s normal meaning and is deployed inconsistently throughout 
her argument—incorporeal is the best theoretical framework available for understanding the 
method nineteenth-century authors depicted as a way forward for scientific inquiry.4 For the 
purpose of my dissertation, I use the term incorporeal exclusively to refer to the inter-penetration 
of the material and the ideal in any given substance, method, or approach to understanding the 
world. Consequently, the incorporeal scientific method is an epistemological approach that does 
not bifurcate or privilege either the material or immaterial components of the object of study—
human body, plant, or other natural phenomena—but instead views the two as inseparably linked 
and equally important. An incorporeal method is one that studies the material aspects of a 
specimen or patient by the means established under the empirical scientific method, but also 
draws on knowledge gained through immaterial means, such as intuition or spiritual revelation, 
to reach conclusions.  
                                                
3 Grosz provides thought as an example of new materialist shortcomings. In new materialist conceptions, 
thought is reducible to the material. In Grosz’s incorporeal, the material reality of the brain can establish 
the conditions for the ability to think, but cannot explain thought itself in any material way—thought 
itself exists in the ideal realm (11). Thought depends on the materiality of the brain—a physical brain is 
“required” and “produces” thought; yet, we cannot locate thought in any particular material condition of 
the brain. Thus, thought shows us the incorporeal because, while it exists in an ideal realm, it cannot be 
separated from the material conditions that created it.  
 
4 Grosz uses “incorporeal” as her main term, but she is somewhat slippery with her terminology: she 
writes that her project is to “trace a small strain of idealism that nonetheless permeates materialism to 
enable it to more adequately and less reductively address what is irreducible to the material—what [she] 
will call variously, the incorporeal, sense, the immaterial, or the idea(l)” (18). While I sympathize with 
the difficulty of writing about that which is not material, Grosz’s choice to sometimes use “incorporeal” 
in its traditional sense creates a weakness in her argument. Despite this, her work is valuable for its 
resistance to the totality of materialism prevalent in our critical landscape. Grosz provides a means 




I focus on the American literature of 1840-1900 as a key site for negotiating the validity 
of incorporeal scientific methods because, during that period, the sciences became increasingly 
materialist as a result of evolutionary discourse and a movement towards professionalization 
rooted in evidence-based practice. Specifically, the American sciences codified into distinct 
professions at the close of the 1840s, evolutionary theory gained prominence in the 1850s, and 
the rhetoric surrounding hybridity became politicized and weaponized in the 1850s due to pro-
slavery apologists. I demonstrate that literary authors engaged with these ongoing changes 
through the end of the nineteenth century, at which time a professionalized materialist 
methodology was thoroughly ensconced as the prevailing means through which to study the 
natural world. At stake in this dissertation is an understanding of how American literary authors 
worked to understand, resist, or uphold the changing epistemologies of scientific practice 
throughout the nineteenth century.  
This inquiry has relevance for contemporary literary-critical debates about the agency of 
non-human life and the equality of all matter. From the “vibrant matter” of Jane Bennett’s new 
materialism to the re-evaluation of plant interiority espoused by plant studies theorists such as 
Michael Marder, an examination of the subjectivity, agency, and vitality of organisms and matter 
previously deemed inert or non-sentient permeates the landscape of literary studies. My project’s 
historicist treatment of incorporeality and hybridity has implications for these contemporary 
theoretical discussions. My historicist engagements with scientific materialism demonstrate how 
intimately hybridity was woven throughout the nineteenth-century conception of materialism, 
revealing an important prehistory to new materialist and posthumanist scholarship. My study 
shows that authors created feminized, racialized hybrid scientists who deployed both material 
and ideal modes of inquiry as a way of interrogating developments in the material sciences. At a 
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time when new materialist and posthumanist critics draw criticism for overly reductive 
formulations of equalized matter, reckoning with this prehistory provides generative ground for 
understanding how species, race, gender, and class are conceptually linked to the material.     
The remainder of this introduction unfolds in four parts. First, I define the key terms that 
frame my study, including material/immaterial, hybrid, and scientific methodology. Next, I 
discuss shifts in the American scientific professions and research methods across the nineteenth 
century, focusing on how these shifts were reflected in the literature of the time. Then, I show 
how reconsidering hybridity in a nineteenth-century material scientific context can help literary 
scholars better conceptualize how to integrate race, gender, and the immaterial into new 
materialist and posthumanist frameworks. Finally, I outline the remaining chapters of the 
dissertation. 
Definition of key terms 
To understand the parameters of my study, several terms that are operative across the 
nineteenth, twentieth, and twenty-first centuries require careful definition: the 
material/immaterial dyad, hybrid, and scientific methodology. The term materialism has a long 
history ranging from ancient Greek and Roman philosophers, Enlightenment thinkers, and 
current scholars of new materialism. Nineteenth-century conceptions of scientific materialism 
emerged primarily from the Enlightenment work of Francis Bacon, Thomas Hobbes, and John 
Locke, who outlined the tenets of modern materialism: all knowledge is furnished through the 
senses, and consequently, all ideas must be derived from experience (Cornforth 21). Set in 
opposition to these materialists were men such as George Berkeley, the originator of modern 
Idealism, who held that we cannot prove the existence of any material world outside of our 
thoughts. Thus, the key difference between an idealist and materialist view is that the idealist 
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doubts the totality of the material, leaving room for the possibility that immaterial—and 
therefore less explicable—phenomena can lead to useful knowledge.5 
In part because the terms materialism and idealism have different resonances across time 
periods and disciplines, they are often deployed with some degree of slippage. As discussed, 
materialism and idealism have fairly clearly defined philosophical meanings. Flowing outward 
from these points, though, similar concepts get subsumed within these more stable terms. The 
terms immaterial, spiritual, and intuitive are often associated with knowledge that is derived 
from a philosophically ideal point of view because this knowledge is not reliant upon materially-
based, observable data that can be picked up by the human senses. Similarly, the terms 
objectivity and empiricism are often associated with a philosophically material point of view 
because this knowledge is derived from data points that can be observed by multiple people and 
replicated in similar conditions. Within this dissertation, I will retain some of the slipperiness 
inherent in dealing with epistemologies that are rooted in material or ideal frameworks but are 
not written for a philosophical audience. For the purpose of discussing the disparate approaches 
to scientific methodology, I reserve the term material to mean a method that draws exclusively 
on observations made about external objects and phenomena that are observable by the physical 
senses. I use ideal and immaterial to refer to a method that draws on knowledge not available to 
the physical senses; as such, immaterial methods are associated with intuition, magic, and 
spiritual insight.  
                                                
5 Enlightenment formulations of materialism and idealism appear within nineteenth-century sciences 
often in relation to the origin of species. In the natural sciences, men such as William Paley contended 
that nature exists to demonstrate the blueprint of a creator for Creation—an idealist perspective that 
assumes something beyond the material world. Philosophically, nineteenth-century materialism was 
voiced by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels and focused on how science and capitalism are connected 
through inventions that power workers’ productivity potential. For the sake of staying focused on 
materialism as theorized by natural scientists, this dissertation does not pursue Marxist interpretations of 




The next term of importance to my dissertation—hybrid—has many resonances. Humans 
mixed with other beings have a long history in imaginative works from Ovid’s Metamorphoses 
(believed to be published around 8 A.D.) to the grotesque monster of Mary Shelley’s 
Frankenstein (1818). These beings, however fantastic, remained in an ideal, imaginative realm 
for much of recorded human history. This changed in the middle of the nineteenth century as 
materially-based naturalists became interested in species intermixture. Hybrid was scarcely in 
use until the nineteenth century, at which time it entered the popular lexicon through its roots in 
biological and botanical categorization (Young 6). In biology and botany, a hybrid is the 
offspring of parents from two different species—not an in-between or liminal creature, but 
instead a taxonomically distinct entity that is a genetic intermixture of two different species. A 
classic example is a mule, which is created when a horse and donkey mate. Robert J.C. Young 
notes that hybrid’s “appearance between 1843 and 1861…marks the rise of the belief that there 
could be such a thing as a human hybrid” (6). This belief was associated with mid-nineteenth-
century scientists’ attempt to demonstrate a polygenetic account of human origin—an account 
that would definitively categorize people of different races into biologically distinct species. I 
use the term hybrid primarily in the nineteenth-century sense of a being created by the 
interbreeding or intermixture of two distinct species.6 Within the Romantic fiction I discuss, this 
intermixture is rendered literally through women who have plant and animal components. Within 
the Realist fiction I analyze, the intermixture relies more heavily on racial and class mixing, but 
                                                
6 The term hybridity also has a foothold in postcolonial theory and linguistic theory. I will address 
postcolonial theory within a later portion of my introduction. From a linguistic standpoint, hybridity is 
particularly important in the work of Mikhail Bakhtin. Bakhtin uses the term to discuss languages coming 
into contact with one another. I have avoided this dimension of hybridity because the texts I examine are 




also allows for a metaphorical mixture of humans with nonhuman entities such as plants and 
animals.  
The last term, scientific method, requires that we attend to both science and method 
separately as well as to the combined form of scientific method. Although science is a troubled 
term in today’s academic landscape of hyper-specialization in which scientific disciplines can 
have vastly different approaches to studying and acting upon the world, the capacious term 
retains utility for studying the nineteenth century. The term scientist emerged in 1833 and, 
according to evolutionary historian Edward Larson, was coined “in part to distinguish persons 
engaged in this pursuit from other scholars, replacing such earlier designations as ‘natural 
philosophers’ (for those studying physics) and ‘natural historians’ (for those studying the life 
sciences)” (51). For the purpose of my dissertation, I will use the term science to refer to studies 
conducted in keeping with George Levine’s definition. Levine writes: “science is distinguished 
(1) by the ‘objectivity’ and ‘rationality’ of its procedures, and the disinterest of its practitioners; 
(2) [and] by its rigorous requirements of verification, by replication of results (Realism 170).7 
Because of this, medicine—a field that is dependent on scientific research but is often not 
categorized as a natural science in and of itself—falls under my use of science. At its most basic, 
method describes “a way of doing anything, especially according to a defined and regular plan” 
(“method”). As outlined by Francis Bacon in Novum Organum (1620), the scientific method 
contains three basic steps: first, describe the facts; second, classify those facts into categories; 
                                                
7 Though helpful for the purposes of clarifying what I mean by “science,” Levine’s definition comes with 
limitations. Bruno Latour and Michel Foucault, the predominant voices of science studies, push back 
against easy formulations of the sciences as being objective. Latour notes that the “local, material, 
mundane sites where the sciences are practiced” cannot be totally divorced from subjective human actors 
who work in those sites (15). Foucault, in his foundational Order of Things (1966), points to how 
disciplines create the very objects they claim to discover; that is, a discipline creates the subject it 
studies—a process deemed “discursive emergence” (Nealon 5). Despite these very valid critiques, 
focusing on the sciences’ attempts at objectivity and removal of the subjective actor is helpful for 
differentiating scientific fields of study from more humanistic approaches. 
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third, in light of those categories, determine what is or is not connected to the phenomenon under 
investigation (“Francis Bacon”). The scientific method is associated with inductive reasoning, 
which calls for “making observations without prejudice as to what they might mean and 
accumulating observations related to a particular subject so that a universal statement or 
conclusion could eventually emerge from them” (Ayala 10033). Although my dissertation 
discusses this type of scientific method, I do not use the terms method or methodology in an 
exclusively Baconian sense because the fictional female scientists I examine do not always have 
access to formal scientific training. Instead, when I refer to method/methodology, I point us to a 
more expansive vision of method, which is someone’s way of doing something. To help give this 
term some teeth, the methods I describe in this project are identifiable and replicable: they are 
capable of being identified as some sort of system or approach, and they can be communicated or 
taught to others.    
Changes in American scientific professions and methods, 1800-1900 
Historically, questions of scientific method, species distinctiveness, and hybridity all 
coalesce around the field of botany and midcentury debates about evolution. These debates butt 
up against—and sometimes overlap—with writings about the place of women and feminine 
knowledge in the professional scientific disciplines. My dissertation examines literature 
published beginning roughly in 1840—the time of disciplinary emergence, professionalization, 
and evolutionary discourse—and examines how authors discursively engage these changes to the 
sciences, largely by promoting an incorporeal method associated with femininity.  
The nineteenth century saw the dissolution of “natural history,” the old catch-all term for 
the study of the natural world, into a variety of sub-specialties that were codified into 
professional fields in the 1830s and 1840s in order to better investigate the relationship between 
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living organisms and the natural world (Dupree 236).8 Since natural history “was not yet a high 
status pursuit” at the close of the eighteenth century, women had fairly equal access to scientific 
work through authoring textbooks and encyclopedias, private tutoring, and giving lectures (Watts 
51).9 Professionalization changed women’s status in the sciences; professional organizations 
mandated that institutionally educated, credentialed scientists conduct studies using methods 
associated with an empirical study of the material world. Because of this, the long nineteenth 
century sciences saw slow movement from a field largely populated by genteel, unpaid, 
independent generalists—both male and female—in the 1790s to a specialized landscape of 
predominantly male, paid practitioners belonging to validating professional organizations by 
1900 (Gates and Shteir 17). Although this shift occurred over the majority of the nineteenth 
century, it is particularly evident in a series of events that occurred in the late 1840s. In 1846, 
numerous professional institutions were founded that defined who could qualify as a credentialed 
practitioner in any given scientific field.10 While this codification worked to exclude all people 
who did not have the proper educational and professional credentials to gain entrance to these 
organizations (people of color, people from the working classes), it had an outsized impact on 
women because of their presence in all other marginalized categories and was at times 
specifically targeted to remove women from the ranks of serious scientific study (Starr 90).  
                                                
8 The term “biology” first appeared in the writings of Lamarck in 1802 (Nealon 5).  
 
9 Margaret Bryan published scientific textbooks such as A Compendious System of Astronomy (1797), 
Lectures on Natural Philosophy (1806), and An Astronomical and Geographical Class Book for Schools 
(1815); Jane Marcet wrote the extremely popular Conversations on Chemistry (1806) and a variety of 
other books concerning natural philosophy and vegetable life between 1819 and 1829; Mary Somerville 
was the first woman to have her research presented to the Royal Society (Watts 55).   
 
10 In 1846, Scientific American, the Smithsonian, Yale Scientific School, and The American Medical 
Association (AMA) were all founded. In 1847, the American Association of Geologists and Naturalists 
re-named itself as the American Association for the Advancement of Science and took on a more 
expansive role (Davis 18-19). Paul Starr’s The Social Transformation of American Medicine outlines how 
the American medical profession solidified in the 1840s, but largely failed to establish itself as an 
“exclusive and privileged profession” until after the American Civil War (30). 
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This exclusion is particularly evident in the history of botany. Botany was considered 
appropriate for early nineteenth-century women to study, especially if women’s work with plants 
was framed morally and contributed to a creationist worldview. Alongside this idealist use of 
plants, materially-based professional botanists provided key evidence for emerging theories of 
evolution. Botany therefore holds a place of preeminence in my dissertation because of its 
association with femininity and its importance to understanding nineteenth-century writings on 
evolution and hybridity. Botany’s particular associations with women and evolutionary theory 
share a starting point with Carl Linnaeus’s Systema Naturae (1735), which revolutionized 
popular conceptions of flowers by introducing the sexual system of classification to the study of 
botany (“Carolus Linnaeus”). Because Linnaeus’s system relies heavily on identifying the male 
and female parts of the flower and describes their union as a “marriage,” Linnaean taxonomy 
was initially deemed unacceptable for women to practice or study (George 1). Despite this 
apprehension, the scientific study of plants quickly became one of the most accepted avenues for 
women to practice the sciences. By the 1790s, female-authored botanical education texts 
provided a thorough grounding in cutting-edge scientific knowledge of the day while presenting 
the natural world as a means to gaining greater knowledge about a divine Creator; as a 
consequence, women’s scientific texts were associated with immaterial, idealist understandings 
of scientific practice.11   
                                                
11 In one of these texts, Botanical Dialogues between Hortensia and her four children… Designed for the 
use of schools by a lady (1797) by Mary Jackson Henry, a mother, Hortensia, teaches her four children 
about plants. Although Hortensia provides her children with a thorough and accurate education of the 
Linnaean botanical system (including sexual reproduction), she ultimately turns this study to Christian 
ends. Hortensia teaches her children that plants’ true message is that “The heavens declare thy glory, O 
God, and the firmament sheweth thy handy work! Manifold are thy works, Oh Lord, in wisdom hast Thou 
made them all!’” (335). Ann B. Shteir outlines a trajectory of female engagement with botany that grants 
women purchase from 1790-1830 as writers of widely disseminated botany books; after 1830, however, 
women were pushed to the periphery of botanical conversations by the rise of male-dominated 
professionalism (4-5).  
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While these late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth-century scientific women often tied their 
work to a religious or maternal context, their approach was not abnormal for scientific discourse 
of the day. Many scientific publications, such as William Paley’s popular Natural Theology 
(1802), framed the natural world as a means to gaining greater knowledge of God, suggesting 
that an ideal component was acceptable in serious scientific publishing of the early nineteenth 
century. The professionalization of the sciences across the nineteenth century changed this 
perception by casting an immaterial approach as explicitly female. During this time, women lost 
their status as knowledgeable professionals who could write textbooks, and, by midcentury, 
published about botany primarily through popular science writing geared to the aesthetic, 
pedagogical, and moral value of plants, which was celebrated in numerous sentimental flower 
language dictionaries (Baym 4, Seaton 2). Unlike the female-authored textbooks of the early 
nineteenth-century or William Paley’s natural theology, these dictionaries were not considered 
serious scientific publishing. The language of flowers reached popularity in America by the 
1830s and hit a high mark in popular culture in the 1840s and 1850s; particularly in the United 
States, flower language was denuded of its sexual and scientific content and called upon to 
perform moral work (Seaton 84-87). In aligning women with a moral, immaterial understanding 
of nature, sentimental flower language—and other popular midcentury women’s nature 
writing—confirmed the prevailing narrative that women were better suited for the arts and 
simultaneously contributed to women’s exclusion from the forming scientific professions. By 
midcentury, then, an immaterial approach to studying nature—and botany in particular—was 
tied to conceptions of gendered propriety and aptitude. 
During this time, the serious scientific study of plants largely became the domain of 
professional botanists and naturalists like Charles Darwin, Asa Gray, and Joseph Dalton Hooker. 
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These men studied plants through materialist methods that eschewed discussions of morality or 
creation. Because Linnaean classification offered a new taxonomical system by which naturalists 
could identify and categorize species of plants—reproductive organisms that often possess short 
reproductive cycles and large numbers of offspring—these men applied a materialist approach to 
botanical study as a means to inserting data-based conclusions into evolutionary debates. That 
being said, even within the professionalizing sciences populated by men, scientific disciplines 
had not yet embraced a fully materialist approach to scientific inquiry by 1850. For example, in 
America, Asa Gray and Louis Agassiz represent two competing camps of which methodology—
material or ideal—belonged in the professional American sciences. Asa Gray, a Harvard botanist 
renowned for his superior classificatory expertise, was a proponent of an exclusively material 
scientific method (Dupree 221); Louis Agassiz, a Harvard comparative zoologist famous for his 
theory about glacial ice sheets impacting species’ development, was a continental adherent to 
German idealism and consequently approached his study from the standpoint that reality was a 
“plan, pattern, type imposed on matter” by a Creator who was the ultimate reality (Dupree 
226).12 Gray’s acquaintance with Charles Darwin forced these differences to the forefront of the 
American scientific community beginning in 1856, when Gray began publishing Darwin’s 
findings. Over the next few years, Gray used Darwin’s theories to expose the weaknesses of 
Agassiz’s approach and thoroughly discredit idealism having a place in professional scientific 
study (Dupree 269). Gray’s version of the scientific method, empowered by Darwin’s materialist 
                                                
12While Gray and Agassiz are the two most prominent members of the American scientific community to 
disagree on matters of methodology, the debate was widespread. Joining Gray in an appreciation of 
materialist methodology were Charles Darwin, Joseph Hooker (a renowned British botanist), and Thomas 
Huxley (a comparative anatomist); on Agassiz’s side rested many of the great names of early nineteenth-
century science, such as Georges Cuvier (who was responsible for developing the field of paleontology), 
Charles Lyell (responsible for founding uniformitarian geology), and Richard Owen (an influential head 




evolutionary theory, emerged as the dominant methodological approach for professional 
scientists. Thus, we find that the preeminence of an exclusively materialist scientific method in 
the American sciences—and the consequent turn away from methodologies that accepted 
knowledge outside of the observable, material world—shares a history with evolutionary 
theory.13  
Even prior to Charles Darwin’s 1859 publication of On the Origin of Species, however, 
the 1850s were a hotbed of interest in questions of evolution (Larson 50). Unlike modern-day 
society, which identifies evolution with Darwin, pre-1859 audiences would have associated the 
idea more closely with theories about the “transmutation of species” as theorized by Georges 
Cuvier (1769-1832), Jean-Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829), and the popular Vestiges of the 
Natural History of Creation (1844), which was published anonymously until its author, Robert 
Chambers, died.14 According to evolutionary historian Edward Larson, Vestiges sold well for 
over a decade and contributed to evolution being the “issue of the moment in biology” in the 
1850s (71, 50). This was further compounded when Herbert Spencer published Social Statics in 
1851 and linked Lamarckian evolution to Malthusian theories of population control, 
                                                
13 The outcome of the debate between idealists and materialists was far from certain in the 1850s. Louis 
Agassiz held great sway over American culture as a lecturer and celebrity scientist, while Gray was less 
known to the public at large. Furthermore, American Transcendentalism – the hugely influential 
philosophical movement of the 1830s and 40s—has philosophical roots in idealism. In “The Poet” (1844) 
Ralph Waldo Emerson questions materialism as the true means to ultimate scientific knowledge. For 
Emerson, the poet is the true scientist because he “uses forms according to the life, and not according to 
the form. This is true science. The poet alone knows astronomy, chemistry, vegetation, and animation, for 
he does not stop at these facts, but employs them as signs” (573). Emerson’s and Agassiz’s celebrity cast 
a long shadow across scientific materialism until Darwin’s publication of Origin gave Gray the footing to 
debunk many of Agassiz’s theories (Dupree 330).  
 
14 Prior to the publication of the Origin, discussion about evolution relied on terms like “the transmutation 
of species,” which relied to the possibility that one species might be changed into another, and “the fixity 
of species,” which was the assumption that one species could never be changed into another. Charles 
Lyell first applied the term “evolution” to mark changes in species in the second volume of Principles of 




simultaneously coining the term “survival of the fittest” and linking evolutionary biology to 
discussions of socioeconomics (Larson 71). Consequently, evolutionary thought percolated 
throughout the Anglo-American scientific community for almost sixty years prior to Darwin’s 
publication of On the Origin of Species (1859).15 
That said, Darwin’s On The Origin of Species (published 26 November 1859) had an 
immense impact on the nineteenth-century sciences because it provided empirically-curated 
material data supporting the theory that species were not “fixed”—that is, that species could 
evolve into another species over time (Costa ix). Unlike Lamarck or Chambers, who speculated 
that evolution occurred and incorporated idealist components into their theories, Darwin relied 
more heavily on material datasets to support his claims. Darwin’s two most famous (and 
influential) theories were that evolution occurs via natural selection and that this selection could 
lead to new species through the gradual transmutation of species.16 Less frequently remarked on 
today, but vitally important in its nineteenth-century publishing context, is the Origin’s chapter 
on hybridism, in which Darwin examines botanical evidence to suggest that certain hybrids can 
                                                
15 In 1796, Cuvier published papers on dinosaur fossils, which led him to hypothesize that animals could 
“degenerate” into slightly different forms from their ancestors (Larson 18). Most importantly, Cuvier’s 
work established that extinction was possible (a radical proposition for 1800) and that there was some 
kind of succession in the forms of living beings into more specialized creatures that took place over the 
course of a very long period of time (Larson 23). Despite these hypotheses, Cuvier rejected the 
transmutation of species; for Cuvier, while an ancestral large cat might “degenerate” into a lion, a 
panther, or a tiger, it could not degenerate into a dog (Larson 18). Unlike Cuvier, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 
supported the transmutation hypothesis in Zoological Philosophy (1809). Lamarck posited that 
individuals acquire characteristics by use or disuse and then pass those characteristics down to their 
offspring—the famous example being a giraffe’s long neck. For Lamarck, a new species emerges through 
accumulated individual changes (Larson 41). In 1844, Robert Chambers anonymously published Vestiges 
of the Natural History of Creation and brought the transmutation hypothesis back into the public 
imagination.  
 
16 Natural selection centers on the idea that “any being, if it vary however slightly in any manner 
profitable to itself, under the complex and sometimes varying conditions of life, will have a better chance 
of surviving, and thus be naturally selected,” which will lead to a modification in the species (Darwin 5, 
emphasis original). Through this process, “a simple being or a simple organ can be changed and perfected 
into a highly developed being or elaborately constructed organ” over time, which underscores Darwin’s 
second claim, that “the species are not immutable” (Darwin 5, 6). 
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be fertile and even exceed the fertility of the original parent species (245-260). Prior to the 
Origin, biological hybrids were largely accepted as sterile. Using botanical data, Darwin 
unsettled even his own theory of transmutation by suggesting that rare cases exist of fertile 
hybrids that could begin a new species. While this chapter’s data and conclusions have largely 
been dismissed, the Origin’s hybridity chapter casts the botanical hybrid as a pivotal player in 
evolutionary history because it could allow humans to see new species creation in one generation 
rather than relying on deep geological time. Consequently, the hybrid became a touchstone 
figure for a materialist understanding of evolution and materialist scientific methods.  
While Darwin’s botanical hybrids indicate the importance of hybridity in a materialist 
scientific context, hybridity was similarly significant within materially-based social and political 
discourse. The term hybrid, so important for defining species and used in the discourse of 
European evolutionary theorists, became applied to biracial humans in American discourse. Of 
Americans who deployed evolutionary discourse to support racist practice, Josiah Nott was the 
most successful. In “The Mulatto a Hybrid” (1843) (published as a medical text in The Boston 
Medical and Surgical Journal, now known as the prestigious New England Journal of 
Medicine), Nott attacked the notion that humans must be biologically one species by drawing 
upon the hybrid’s association with sterility. Nott positions mulattos as hybrid beings that join 
together the distinct races of white and black; to demonstrate that these races are actually distinct 
species, Nott argues that multiracial people degenerate over generations until they finally meet 
the condition of sterility that defines a biological hybrid (Peterson 43).17 He cited this as proof 
                                                
17 To validate his work even further, Nott courted preeminent scientists to support his polygenetic 
account: Samuel G. Morton (renowned craniologist), Charles Lyell (founder of uniformitarian 
geography), and Louis Agassiz (America’s most famous midcentury scientist) all eventually fell in line 
with Nott’s polygenetic account of creation (Peterson 44-47). Because of Nott’s success in elevating a 
polygenetic account, he is widely considered the “single most important figure advocating scientific 
racism” in the 1850s (Peterson 43). 
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that different human races are closely related, but distinct, species rather than variants of the 
same species. While Nott has now been completely discredited, in the 1860s, “Nott’s arguments 
trumped Darwin’s” among scientists, according to historian Erik Peterson (52). As a result, his 
account of hybridism undermines the account of human creation laid out in Genesis because it 
argues that humans of different races do not share one origin point.18 Nott so successfully 
associated hybridity with pro-slavery rhetoric dehumanizing people of color that any discussion 
of hybridism in the nineteenth century must account for the term’s association with interracial 
humans in addition to true species hybridity as discussed by Darwin and other naturalists. 
Because of Nott’s efforts, evolutionary theory and hybridity in the nineteenth century are 
inextricably tied to the human status—or lack thereof—of people of color.  
Tracing the interwoven histories of nineteenth-century scientific professionalization, 
botany, and evolutionary theory reveals that the turn to materialist methods—while useful for 
empirical discovery and technological advancement—came with consequences for women, 
people of color, and people without access to educational institutions. The history of 
evolutionary theory in particular demonstrates how material data was leveraged—via the figure 
of the hybrid—to uphold chattel slavery. Therefore, nineteenth-century scientific materialism 
provides a caution for viewing matter alone as a basis for creating a liberatory politics.  
New Materialist and Posthumanist Contexts 
My project’s focus on materialism and the crossing of species lines emerged from these 
historical contexts, which directly inform the literature I analyze. That being said, my historical 
                                                
18 A polygenetic account of human evolution posits that humans of different races come from multiple 
origin points and are therefore not the same species, but are instead closely related species. A 
monogenetic account of human evolution posits that humans of all races share the same origin point and 
are therefore the same species. These theories had important religious implications, since Genesis implies 
that all humans originate with Adam and Eve (Peterson 43). In 1854, Nott and George Gliddon solidified 
the polygenetic argument in Types of Mankind.  
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inquiry dovetails with twenty-first century scholarly interest in new materialism and 
posthumanism. My study offers a prehistory of new materialism by pointing to a moment when 
materialism was fundamentally linked to projects intended to disenfranchise women and 
question the humanity of nonwhite people. Though my dissertation demonstrates hybridity is 
deeply tied to materialism and the nonhuman, its disabling associations with chattel slavery 
partially explain its absence from posthumanist discussions of species crossing and intermixture 
for which the best term would be hybridity (as seen in critical study of cyborgs, animals, and 
plants).19 Further complicating the term’s utility to describe interrelation between species, 
hybridity was a key concept within the postcolonial theory of Homi K. Bhabha. Bhabha 
describes hybridity as a state of “in-betweenness between two seeming binaries,” of being 
“neither one thing nor the other” (1, 33). Thus, because of postcolonial theory, hybridity also 
connotes liminality and the creation of a third, distinctive culture in colonialized countries. 
Bhabha’s ability to productively use hybridity is puzzling given the term’s nineteenth-century 
past but becomes more understandable if we consider that he analyzes the more immaterial realm 
of culture. Bhabha’s use of the term was disassociated from its materialist, biological 
                                                
19 This interest in blurring is particularly evident in the burgeoning field of plant studies, which seeks to 
grant agency to non-human, non-animal actors. Michael Marder’s Plant Thinking: A Philosophy of 
Vegetable Life (2013) asks that we use an “aesthetic attitude” towards plants (instead of an instrumentalist 
attitude) in order to “encounter” the “enormous regions of [plant] being” typically unexplored by humans 
(4). Encompassed within his view of plant-thinking is the “non-cognitive, non-ideational, and non-
imagistic mode of thinking proper to plants” as well as how human thinking can become “de-humanized 
and rendered plant-like, altered by its encounter with the vegetal world” (10). Marder’s theorization of 
plant thinking is the logical progression of new materialist and posthumanist scholarship, which calls 
acknowledging the vital essence of all matter (theories that are sometimes termed new vitalism). Marder 
contends that plants have souls, and we should not reduce them to “sheer materiality, to the case in point 
of spiritless and self-less nature” (26); instead, he argues for plant subjectivity in which plants are “agents 
in the production of meaning” (35). Although Marder does not use the exact terms of my dissertation, his 
argument recapitulates nineteenth-century debates about the status of plants as material data (such as in 
Darwin and Gray’s work) or symbols to Truth (as seen in Emerson, sentimental flower language, and 
didactic textbooks).  
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associations; he was consequently able to make it operative in theoretical discourse. With the rise 
of materialism in the 2010s, though, hybridity’s material associations are newly important.  
My project is important in today’s literary climate because it foregrounds the complicated 
history of materialism and species blurring in the United States. My project demonstrates how 
nineteenth-century writers deploy hybrid women as a means of locating competing (but related) 
anxieties about evolution, racial distinctiveness, women’s place in the sciences, and appropriate 
scientific methodology. The feminized hybrid figure’s multiple, overlapping valences—
human/nonhuman, white/nonwhite, and middle class/lower class—enables both nineteenth-
century writers and modern scholars to approach these questions intersectionally. From this 
intersectional position, writers interrogated scientific materialism’s effect on conceptions of the 
human and the ideal and the effects those changes wrought on women, people of color, and 
people of lower socioeconomic standing. Consequently, the historicist work of this dissertation 
takes on additional significance in our own scholarly moment. I suggest that hybridity should 
once again become operative in discussions about species crossings in a material context because 
the term hybridity illuminates how historical narratives shape theoretical discourses. 
Furthermore, the historical associations of hybridity have the potential to help current new 
materialist theorists constructively address their own racial and gendered oversight.  
New materialists push back against the dualism between matter and idea codified in René 
Descartes’ philosophy; they contend that new concepts of matter as an ever-changing 
substance—corroborated by quantum physics—necessitate a discussion of matter as “lively” 
(Coole and Frost 13). In doing this, new materialists have increasingly called for an 
acknowledgment of matter as something that has agency—indeed, Jane Bennett calls for an end 
to the divide between “dull matter (it, things) and vibrant life (us, beings)” (viii). In this 
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conception, humanity loses any special distinction and instead becomes level with all other 
material things (i.e. rocks, soil, animals, plants). Consequently, new materialism is associated 
with a posthuman turn that de-centers the human from its place of conceptual primacy. As 
Cristin Ellis notes, the term posthumanism can be used expansively to incorporate an “admittedly 
heterogeneous set of material ontologies” that “foreground both the epistemic stakes (the non-
humanism) and the historical position (the after-humanism) implied in the ontological shift they 
frame” (6). In this focus on the material, new materialists and posthumanists position themselves 
as liberatory—freeing scholars from focusing on the human and categories humans have 
imposed to distinguish types of matter from one another.  
While new materialism and posthumanism have enjoyed widespread critical dominance 
in recent years, the theories are not without valid critiques. Namely, new materialist and 
posthumanist scholarship has largely sidestepped questions of gender and race. Cristin Ellis 
critiques “the conspicuous absence of race as a critical term in posthumanist discourse” (7). This 
absence has at times led posthumanist scholars to figure conditions once used for dehumanizing 
women and people of color as radically liberatory. Colleen Boggs cautions against an embrace of 
“posthumanist theories that see species crossing as part of a liberating narrative” by glossing 
over the history of “species blurring and boundary crossing [being] at the very heart of race and 
gender-based violence” (33). Boggs points to the history of Josiah Nott’s Types of Mankind and 
pro-slavery hybridity discourse as a warning: certain forms of human matter were already 
‘liberated’ from the constraints of human distinctiveness but at the cost of their autonomy. In 
their attempt to usher in a more ideal democracy by reducing all beings to an equal state of lively 
matter, new materialist and posthumanist scholars overlook unequal distinctions humans have 
made on the very basis of that lively matter. My dissertation asks us to look this history head-on 
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in order to see how the inequality tied up in the term hybrid can—counter intuitively, perhaps—
productively bring gender and race into posthuman discussions. 
Similar to my own insistence that nineteenth-century historicist work on the hybrid has 
the potential to address problems within new materialist and posthumanist thought, Kyla 
Schuller incisively demonstrates that conceptions of lively matter were at the heart of nineteenth-
century racist classification that determined people of color were sub-human. Drawing on her 
concepts of impression and impressionability, Schuller shows how sentimental biopower—seen 
in which bodies (white) could engage in moral and political systems of sentimentalism—was 
used in the nineteenth century to “unevenly distribute which bodies are capable of feeling and 
change (plasticity) and which are prey to determinism” (11). Schuller presents an excellent case 
and shows that new materialist visions of “flexible materiality” do little more than reinscribe 
nineteenth-century biopolitics of feeling because nineteenth-century understandings of the 
different capacities of white/nonwhite and male/female bodies already accepted that material was 
flexible, yet used that belief to justify racial and gender oppression (11). Schuller’s critique has 
particular relevance for my study because of the connection she makes between race and gender. 
Drawing on Roderick Ferguson’s Aberrations in Black (2004), Schuller contends that “binary 
sex does not exist in a parallel or intersecting dimension with race. Rather, the rhetoric of distinct 
sexes of male and female are consolidated as a function of race” (17).20 Schuller’s insight that 
race and sex work in tandem to the advantage of white men is not simply implied in the texts of 
my dissertation; it is made explicit through the hybrid woman scientist. Along with being 
                                                
20 She further notes that “race stabilizes the economic and biological health of the population, which 
enables the development of civilization, while sex differences stabilize civilization. Sex served to balance 
the somatic vulnerability of the impressible races by dividing the civilized body into two halves: the 
sentimental woman, who possessed both a heightened faculty of feeling and a more transparent animal 




hybridized along species lines in an evolutionary context, the women of my dissertation are 
mixed along racial or class lines. These women’s status at the intersection of multiple categories 
that function to prop up white patriarchy suggests that writers recognized materialism’s 
homogenizing effect on the nineteenth-century sciences. These hybrids of my study inhabit the 
“somatic vulnerability” of colored races while accessing the “heightened faculty of feeling” 
associated with white women, giving us access to a figure defined by its material nature, yet 
made special by its access to the immaterial (Schuller 16). The scientific woman hybrid is 
therefore a useful figure who naturally addresses the shortcomings of new materialist theory 
voiced by Ellis, Schuller, and Boggs. I suggest that nineteenth-century literature tackles the 
limitations of material methods in a way that is inseparable from species, race, gender, and class. 
The nineteenth-century literary hybrid—and the term hybrid more generally—therefore offers a 
path to generatively incorporate the intersectional ground human difference (race, class, sex) 
within discourse more attuned to the relationship between and across species.   
In addition to providing a model for posthumanist scholarship to consider race, class, and 
sex, nineteenth-century hybrids and the incorporeal method they practice expands current 
theorization of the incorporeal. While Grosz’s incorporeal conceives of an immaterial/ideal 
element present in the material being, her incorporeal fails to account for a religious soul or 
morality. Indeed, she opens her book by writing, “This is a book on ethics, although it never 
addresses morality, the question of what is to be done” (1).21 Put another way, while advocating 
for the existence of the immaterial, Grosz does not simultaneously advocate for an idealist 
viewpoint. Although her omission of morality works within modern theoretical discourse, it 
                                                
21 Instead of addressing morality, her stated purpose is to develop an “ontoethics” that entwines ethics, 
politics, and ontology to better understand how the world is now and how it might operate in the future. 
Understand ontology (investigating what constitutes the real) “not only in terms of what it is but also in 
terms of how what is may enable what might be” (2). One of her main goals is “to think thought, through 
and in its material arrangements” (12). 
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makes her critique less useful for studying literature before 1900. One cannot discuss literature 
of the nineteenth century without attending to morality. My work expands Grosz’s incorporeal to 
include discussions of morality and spirituality (a term more often associated with religious 
formulations of humanity’s enduring immaterial component), thereby making her term more 
serviceable for literary critics working with religiously inflected texts.  
 Besides demonstrating the nineteenth-century hybrid’s utility for theorizing a more robust 
new materialism and posthumanism, my dissertation contributes to historicist work examining 
the interconnectedness of literature and scientific practice and recovering female authors’ interest 
in the scientific professions. Specifically, my investigation expands Sari Altschuler’s excellent 
work in The Medical Imagination: Literature and Health in the Early United States (2018). 
Altschuler demonstrates that eighteenth and early-nineteenth-century doctors wrote fiction as a 
means of conducting thought-experiments they could not conduct in their labs, drawing on 
imagination as an important scientific method. I show that, as scientific professions turned away 
from imagination and the immaterial, literary authors used fiction to critique the professions’ 
shift to materialist epistemologies.22 Furthermore, I point to the critical role gender and women’s 
writing played in literary treatments of the scientific method. In doing so, I advance scholarship 
                                                
22 Altschuler’s work—and by extension, my own—comes from within a large network of scholars 
engaged with science and literature. Gillian Beer’s Darwin’s Plots (1983) and George Levine’s Darwin 
and the Novelists (1988) provided foundational work for examining fiction’s treatment of nineteenth-
century scientific developments. In the 2000s, medicine and literature scholarship flourished in the works 
of Cynthia Davis Bodily and Narrative Forms (2000), Stephanie Browner Profound Science (2005), and 
Jane Thrailkill Affecting Fictions (2008). These scholars examine how literary forms were used to frame 
medical developments emerging in the nineteenth century. My study enriches the landscape of science 
and literature scholarship that has taken place over the last decade, such as Jon Klancher’s Transfiguring 
the Arts and Sciences (2013), which studies the epistemology of the arts and sciences, and Adelene 
Buckley’s Novel Science: Fiction and the Invention of Nineteenth-Century Geology (2013), which 
illuminates the “specifically literary dimension” (1) of geologic sciences by demonstrating that 
“geologists elaborated new literary forms (2). For further reading on the subject of nineteenth-century 
literature and science, see Anne Dewitt’s Moral Authority, Men of Science, and the Victorian Novel 
(2013), and Lydia Fisher and Tina Gianquitto’s edited collection America’s Darwin: Darwinian Theory 




on women’s writing and engagement with the sciences by showing how female writers used 
fiction to imagine a place for a scientific methodology more accessible to the majority of 
women’s lived experience. An investigation of gender and sex within critical discourses of 
science and literature is long overdue: the last monograph to focus on scientific concerns in 
American women’s literary writing was Nina Baym’s American Women of Letters and the 
Nineteenth-Century Sciences (2002). My dissertation’s focus on fictional texts instead of 
nonfictional popular scientific works distinguishes my inquiry from recent scholarship and 
allows me to demonstrate how women deployed the license of the fictional genres in which they 
worked to push against methodologies they viewed as overly reductive.23  
 Ultimately, my dissertation demonstrates that midcentury American writers locate 
women’s bodies and women’s knowledge as an experimental ground for imagining an alternate 
mode of scientific professional practice—one that relies on the immaterial as inseparable from 
the materially-observable world. Because these women die without reproducing, this ground is 
left barren, suggesting that such a method—much like the hybrid used to explore it—was not 
fertile ground in the nineteenth century.  
Chapter Overviews 
In Chapter 1, I pair Nathaniel Hawthorne’s “Rappaccini’s Daughter” (1844) and Oliver 
Wendell Holmes’s Elsie Venner (1861) to show how Hawthorne and Holmes depict the 
possibilities—and consequences—of medical methodologies open to ideal knowledge. In this 
chapter, I demonstrate that the hybrid female protagonists of “Rappaccini’s Daughter” and Elsie 
Venner can be read as skilled scientists who merge together competing methodologies associated 
                                                
23 Ann Shteir, Bernard Lightman, Barbara Gates, and Tina Gianquitto have been among the most 
influential scholars to study peripheral, popular nonfiction scientific literature written by women. Theresa 
M. Kelley’s Clandestine Marriage (2012) and Sam George’s Botany, sexuality and women’s writing 
1760-1830: From modest shoot to forward plant (2007) also fit within this tradition 
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with allopathic and homeopathic medicine, in the process becoming practitioners of the 
incorporeal scientific method. I contend that Holmes’s and Hawthorne’s use of female scientists 
entangles gender with methodological questions about the place of ideal knowledge in the 
sciences. Additionally, the hybrid women scientists point to how conceptions of femininity were 
central to fashioning public perception of what constitutes scientific fact and practice in the 
nineteenth century. In their narratives, Elsie and Beatrice become something more than the 
archetype of “woman” or “the feminine” and instead partake of the nonhuman. In their special 
status, these women are able to fully conceptualize a merging of human and non-human life that 
illuminates the generative potential of an incorporeal epistemology. Through their multiple 
liminal statuses, these characters therefore show that hybridity is intimately intertwined with 
scientific materialism in the nineteenth century. 
In Chapter 2, I examine three works by Harriet Prescott Spofford—“The Amber Gods” 
(1860), “Pomegranate-Flowers” (1861), and “Best-Laid Schemes” (1894)—to explore how 
Spofford engages two key questions of midcentury sciences: the place of the immaterial within 
an increasingly materialist scientific worldview and humanity’s status in relation to other 
organisms. I show that Spofford has a recurring interest in the figure of the hybrid, through 
which she investigates an incorporeal epistemology as an alternative to an exclusively material 
approach to botanical study. Her focus on mixing scientific epistemologies is noteworthy in light 
of her groundbreaking style, which is often lauded as creating a uniquely feminine form within 
the generic confines of American Romanticism. In writing about hybrids in a feminine voice, 
Spofford advocates for an immaterial, internally conscious component to vegetable life. I suggest 
that Spofford’s plant-women hybrids allow her both to explore plant interiority and to critique 
the intensely negative reaction many Americans had to empirically backed evolutionary theory 
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popularized by naturalists such as Georges Cuvier, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, and Charles Darwin. 
I consider how Spofford’s treatment of ideal nature from within highly aestheticized forms 
positions her writing as a materially-updated postbellum reflection on Emerson’s theorization of 
plant-human relationships.   
In Chapter 3, I analyze three works by Sarah Orne Jewett, A Country Doctor (1884), 
Country of the Pointed Firs (1896), and “The Foreigner” (1900), in order to examine a realist 
treatment of women’s alternative scientific epistemologies. Unlike Hawthorne, Holmes, and 
Spofford, Jewett’s female scientists are not fantastical species hybrids; instead, they are a 
country doctor and a learned herbalist. One woman has access to professionalized scientific 
training, while the other learns from networks of rural wise women. I show that Jewett depicts 
women who deploy an incorporeal medical method superior to that practiced by institutionally-
sanctioned men. Jewett hybridizes these women metaphorically and suggests that their special 
access to species, race, and socioeconomic categories enables their healing practice. Jewett 
presents an overwhelmingly positive picture of the hybrid woman scientist ennobled by moral 
duty and ties to the community, but she is unable to envision an incorporeal method operative 
outside of rural contexts.  










Materialism and the Hybrid Female Scientist in “Rappaccini’s Daughter” and Elsie Venner 
My investigation’s concerns with incorporeal methodology, hybridity, and gender make 
midcentury Romantic fiction rich discursive ground. As a movement, Romanticism allows for, 
and perhaps even encourages, writers to use elements of the fantastic as a means to revealing a 
larger truth about humanity. Consequently, Romantic fiction provides the generic leeway to 
bring human hybrids—the contested figure of nineteenth-century evolutionary and racial 
discourse—to life. In this chapter, I show how Nathaniel Hawthorne and Oliver Wendell Holmes 
deploy the hybrid woman scientist to comment on changes in the methodologies accepted by 
professional American medicine. Hawthorne and Holmes are well suited to this query: 
Hawthorne repeatedly explores dark, twisted scientists who impact the lives of women 
throughout his oeuvre, as seen in “The Birth-Mark” (1843), “Rappaccini’s Daughter” (1844), 
and The Scarlet Letter (1850). Critics draw on these texts when discussing Hawthorne’s “morbid 
sensibility” and enduring interest in the sciences (Browner 67). Holmes is similarly drawn to the 
sciences as literary subject matter. Holmes, mid-nineteenth-century America’s celebrated author-
physician, made the medical profession and scientific method a key feature of his “medicated” 
novel Elsie Venner (1860), which explores the interrelation between scientific men and a female 
object of their study (Holmes Elsie 3).  
By beginning this project with two white male authors, I show how men who had access 
to mainstream medical training imagine instances of women who are clear-cut species hybrids as 
a means of examining competing scientific methodologies. In doing so, I demonstrate that the 
intersection of methodology, gender, and hybridity permeated mainstream literary discourse in 
addition to the texts geared at female readers analyzed in the work of the women writers I 
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discuss in Chapters 2 and 3. Specifically, “Rappaccini’s Daughter” and Elsie Venner dramatize 
the battle for methodological dominion that happened midcentury in the American medical 
community to establish who would win the term of “professional” scientist, a struggle seen in the 
rivalry between allopathic and homeopathic doctors. Because of the philosophical underpinnings 
of allopathic and homeopathic medicine, this struggle is one that is also intimately entwined with 
epistemological differences rooted in practices that privilege either materialism or idealism as the 
root of viable knowledge. Though not always couched in the exact terms material or ideal, 
Nathaniel Hawthorne and Oliver Wendell Holmes take up the central conflict of these competing 
epistemologies and use hybridized female scientists to interrogate the possibilities—or 
consequences—of pushing back against the increasing bifurcation of scientific practices rooted 
in material or ideal methodologies. I argue that “Rappaccini’s Daughter” points to the advantages 
of merging the scientific methodologies of allopathic and homeopathic medicine, while Elsie 
Venner can be read as a sustained treatise on the dangers of the mixed-methodologies and the 
amateur to establishment science. Both authors explore an incorporeal method through their 
main female characters—Hawthorne in order to advocate for a scientific epistemology that 
makes space for this entwinement of material and ideal, Holmes in order to advocate for a purely 
materialistic view. In both, though, the hybrid scientist woman fails to reproduce and is dead at 
the end of the narrative. These texts suggest that the incorporeal method, though superior within 
fictional stories, cannot translate into a society in which gender and race are used to establish 
material methods as superior. 
 Critics have paired “Rappaccini’s Daughter” and Elsie Venner in source studies on the 
texts’ relation to John Keats’s “Lamia”; by pairing these texts on the basis of shared historical 
context and medical content rather than their connection to “Lamia,” I show how they mobilize 
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venomous women to comment on changing medical epistemologies.24 “Rappaccini’s Daughter” 
and Elsie Venner lend themselves to my project because they center on encounters between 
classically trained, materially-based male medical practitioners and amateur women who 
incorporate the ideal into studying the natural world. In “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” the beautiful 
Beatrice Rappacinni is a formidable botanist trained in scientific study by her father; more 
noticeably, though, she is poisonous because her father has encoded deadly plant venom into her 
bodily essence. In Elsie Venner, Elsie Venner is a wild schoolgirl who wanders the countryside 
and has insights into the natural landscape unparalleled by scientific professionals who visit the 
same locales she does. No one—in her story or criticism—gives her investigation notice because 
of her more interesting medical condition: she is infected with snakelike physiological and 
psychological traits because of a snakebite her mother received while Elsie was still in utero. 
Despite their own interest in studying nature (albeit in non-traditional ways), both Beatrice and 
Elsie are thus positioned for the reader as the objects of regular scientific study—scarcely 
different in function than the plant or snake with which their constitutions are merged—rather 
than investigators in their own right, undermining any claim to scientific authority the characters 
may have otherwise possessed. 
Given how naturally these two characters fall into the role of object of study, it is perhaps 
unsurprising that they are rarely interpreted as alternative scientists instigating their own studies 
                                                
24 Scholars who examine the texts together do so because of their shared connection to John Keats’s 
“Lamia.” Kathleen Gallagher concludes that “Lamia” is the source text for both “Rappaccini’s Daughter” 
and Elsie Venner and briefly notes the texts’ shared interest in science (63). Margaret Hallissy focuses on 
Beatrice and Elsie alongside Keats’s Lamia, reads the three women within the context of allopathic and 
homeopathic medicine, and argues that in each of the three tales, acceptance into marriage would have 
cured all three women and improved the man (136). I part with these critics by omitting a reading of 
Keats’ “Lamia.” While the literary precedent of the snake woman certainly connects the three texts, my 
interest is in how Hawthorne and Holmes leveraged the hybrid woman to investigate amateur and 
alternative scientists in the United States in the middle of the nineteenth century, which removes Keats’ 
“Lamia” from the scope of this current project. 
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of the natural world. In this chapter, I argue that both Beatrice and Elsie can be read as skilled 
scientists who merge together competing scientific methodologies to enact an incorporeal 
method: both women rely upon empirical interaction with the material world in a manner 
consistent with allopathic medicine and mainstream science, but they also value immaterial 
knowledge in a manner consistent with homeopathic medicine and alternative scientists. Both 
women are eliminated within their stories, suggesting that such a merging of contrary 
methodologies cannot exist within the mid-century American professional sciences. I contend 
that Holmes and Hawthorne use female scientists to entangle gender at the heart of the 
methodological question about the place of material and ideal knowledge in the sciences. 
I build upon female scientists’ place at the center of this methodological debate to argue 
that women in particular were hybridized to bridge the gap between the increasingly bifurcated 
methodologies because of their historical figuration both as inescapably embodied (because of 
their connection to menstruation, lactation, and childbirth) and naturally endowed with access to 
the spiritual realm (both in a positive sense—as with the cult of true womanhood—and in a 
negative sense—as with women’s association with witchcraft). As female scientists hybridized 
with different species, Elise and Beatrice are able to access both the typical paradox of ideal and 
material associated with femininity, but also push past this into a posthuman realm in which they 
possess knowledge by nature of their hybridized biologies. In doing so, these characters become 
something more than the archetype of “woman” or “femininity” and are instead something non-
human, or post-human; in their special status, these figures are able to fully conceptualize a 
merging of human and non-human life that illuminates the generative potential of an 
epistemology of the incorporeal. In addition to being hybridized with different species, both 
Elsie and Beatrice are depicted using racial tropes associated with non-European backgrounds. 
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Through this racialization, they require us to keep our minds on disenfranchised bodies even as 
we look to the generative ground of the incorporeal.  
The methodological debate was particularly visible among American doctors as the 
American Medical Association was forming. The debate between allopathic and homeopathic 
medicine, which reached its pinnacle in the 1840s and 50s, mirrors the larger methodological 
question that permeated the nineteenth-century sciences around which my dissertation revolves: 
to favor a scientific practice rooted in materialism, which advocated reliance on empirical 
observation of an extant material reality or one that was grounded in idealism, which would 
allow science to be more easily merged with the spiritual or immaterial. Allopathic medicine is 
associated with “empirical somatic knowledge” that relies upon reading the material body alone, 
divorced from the immaterial aspects of a person’s experience (Browner 53). Homeopathy, in 
contrast, has been deemed a “distinctly literary theor[y] of medicine, appealing to an idealistic 
definition of nature and of connections between the mental and physical” (Woodson 16). 
Homeopaths did not, however, abandon empiricism and experimentation. They followed the 
Baconian scientific method and were generally educated men attempting to make medicine more 
exact; they differed from allopaths in not relying solely on empirical observation of material 
reality (Woodson 19, Uroff 64). Homeopaths reacted against a strict materialism by instead 
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“appealing to a speculative acceptance of a dynamic and organic concept … that demanded 
intuition and imagination instead of scientific verification” (Woodson 18-19).25  
These methodological differences are important within the context of this chapter 
because, at the opening of the nineteenth century, American science lagged far behind that of 
European countries, and “it was virtually impossible to arouse either public or private support for 
any scientific enterprise” (Daniels 7). American medical providers were affected by the public’s 
disinterest in the sciences: in the first decades of the nineteenth century, differences between folk 
healers and professional medical men “erupted into lively public battles and professional 
medicine lost much of its prestige” (Browner 2). State licensing laws for medical practitioners 
were repealed in the 1830s and 1840s as Jackson-era Americans called for greater democracy in 
medicine and removal of the “aristocrats bent on establishing a healthcare monopoly” (Browner 
2). Americans complained that regular doctors—doctors practicing allopathic medicine in a 
manner consistent with the educated medical profession—were “indifferent to human life” and 
cared only about their science (Gross 134). Consequently, regular doctors faced steep 
competition from graduates of one-year propriety medical schools unattached to universities, 
which abounded after 1820 (Gross 136). These forces combined and, by 1850, “professional 
medicine was at its nadir,” with both educated and uneducated persons turning to homeopathic 
and alternative practitioners for medical care (Browner 2, Woodson 2). As a result, competing 
scientific methodologies loomed large in the public mind.  
                                                
25 Sari Altschuler’s work, The Medical Imagination, pushes back against the strict divide between 
material medical science and the immaterial world, especially during the early portion of the nineteenth-
century. Altschuler’s contention is that medical practitioners saw a link between imaginative, literary 
work and the thinking needed to develop good medical practice. As Altschuler notes, nineteenth-century 
physician Silas Weir Mitchell contended that science and imagination are “the very soul of each other” 
(qtd. in Altschuler 9). While I agree with Altschuler that individual allopathic doctors retained an 
appreciation for imaginative work as a means of experimentation, my work looks at competing 
methodologies within larger groupings of professional scientists progressively drove them towards a more 
material worldview by the close of the nineteenth century. 
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Alternative Science in “Rappaccini’s Daughter” 
Nathaniel Hawthorne, though not professionally implicated in the showdown between 
allopathic and homeopathic medicine (as Oliver Wendell Holmes was), was personally invested 
in homeopathy as a viable medical practice. As a student at Bowdoin College, Hawthorne took 
anatomy and physiology as part of the newly established Maine Medical School. Despite these 
courses, which by rights of the time should have left him poised to condemn homeopathic 
medicine, Hawthorne and his family spent years receiving care from the homeopathic doctor 
celebré, Dr. William Wesselhoeft (Woodson 6). Sophia Peabody Hawthorne’s adherence to 
homeopathic principles swayed Hawthorne to consult and endorse homeopathic doctors at 
various points throughout their marriage. Hawthorne gained so much faith in homeopathy that, 
two months before Sophia delivered their second child, he wrote to her, “I am a true believer in 
homeopathy” (qtd. in Woodson 6). Over the following years of marriage, though, he came to 
resent the hold that Wesselhoeft held over Sophia and began to question the efficacy of 
homeopathic cures. Although he ultimately held misgivings about homeopathy, Hawthorne 
conceded to his wife’s wishes and employed homeopathic doctors even when he personally 
advocated for allopathic doctors to attend to the family’s needs. Thus, Hawthorne’s biography 
provides the context for reading “Rappaccini’s Daughter” as a story concerned with the battle 
occurring between allopathic and homeopathic practitioners.  
Critical accounts of “Rappaccini’s Daughter” have long drawn upon this connection to 
homeopathy in Hawthorne’s life to support medically inflected readings of the story. A robust 
body of literature has examined how “Rappaccini’s Daughter” criticizes the limitations of the 
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medical profession;26 furthermore, scholars have demonstrated how Hawthorne uses the story to 
dramatize professional debates within both sixteenth-century Italian medicine and nineteenth-
century American medicine.27 Stephanie Browner, M.D. Uroff, and Thomas Woodson all 
interpret the story as a dramatization of the battle between doctor-scientists on the role of 
empiricism in proper medical study and practice.28 While these scholars have done vital work in 
identifying the importance that the scientific method plays in the story, consistently missing from 
their investigations has been a consideration of Beatrice’s role within the methodological debate. 
Instead, critics focus on the two doctors of the text—Rappaccini and Baglioni. To examine 
Beatrice’s place within the medical context of “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” I will first establish that 
Beatrice can be read as a trained scientist; second, I will outline the scientific methodology that 
she employs; third, I will consider the ways in which Beatrice’s gender is used to trouble 
                                                
26 See L. Kerr Dunn, who argues that Hawthorne was wary of empirically-driven medicine (16); Aaron D. 
Cobb and Eric Sterling, who interpret the story as a warning about the dangers of scientific 
experimentation bereft from an appreciation of the spiritual value of human life (146); M.D. Uroff, who 
provides a robust list of citations for scholarship published prior to 1970 that interprets the story as “a 
polemic against science” (61); and Seymour Gross, who notes that Hawthorne is commonly interpreted as 
having a “distrust of science, most particularly its materialist epistemology” (129).  
 
27 Stephanie Browner demonstrates that sixteenth-century University of Padua was riven by debates 
concerning dissection and plots Rappaccini’s exceptionalism against pioneering morbid anatomist 
Vesalius (56-60). Browner suggests that Hawthorne does this to “[probe] the manic psychology of 
medical ambition and thus [undermine] more decorous images of scientists as rational and objective” 
(41). M.D. Uroff shows how “Rappaccini’s Daughter” dramatizes the debate between two approaches to 
medicine, “specifically the allopathic approach of Baglioni and the homeopathic approach of Rappaccini” 
and plots this onto nineteenth-century American medical debates (63).  
 
28 Browner interprets “Rappaccini’s Daughter” as Hawthorne’s rejection of pathology’s “commitment to 
empiricism and anatomizing disease,” and she reads Rappaccini as a new pathologist, a man whose 
“passion for direct, sensory knowledge … mark him as a model of a kind of pathological doctor who 
opens the body to know it” (62, 63). Browner concludes that Rappaccini’s shortcomings indicate that 
Hawthorne urges his reader to consider the body as something more than mere matter (68). M.D. Uroff 
and Thomas Woodson part with Browner and instead read Rappaccini as a representative of homeopathic 
medicine because of his heavy reliance upon botanical remedies. Uroff insists that Hawthorne does not 
paint allopathy or homeopathy more negatively, but instead argues for “more objectivity, dispassionate 
research, and isolation” in American medicine (62). Thomas Woodson builds upon Uroff’s work and 
suggests that biographical models exist for the doctors of “Rappaccini’s Daughter”: the allopathic 




alternative scientific methodologies; fourth, I will examine how Beatrice’s species and racial 
hybridity intersect with her gender in order to render her epistemological method unacceptable to 
the other scientists of the story. I then turn to consider how Hawthorne uses Beatrice within a 
critique of scientific methodology.  
  In order to show Beatrice’s place within the medical community of “Rappaccini’s 
Daughter,” we must first acknowledge that the plot is intimately concerned with perceived 
threats to the medical community. The story takes place in sixteenth-century Italy against the 
backdrop of a rivalry between two medical professors, Giacamo Rappaccini and Pietro Baglioni, 
at the University of Padua. Rappaccini is a “famous Doctor” known for his success with 
botanical remedies that some say “are as potent as a charm” despite their origin in powerfully 
poisonous plants Rappaccini cultivates in a secluded garden (Hawthorne 1334). Baglioni, “a 
physician of eminent repute,” questions Rappaccini’s methods and discredits him by saying that 
“there are certain grave objections to his professional character,” chiefly Rappaccini’s love of 
experimentation regardless of human consequence (1337). The narrator glosses Baglioni’s 
comments to add that Baglioni’s opinions may be tainted by professional jealousy, considering 
“that there was a professional warfare of long continuance between him and Doctor Rappaccini, 
in which the latter was generally thought to have gained the advantage” (1337). Against this 
backdrop of professional rivalry, Giovanni Guasconti sees, meets, and falls in love with Beatrice 
Rappaccini, Doctor Rappaccini’s beautiful and cloistered daughter, “whom all the young men in 
Padua are wild about” (1337). Although beautiful, Beatrice is curiously similar to the plants in 
her father’s garden, resembling them in her appearance and scent. At the climax of the story, 
Baglioni convinces Giovanni that Beatrice is poisonous as a result of Rappaccini’s “deep and 
deadly science” that has intertwined Beatrice’s constitution with that of the poisonous plants he 
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has bred (1347). Giovanni discovers that—seemingly through his contact with Beatrice—he has 
become as poisonous as she. Livid, he accuses Beatrice of “[filling his] veins with poison” so 
that she could gain a suitable mate; he then offers her an antidote provided to him by Baglioni, 
who claims “this antidote would have rendered the most virulent poisons of the Borgias 
innocuous” (1347). Spurned by Giovanni, Beatrice drinks the antidote despite seeming to know 
that it will kill her. The story comes to an end when Beatrice dies, and Baglioni cries out “in a 
tone of triumph mixed with horror” to ask Rappaccini—who has just watched his daughter die—
“is this the upshot of your experiment?” (1352, emphasis original).  
 This plotline emphasizes the medical men of Padua, underscored by a title that elides 
Beatrice as an individual entity and instead emphasizes her status as little more than 
Rappaccini’s proprietary experiment. However, a reading of Beatrice as a central figure in the 
scientific battle for the minds of Padua is possible, perhaps even suggested by Hawthorne. In the 
mock preface to “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” Hawthorne presents the story as a translation of the 
French story “Béatrice; ou La Belle Empoisonneuse” by M. de l’Aubépine. Though the preface 
pokes fun at Hawthorne’s critical reception from the American reading public, the faux French 
title is worth noting. Translated into English, the French title becomes “Beatrice: or the Beautiful 
Poisoner.” With this change, Beatrice is transformed into a self-determining individual whose 
culpability is raised by the description of her as a poisoner. Animals and plants without cognitive 
intent are poisonous by nature, but a poisoner is a person who requires both knowledge of 
poisonous substances and intent to use those substances against another person. This title 
suggests that, rather than simply being poisonous as a result of her father’s experiments, Beatrice 
herself knows something about poisons. Consequently, Hawthorne’s playful preface also opens 
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the text to a reading of Beatrice’s scientific knowledge, which would place a woman at the heart 
of a story deeply concerned with competing scientific methodologies.  
 Apart from this prefatory nod to viewing Beatrice herself as a trained scientist—a 
potential poisoner rather than simply poisonous—Hawthorne weaves this idea throughout the 
story through rumors conveyed through Baglioni. When Baglioni first warns Giovanni about 
Rappaccini and his daughter, Baglioni says: “I know little of the Signora Beatrice, save that 
Rappaccini is said to have instructed her deeply in his science, and that, young and beautiful as 
fame reports her, she is already qualified to fill a professor’s chair. Perchance her father destines 
her for mine!” (1338). Seymour Gross dismisses Baglioni’s claim as little more than professional 
jealousy: “How neurotic this professional rivalry [between Rappaccini and Baglioni] has made 
Baglioni is revealed by his conviction that Rappaccini is preparing Beatrice to take Baglioni’s 
chair in the medical faculty, which we know is absurd, since Beatrice is utterly ignorant of 
medical science” (138). And yet, what evidence does the reader have that Baglioni is incorrect? 
Immediately following his assertion that Beatrice is qualified to fill a professor’s chair, Baglioni 
states that there are “other absurd rumors…not worth talking about, or listening to” (1338). 
Those “absurd” rumors are, of course, that Beatrice is a poisonous girl rendered so by her 
father’s objectionable experiments, meaning that—though only a rumor—they are true. Although 
Baglioni is certainly a jealous rival who delights in Rappaccini’s humiliation, no evidence exists 
that he has incorrect information about any aspect of Rappaccini’s life. Baglioni suspects that 
Giovanni is the subject of Rappaccini’s “scientific interest,” which turns out to be true (1341); 
Baglioni tells Giovanni that Beatrice is a “wretched,” “poisonous” girl, which is accurate (1347); 
Baglioni assures Giovanni that the antidote he has created will be “efficacious against those 
[poisons] of Rappaccini,” which is borne out by the story’s events, even though the cure results 
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in Beatrice’s death (1347). Even Baglioni’s claim that “there are certain grave objections to 
[Rappaccini’s] professional character” is backed by the text, which shows us that Rappaccini is a 
father willing to turn his daughter into a poisonous plant-creature for the sake of expanding his 
scientific knowledge (1337). Given that Baglioni is never proven to have faulty information 
about Rappaccini in any other area, I argue that it is overly simplistic to dismiss as absurd his 
rumor that Rappaccini has given Beatrice an extensive scientific and medical education.  
 Perhaps readers and critics alike reject Baglioni’s rumors of the “fair and learned Signora 
Beatrice” because of the defense that Beatrice herself offers against any claim to scientific 
prowess (1347). Giovanni, citing rumors of Beatrice as being “deeply skilled in the virtues 
indicated by these rich blossoms,” asks Beatrice to be his “instructress” in Rappaccini’s science 
(1343). Beatrice’s response, though lengthy, is worth an examination: 
“Are there such idle rumors?” asked Beatrice, with the music of a pleasant laugh. 
“Do people say that I am skilled in my father’s science of plants? What a jest is 
there! No; though I have grown up among these flowers, I know no more of them 
than their hues and perfume; and sometimes, methinks I would fain rid myself of 
even that small knowledge. There are many flowers here, and those not the least 
brilliant, that shock and offend me, when they meet my eye. But pray, Signor, do 
not believe these stories about my science. Believe nothing of me save what you 
see with your own eyes.” (1343) 
 
Note the coy manner in which Beatrice dismisses these ‘idle rumors,” disarming Giovanni’s 
statement with a ‘pleasant laugh’ and an emphasis on her ignorance. In calling the rumors a 
‘jest,’ Beatrice reads as someone who ridicules a rumor in order to disarm a true assertion. This 
interpretation is plausible in light of how Beatrice moves from dismissing rumors of her 
scientific learning into imploring Giovanni not to trust any other rumors about her. As a 
poisonous girl, Beatrice must fear that rumors exist about her true nature and therefore implores 
Giovanni to trust only in his unmediated perceptions of her. Given the negative media 
surrounding learned women, as immortalized in conduct-manual inflected literature as diverse as 
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Frances Burney’s Evelina (1778), Maria Edgeworth’s Letters for Literary Ladies (1795), Hannah 
More’s Coelebs in Search of a Wife (1809), and Susan Warner’s The Wide, Wide World (1850), 
Beatrice might fear Giovanni’s reaction to her classification as a learned woman as much as she 
fears him knowing that she is unnaturally poisonous. Beatrice later reveals that she never 
intended to have a long-term relationship with Giovanni; instead, she “dreamed only to love 
[him] for a little time, and so to let [him] pass away, leaving but [his] image in [her] heart” 
(1350). Put differently, Beatrice envisions a surface-level relationship with Giovanni—a fling 
that would not necessitate telling him everything about herself. I contend that, in addition to 
withholding the truth about her poisonous constitution, Beatrice also weighs the cost of revealing 
her scientific learning and decides it is not necessary given the transience of their relationship. 
 This contention is supported by evidence within the text that implicates Beatrice as a 
learned, scientific woman. In the story’s opening scene, Giovanni observes Rappaccini working 
and notes that  
nothing could exceed the intentness with which this scientific gardener examined 
every shrub which grew in his path; it seemed as if he was looking into their 
inmost nature, making observations in regard to their creative essence, and 
discovering why one leaf grew in this shape, and another in that, and wherefore 
such and such flowers differed among themselves in hue and perfume. (1335) 
 
The quoted passage emphasizes the skill required to adequately care for Rappaccini’s plants. 
Note the “scientific” in front of “gardener,” the intentness of Rappaccini’s gaze, the observations 
he makes, the discovery involved in his work. Rappaccini’s work involves more than water and 
fertilization, suggesting that in order for his plants to yield their poisonous bounty, they must be 
cared for by a specialist. During this gardening work, Rappaccini realizes he has grown too weak 
to care for the “magnificent plant” that is the focal point of the garden; he calls for Beatrice to 
help him, explaining to her that “many needful offices require to be done to our chief treasure” 
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(1335). In this instance, Rappaccini’s pronoun choice—“our”—includes Beatrice as one of the 
stewards of the scientific garden. Citing his frailty, he transfers care of the plant to Beatrice, 
telling her that “henceforth…this plant must be consigned to [her] sole charge” (1336).29 
Beatrice gladly accepts this task and, after embracing her “sister” plant, “busied herself with such 
attentions as the plant seemed to require” (1336). Though Giovanni, who watches this scene, is 
struck by the peculiarity of Beatrice’s similarity to the plant and the way in which “flower and 
maiden were different and yet the same,” he does not seem to process the independence of 
Beatrice’s gardening (1336). Once Rappaccini transfers care of the flower to Beatrice, she 
receives no instruction in how to care for the plant. Rather, she notices what the plant seemed to 
require and provides for its needs. That Beatrice knows the “needful offices” to which 
Rappaccini alludes suggests that she knows more about this plant than its mere “hues and 
perfume,” like she later tells Giovanni (1343). One explanation for this is that Beatrice possesses 
instinctive, sympathetic knowledge with her sister plant because of their similar biological 
profiles. While her instinctual knowledge is possible—likely, even—I contend that it is equally 
likely that Beatrice has been schooled by her father in the proper way to care for the garden’s 
plants. Since Giovanni specifically calls attention to Rappaccini as a “scientific gardener,” this 
suggests that Beatrice’s education in gardening would be inflected with the principles of botany 
and scientific experimentation.  
 Beatrice’s knowledge of her father’s science is further suggested by her final dialogue 
with Giovanni. When Giovanni confronts Beatrice about her poisonous nature, she admits that 
Baglioni has told the truth—she “grew up and blossomed with the [poisonous] plant, and was 
nourished with its breath” (1349). Gaining this admission of truth, Giovanni accuses Beatrice of 
                                                
29 Though the reader later learns that this is a ploy to put Beatrice in Giovanni’s line of sight, the 
knowledge and skill that Beatrice exhibit while caring for the plant are not a sham. Beatrice does not 
know she is being manipulated and takes her botanical-horticultural responsibilities seriously. 
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being solely culpable for his poisoning: “Thou hast done it! Thou hast blasted me! Thou hast 
filled my veins with poison! Thou hast made me as hateful, as ugly, as loathsome and deadly a 
creature as thyself,—a world’s wonder of hideous monstrosity!” (1350, emphasis added). On one 
level, Giovanni’s accusation functions as a way of revealing that he is unworthy of Beatrice and 
has failed to see what the narrator assures the reader is true, that “whatever mist of evil might 
seem to have gathered over her, the real Beatrice was a heavenly angel” (1349). Blinded by his 
senses, Giovanni fails to ascertain the spiritual, immaterial quality of Beatrice. On a different 
level, though, this dialogue demonstrates Giovanni’s belief that Beatrice is actually a skilled 
scientist. He does not accuse Rappaccini of helping Beatrice with her devious plans; rather, he 
believes Beatrice capable of effecting the change in his constitution through her own learned 
machinations and attributes scientific agency to Beatrice in order to implicate her in his 
downfall. 
Given that Giovanni’s ruin derives from his inability to see Beatrice clearly, his 
perception of her science is not in itself sufficient evidence to suggest that she is knowledgeable 
enough in botanical science to have wrought the change in Giovanni’s constitution. Yet, in the 
moment of rejection, Beatrice utters a desperate defense of herself that leaves her scientific 
prowess ambiguous. She tells Giovanni, “It is my father’s fatal science! No, no, Giovanni; it was 
not I! Never, never! …. But it was not I! Not for a world of bliss would I have done it!” (1351, 
emphasis added). In Beatrice’s final defense, she chooses to say she would not have poisoned 
Giovanni, not that she could not have poisoned Giovanni. This difference is substantial. Had 
Beatrice wished to say that she was incapable of poisoning Giovanni because she did not know 
how to create such changes in humans, a more convincing defense would have been to 
emphasize her ignorance, as she did when Giovanni first asked for her to be his instructress. 
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Such a defense would have been particularly compelling in light of Giovanni’s insistence that 
Beatrice alone wrought him into a poisonous mate for herself. Instead, her use of the word 
“would” opens the possibility that Beatrice possessed the power to poison Giovanni and chose 
not to.  
 This opening, however small, is filled much more conclusively in Beatrice’s dying act. 
After unleashing his torrent of “blighting words” against Beatrice, Giovanni’s anger subsides, 
and he decides to cure Beatrice so that they can live together in harmony (1351). He tells 
Beatrice that their “fate is not so desperate” because he possesses “a medicine, potent” that is 
“composed of ingredients the most opposite to those by which [her] awful father has brought this 
calamity upon [them]” (1351). Although Giovanni suggests that they both drink and be cured 
together, Beatrice demands the medicine and “[adds], with a peculiar emphasis; ‘I will drink—
but do thou await the result” (1351). This ‘peculiar emphasis’ and sense of foreboding indicate 
that Beatrice knows that she will die once she has swallowed the antidote to her father’s poison. 
This has long been accepted by Hawthorne’s critics, yet few have questioned the implications of 
her knowledge. How, from Giovanni’s description alone, could Beatrice have known that she 
would die by taking the antidote? Giovanni tells her that it was made by a “wise physician” who 
has told him it is “almost divine in its efficacy” (1351). Were Beatrice an ignorant, cloistered girl 
who simply enjoyed looking at her father’s flowers but knew nothing about medicine, 
Giovanni’s description of the antidote would be insufficient to provide Beatrice with a clue to 
her impending doom. To know that the antidote was dangerous, Beatrice must have some 
foundation in botany, pharmacology, or medicine, which provides the final piece of evidence that 
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Beatrice, far from being an ignorant experimental creation at the center of Padua’s masculine 
medical showdown, instead exists as a knowledgeable scientist in her own right.30 
 Having established the preconditions for viewing Beatrice as a scientist, I wish now to 
examine her scientific method and how it differs from the methods of Rappaccini, Baglioni, and 
Giovanni. Doing so will allow me to establish Beatrice as a scientist who merges together 
competing scientific methodologies into an incorporeal method—and the ways in which her 
gender ultimately undermines her accomplishment in accessing multiple realms of scientific 
epistemology. Determining Beatrice’s scientific method is best accomplished by first examining 
Rappaccini’s, since he is her main source of education. Rappaccini’s approach to science is 
illuminated in the scene in which Giovanni first observes Rappaccini tending to his plants: 
though capable of looking into the “inmost nature” of the plants in his garden, Giovanni notes 
that “in spite of the deep intelligence on [Rappaccini’s] part, there was no approach to intimacy 
between himself and these vegetable existences. On the contrary, he avoided their actual touch, 
or the direct inhaling of their odors” (1335). When read in light of a scientific method that 
prioritizes material bodies or immaterial essences, Rappaccini’s behavior becomes particularly 
significant. Rappaccini is unable—or unwilling—to be contaminated by the material aspect of 
the plants he cultivates. Instead, he treats the material plants as if they were “savage beasts, or 
deadly snakes, or evil spirits” that must be separated from his own body (1335). Rappaccini 
highlights this separation through the tools he uses with the plants: we learn that he “defended 
his hands with a pair of thick gloves” and wears “a kind of mask over his mouth and nostrils” 
whenever he approaches the most poisonous plants (1335). In part because of Rappaccini’s 
                                                
30 Certainly, Beatrice could have some form of instinctual or supernatural feeling that the antidote will kill 
her. To wit, animals routinely instinctually avoid dangerous plants that could poison them. Heretofore, 
though, this has been the only explanation for how Beatrice would know that the antidote would kill her; I 
explore the possibility that she draws on something other than instinct.  
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distance from the material, emphasis on the “inmost nature” of his plants, his ability to reveal 
their “creative essences,” and his avoidance of their material aspects, critics have most closely 
associated Rappaccini as a practitioner of homeopathic medicine, which is founded on idealist 
premises (1335).31 Rappaccini’s alignment with homeopathy and alternative medicine is 
particularly strong in light of his association with botanical remedies and his focus on the 
spiritual aspects of his plants.   
Rappaccini’s alignment with homeopathy is best revealed with further context about the 
methodology and belief systems of homeopathy’s main proponents. Homeopathy grew out of the 
work of German physician Samuel Christian Hahnemann, who rejected heroic medical practice 
in favor of prescribing exercise, a nourishing diet, and pure air; furthermore, he was deeply 
interested in experimental pharmacology and conducted numerous pharmacological 
experiments—most often involving botanicals—in an attempt to improve medicinal quality 
(Kaufman 24). Also important to homeopathic doctors was an emphasis on the spiritual 
element’s ability to effect change. As Martin Kaufman, author of Homeopathy in America: The 
Rise and Fall of a Medical Heresy explains:  
The spiritual being was capable of playing a role in causing material change. This, 
in effect, meant that to prescribe homeopathically and to believe in its efficacy, 
the physician had to have an intense belief in a God who established natural laws. 
He also had to believe there was an interrelationship between the spiritual and 
material aspects of life. Homeopathic physicians, as a result, then, tended toward 
Swedenborgianism and Transcendentalism. (25-6) 
 
Worth noting is that many homeopathic recruits were former regular doctors who believed that 
homeopathy was more effective and more firmly grounded in scientific practice than heroic 
medicine (Kaufman 30). Rappaccini almost conforms to the pattern of a homeopath: he is a 
doctor educated by the main establishment who turns away from heroic medicine because he 
                                                
31 In particular, M.D. Uroff and Thomas Woodson take this view of Rappaccini’s medical practice.  
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becomes intrigued with the immaterial aspects of plants. His work with plants leads him to 
believe that “all medicinal virtues are comprised within those substances which we term 
vegetable poisons” and allows him to bring about “marvelous cure[s]” to his patients (1337). 
And yet, within “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” Rappaccini fails to enact one of the central tenets of 
homeopathy: he is incapable of intertwining the material plant body with its spiritual being 
because he consistently shields himself from the material aspect of his scientific gardening. 
Rappaccini’s method is ultimately too divorced from the material to practice an incorporeal 
method. For that approach, we must turn to Beatrice. 
 Unlike Rappaccini, Beatrice maintains no boundary between herself and the material 
bodies of the plants with which she works. When Rappaccini calls Beatrice into the garden and 
charges her with care of its central plant, she goes to the plant, “[throws] open her arms, as with a 
passionate ardor, and [draws] its branches into an intimate embrace; so intimate, that her features 
were hidden in its leafy bosom, and her glistening ringlets all intermingled with the flowers” 
(1338). This intermingling of Beatrice and the plant is important within the story, since it helps 
to spur Giovanni’s suspicions that Beatrice might be part plant; within the context of the debate 
about proper scientific epistemologies, the intermingling takes on an even larger significance. 
Key to the Baconian scientific method, which underwrites a material approach to scientific 
study, is the ability for the observer to remain objective—distanced from the object of study. 
Indeed, Evelyn Fox-Keller, distinguished feminist historian of science, notes that this emphasis 
on a “radical rejection of any commingling of subject and object” was essential to nineteenth-
century scientists’ endeavors to cultivate the notion of the objective observer (Fox Keller, qtd. in 
Behar 15). Beatrice—both by her very nature and through her actions—radically rejects any 
separation of herself as subject and the plant as object. Instead, her embrace is ‘so intimate’ that 
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the line separating her ringlets and the plant’s leaves is lost. This blurring of girl and plant, 
subject and object, is further emphasized by her very bodily constitution, which has been mixed 
with plant poisons by her father. Indeed, Beatrice routinely refers to the central plant as her 
“sister,” emphasizing that she is bodily related to and merged with the object of her study (1336). 
Consequently, Beatrice’s approach to Rappaccini’s ‘scientific’ garden is one that is characterized 
by an embrace of the material, even at the risk of being infected, tainted, or rendered non-
objective through that embrace. 
 Despite this embrace of the material, Beatrice retains a grounded belief in the importance 
of the spiritual and the possibility that sensory data may not correspond to an objectively true 
material reality—a belief that causes her to incorporate immaterial knowledge into her method. 
As a result, Beatrice deploys an incorporeal method: she gains materially-derived expertise, then 
expands her knowledge through attempts to know the immaterial nature of the object being 
studied. This is best captured in an exchange she shares with Giovanni, which takes place as she 
defends herself against Giovanni’s rumor that she is a learned woman. Recall that Beatrice ends 
that exchange by telling Giovanni: “Believe nothing of me save what you see with your own 
eyes” (1343). While this serves on one level to instruct Giovanni to ignore rumors that he has 
heard about her, it also functions as a command to approach the world from a perspective rooted 
in material empiricism: Beatrice instructs him to use his sensory organs to observe her material 
person and only draw conclusions based on that research. This command suggests that Beatrice 
finds such a materially-based approach useful and that she values sensory-driven acquisition of 
knowledge. Moreover, her statement suggests that she is in favor of first-person observation, a 
stance in line with the method practiced by burgeoning nineteenth-century scientific fields, 
which favor experimentation and replication over accepting the data of others on blind faith. 
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However much Beatrice might value this material-empirical approach, though, she realizes that it 
cannot provide complete knowledge about a being, particularly for a being that exists outside of 
standard taxonomic categories. Following her command for Giovanni to believe only what he 
sees himself, the following exchange occurs: 
“And must I believe all that I have seen with my own eyes?” asked 
Giovanni pointedly, while the recollection of former scenes made him shrink. 
“No, Signora, you demand too little of me. Bid me believe nothing, save what 
comes from your own lips.”   
It would appear that Beatrice understood him. There came a deep flush to 
her cheek; but she looked full into Giovanni’s eyes, and responded to his gaze of 
uneasy suspicion with a queen-like haughtiness. 
“I do so bid you, Signor!” she replied. “Forget whatever you may have 
fancied in regard to me. If true to the outward senses, still it may be false in its 
essence. But the words of Beatrice Rappaccini’s lips are true from the heart 
outward. Those you may believe!” (1343, emphasis added) 
 
Once Beatrice realizes that Giovanni has seen firsthand the effects of her poisonous 
body—in this particular case, her deadly effect on lizards and insects—she lectures him on the 
limitations of sensory information. In particular, her claim about outward senses and their 
relationship to truth suggests that she recognizes the limitations of a method reliant solely upon 
material data. In pointing Giovanni away from the materially obvious aspects of her body to 
instead consider her “essence,” Beatrice recalls her father, who studies the “creative essence” of 
the plants in his garden (1335). This “essence,” whatever it may be, appears immaterial—
something that cannot be perceived by the physical senses alone and which may not correspond 
to the material reality of a given entity. Thus, Beatrice’s epistemological method is one that 
values material empiricism but believes that material sensory perception is ultimately limited. 
Beatrice argues for an incorporeal understanding of the world that requires an immaterial aspect 
that is separate from, but vital to, material reality.  
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 The connection back to Rappaccini, made particularly poignant through the echoing of 
his belief in an organism’s essence, brings homeopathy back into the conversation about 
Beatrice’s scientific methodology. The foundational law of homeopathic pharmacology is 
“similia, similibus, curantur (let likes be cured by likes),” that is, the idea that to cure a person, 
that person should be given a small dose of the original illness (Kaufman 25). If we allow that 
Rappaccini practiced this form of medicine and communicated that knowledge to Beatrice, this 
helps shed light on how she knows that Baglioni’s antidote will prove fatal to her. When 
Giovanni presents the antidote, he tells Beatrice, “It is composed of ingredients the most opposite 
to those which thy awful father has brought this calamity upon thee and me”; using the principles 
of homeopathy, Beatrice could deduce that an antidote made from “ingredients most opposite” to 
her sister shrub would be fatal to one whose constitution is tied up with said poison (1351).32 
Thus, Beatrice’s foreknowledge of her body’s rejection of the antidote indicates that Beatrice 
was likely schooled in the principles of homeopathy. Because she has been secluded at home her 
entire life, her only possible instructor is her father, meaning, as Baglioni speculated, Beatrice 
has been “instructed … deeply in [Rappaccini’s] science,” suggesting that Baglioni’s ‘rumors’ 
have been true all along (1337). Consequently, rather than being simply a beautiful girl caught 
up in a professional rivalry between the doctors of Padua, Beatrice herself can be read as a 
scientist trained in homeopathic medicine who practices with a belief in the importance of 
material reality, yet believes in an immaterial essence (not discernable by the physical senses) 
residing within life forms. More than any other character in “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” Beatrice 
expresses a scientific method that refuses to choose between material and immaterial: she instead 
                                                
32 Indeed, Margaret Hallissy draws on this principle to suggest that the antidote to Beatrice’s and 
Giovanni’s poison would be union with one another, which would allow like creatures to spur the vital 
principle within each other to cure themselves (138). 
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embraces the interrelationship between material and spiritual realms and draws knowledge from 
both.33  
 As a scientist, then, Beatrice asks a provocative question to the established scientific 
community of Hawthorne’s day: can one trained in the sciences and the experimental scientific 
method simultaneously believe in a spiritual dimension inaccessible to sensory perception that is 
present within organisms? In Beatrice, this seeming contradiction is allowed to exist for a time. 
Here, though, I believe we must return to Beatrice’s gender, venomousness, and characterization 
to determine how likely it is for her method to be accepted by the community at large. Beatrice’s 
unique method seems inseparable from her special status as a plant-woman—her exterior has 
always betrayed what she knows to be true of her interior being, which has made her more 
suspicious that sensible material reality is always objectively true. As someone who exists 
outside of normal taxonomies of species, she feels comfortable endorsing two seemingly 
incompatible ways of ascertaining knowledge from the world. And yet, the material conditions 
that enable her to inhabit this paradoxical space—her hybrid, sexualized, plant-envenomed 
body—also ensure that her method is dismissed as atypical, as belonging to something that is 
Other. On a surface level, Beatrice and her science are invalidated because of her status as a 
luxuriant woman in a forbidden garden. Hawthorne emphasizes the sexual, tempting 
connotations of Beatrice’s allure by having the narrator posit that Rappaccini’s garden was “the 
Eden of the present world” (1335). This emphasis on Eden highlights Beatrice’s gender, aligning 
her with Eve and original temptation. Less obviously, the Edenic connection emphasizes 
                                                
33 Baglioni and Giovanni never demonstrate any appreciation of the spiritual “essence” belonging to 
material reality. Baglioni scoffs at Rappaccini’s science and relies entirely upon the heroic medical 
training he received at the University in Padua. Giovanni briefly encounters the spiritual through Beatrice 
but rejects any belief in a spiritual reality that does not correspond to material reality when he spurns 
Beatrice. In his rejection of Beatrice, Giovanni indicates that he aligns himself with traditional medicine 
and a belief in the preeminence of material bodies to acquiring knowledge about an entity.  
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Beatrice’s contingent status within the scientific world of Padua: as I have demonstrated, 
Beatrice practices an epistemology that no other scientist in Padua can. In doing this, though, 
Beatrice echoes the original sin that Eve committed: gaining greater access to knowledge. In this 
view of Beatrice as original sinner misguided by a thirst for knowledge, Beatrice’s incorporeal 
method is tainted by its association with her materially female and inarguably atypical body. 
And yet, despite this echoing of Eve, Hawthorne refuses to damn Beatrice as the story’s 
moral scapegoat and instead draws upon tropes of the cult of true womanhood to place Beatrice 
at the moral center of “Rappaccini’s Daughter”—a move that opens the possibility that her 
epistemological approach might ultimately be the best one in the story. In “Rappaccini’s 
Daughter,” each man of science is deeply flawed in some aspect of his practice of science: 
Rappaccini is willing to transgress the limits of humanity in the pursuit of new discoveries, 
Baglioni is willing to risk murder in order to prove that his scientific skill is superior to his 
rival’s, and Giovanni is incapable of accepting a spiritual truth incompatible with what his senses 
tell him. The sole character to retain moral authority as a scientist is Beatrice—an integrity that 
comes largely from her characterization as an angel of the house, albeit a venomous and sexually 
alluring one. Although cursed from birth with the power to kill, Beatrice is described exclusively 
in terms of innocence. She possesses “a delicate and benign power of her feminine nature” 
capable of “envelop[ing Giovanni] in a religious calm” (1349) and a “transparent soul” (1343); 
the outpourings of her heart are “holy and passionate” (1349); her face has an “expression of 
simplicity and sweetness” (1338); and she is always remorseful when her body accidentally kills 
an unsuspecting creature who crosses her path, (1350). Despite being the poisonous creature 
within “the Eden of the present world,” which would align her with the serpent in the Eden of 
old, Beatrice is undeniably the story’s moral center because of her transcendent femininity. 
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Aside from her body, Beatrice adheres perfectly to the mold of the sentimental heroine put forth 
by Susan Warner and Harriet Beecher Stowe; in her actions, Beatrice echoes the spirits of Ellen 
Montgomery and little Eva St. Clare. Because of the femininity of her body and the cultural 
expectations placed upon that body, Beatrice is both moral guide and original sinner. In both 
associations, she is inextricably tied to morality and nineteenth-century Christianity. When 
modern scholars, such as Elizabeth Grosz, speak of the immaterial or ideal, they intentionally 
avoid discussing morality. For Hawthorne, though, Beatrice’s incorporeal method is clearly tied 
to her moral compass and status as the story’s moral center. Because of society’s complex 
relationship with female bodies, though, her incomparable spirit is tainted through its association 
with her body. Therefore, the one scientist who merges material and immaterial methods within 
scientific study is invalidated by her feminine, othered materiality. The implications of this align 
with Evelyn Fox-Keller, Lorraine Daston, and Kathleen Behar’s feminist critiques of the ways in 
which scientific “objectivity,” cultivated as such, relied on an intentional alignment of the term 
objectivity with masculinity. Beatrice’s incorporeal scientific method, which within the confines 
of “Rappaccini’s Daughter” comes across as morally superior to the methods of her male peers, 
becomes suspect by its contact with a poisonous woman.  
 Compounding Beatrice’s bodily taint—heretofore explored in relation to her gendered 
connection to the alluring, deadly plants of Eden and Eve’s association with original sin—is the 
extent to which Beatrice also exists in a state of species and racial hybridization. That is, in 
addition to being a woman, Beatrice’s material contamination is heightened by intersecting 
layers of species and racial intermixture. Though Beatrice’s hybridization with the plant 
kingdom is the most obvious of the two hybridities her identity inhabits, I find establishing this 
species hybridity with textual evidence worth pursuing. As previously alluded to, Beatrice 
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repeatedly refers to the garden’s central shrub as her “sister” (1336, 1338). While this term can 
be used metaphorically, I would like to explore its literal implications. We learn later that 
Beatrice and this plant arrived in the world at the same time. Beatrice tells Giovanni: “at the hour 
I first drew breath, this plant sprang from the soil, the offspring of his [Rappaccini’s] science, of 
his intellect, while I was but his earthly child” (1349). Given their joint entrance into the world, 
the term “sister” implies some degree of consanguinity, something Beatrice emphasizes by 
terming both the plant and herself as Rappaccini’s children. If we follow the logic of blood and 
kinship, Beatrice is less a naturally occurring child who has been made poisonous by the 
application of venom (as Baglioni suggests) but more a true plant-human hybrid whose very 
genetic code has been altered to share characteristics with the plant kingdom. This possibility of 
extreme scientific manipulation prior to birth is underscored by Beatrice’s choice of words 
describing her first hour on earth: she says, “at the hour I first drew breath” the plant also came 
forth into the world (1349, emphasis added). Because Beatrice does not mention being born—
and in fact, a maternal presence is completely absent from the story—her choice to phrase her 
birth as the drawing of breath leaves open the possibility that she was not naturally born. 
Rappaccini calls Beatrice the “daughter of [his] pride and triumph,” traits that emphasize not any 
act of procreation, but an act of creation reliant upon scientific skill. As a consequence, 
Beatrice’s very taxonomic place within the species is called into question. She may be a human 
girl who has been turned poisonous by being fed poisons (1346-7); however, she may also be an 
example of that thing that nineteenth-century scientists both feared and found most intriguing—
the human hybrid.  
The majority of evidence nineteenth-century scientists presented for human hybridization 
came from theories about polygenetic speciation among human races pushed by figures such as 
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Josiah Nott and Louis Agassiz. Consequently, considering the ways in which Beatrice partakes 
of the racialized hybrid is also vital to understanding the manner in which Hawthorne places her 
into the category of an Othered, untrustworthy character. Beatrice is described as a girl “arrayed 
with as much richness of taste as the most splendid of the flowers, beautiful as the day, and with 
a bloom so deep and vivid that one shade more would have been too much” (1335). Furthermore, 
she is “redundant with life, health, and energy” (1335). Physically, she is “brilliant,” “vivid,” 
“glow[ing],” and possesses “glistening ringlets” (1338). The lush richness with which she is 
associated is decidedly tropical. In fact, when Giovanni thinks of her, he longs to “[bask] in the 
oriental sunshine of her beauty” (1342, emphasis added). This flower is no fair English rose, 
blossoming instead in sumptuous Italy; she is a woman with “passionate ardor” who both in 
person and in dress exhibits “gem-like” hues (1338). Because Beatrice is coded in this exotic 
luxuriance, Larry J. Reynolds notes that numerous critics have named her one of Hawthorne’s 
Oriental heroines (24). This theory is made even more likely because of Beatrice’s curiously 
elided mother, who, as I explored earlier, is never mentioned in the story. Either Beatrice is truly 
the result of advanced genetic engineering that did not require uterine gestation or Rappaccini 
has—for whatever reason—seen fit to never mention the mother to his daughter. Given 
Beatrice’s “Oriental” characteristics and the text’s maternal absence, the text opens the 
possibility that Beatrice possesses eastern lineage from a mother who was oriental. Indeed, in 
such an instance, her mother may be absent from the text because she is not European. Because 
of her association with luxuriant, tropical flowers and her “oriental” presence, Beatrice is placed 




 The species and racial implications of Beatrice’s hybridity—which I explore further in 
this chapter’s conclusion—are intriguing. For the moment, though, I wish to return to how 
intermixture of material and immaterial produces the incorporeal scientific method. In a story 
centering on professional medical debates in which adopting the proper methodology is a matter 
of life and death, Beatrice stands apart as a scientist who gains clarity from her willingness to 
embrace material reality, empirical observation, and ideal-immaterial truth. Beatrice’s attention 
to the immaterial realm of spirit and morality garners her entrance into a blessed eternal life 
while Rappaccini, Baglioni, and Giovanni are left to contemplate their status as murderers and 
envenomed men. Even though Beatrice is a dangerous hybrid, her epistemology arrives at a 
greater understanding of truth within “Rappaccini’s Daughter” than the men who slavishly 
follow the empirical method.  
Because of this positive ending for Beatrice, I read Beatrice’s incorporeal method as 
Hawthorne’s vision for the path the professionalizing sciences should pursue. This version of the 
scientific method is in keeping with Hawthorne’s own philosophy of Romance, which required 
“a right to present [the] truth under circumstances, to a great extent, of the writer’s own choosing 
or creation” so as to better explore the “truth of the human heart” (Hawthorne “Preface” 1494). 
Hawthorne advocated for using “the Marvellous … as a slight, delicate, and evanescent flavor” 
in a story that otherwise observes the laws of accepted human experience (Hawthorne “Preface” 
1494). In “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” the marvelous element flavoring the story is Beatrice’s 
unnatural hybrid condition, and the moral that has been “relentlessly impale[d]” with “an iron 
rod” is that her life proves that the sciences must be checked so that they do not exceed the 
bounds of nature (Hawthorne “Preface” 1494). This moral, though, is too neat. Hawthorne does 
not reject science in this story; instead, he demonstrates the problems that arise from a scientific 
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methodology that fails to take into account an immaterial dimension that exists in all 
organisms—from the “creative essences” of Rappaccini’s plants to the pure soul of Beatrice—
and instead dogmatically teaches that all things can be known solely through empirical 
experimentation on material bodies.  
 Such a reading is supported by narratorial interjection.  Following Baglioni’s revelation 
that Beatrice is unnatural, Giovanni must choose what he will do about their relationship. Up to 
that point in the story, his observations about how things died around her had “dissolve[ed] in the 
pure light of her character,” and he had not probed any further into her nature (1348). After 
Baglioni’s conversation, though, Giovanni “resolved to institute some decisive test that should 
satisfy him, once for all, whether those were dreadful peculiarities in her nature, which could not 
be supposed to exist without some corresponding monstrosity of soul” (1348). For most of their 
courtship, Giovanni tentatively employs the scientific method espoused by Beatrice—he 
observes her empirically, but believes in a spiritual dimension that does not align with what he 
sees, “though rather by the necessary force of her high attributes, than by any deep and generous 
faith, on his part” (1348). The moment he decides upon a “decisive test,” though, Giovanni stops 
incorporating immaterial evidence into his epistemology and reverts to a belief in the authority of 
empirically tested material reality. From then on, he relies on his “eyes…at the distance of a few 
paces” to determine if she causes a blight upon living creatures; if she does, “there would be 
room for no further question” (1348). In a short gloss on Giovanni’s decision to put Beatrice to a 
definitive empirical test to determine her character, the narrator remarks: “There is something 
truer and more real, than what we can see with the eyes, and touch with the finger” (1348). In 
this remark, perhaps we find Hawthorne’s position within the scientific debate he so carefully 
recreated—allopathic and homeopathic medicine alike will be unable to fully comprehend the 
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human condition because both are still too slavishly devoted to materialism. Like Beatrice, 
Hawthorne asks us to look beyond what our senses can perceive and imagine an incorporeal 
scientific method capable of doing likewise.    
Dangerous Incorporeality in Elsie Venner 
Unlike Nathaniel Hawthorne, Oliver Wendell Holmes had a vested interest in the heated 
debates that would ultimately establish allopathic medicine and a materially-based empirical 
scientific method as the sole means of practicing “legitimate” medicine. Holmes was Dean of 
Harvard Medical College from 1847-1853, during which time many states revoked both medical 
licensing laws and state recognition of medical societies, leaving the medical degree as the only 
pathway to practicing medicine. Historians largely attribute this backlash against doctors to two 
factors: physicians’ low standard of success during the early nineteenth century and popular 
distaste for elitism ushered in with Andrew Jackson’s election (Rothstein 39). As a result, 
doctors largely failed to establish themselves as an “exclusive and privileged profession” until 
after the American Civil War (Starr 30). Holmes was personally involved in the struggle to 
increase the standards necessary to practice medicine and, in so doing, improve the public’s 
perception of doctors (Tilton 191). Holmes was a delegate to the 1846 convention that founded 
the American Medical Association (AMA), whose primary aim was to “raise and standardize the 
requirements for medical degrees”; in 1848, Holmes acted as chairman of the AMA’s committee 
on medical literature, where he published about the dearth of quality American medical 
scholarship (Starr 90).  
 As part of this attempt to codify high standards for admission into the medical profession, 
Holmes actively attacked those he felt detracted from the profession’s rightful reputation—that 
is, alternative practitioners who sullied the public’s perception of doctors. In a series of three 
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lectures that would be combined and published as Homeopathy and Its Kindred Delusions 
(1842), Holmes drew similarities among medical charlatans of different periods in order to 
demonstrate the unscientific nature of medical treatments performed by some of his unqualified 
contemporaries (Tilton 166).34 In his lectures, Holmes attacks homeopaths’ legitimacy by 
pointing to their lack of experimental rigor: indeed, their claims are bolstered by the “statements 
of the unprofessional public” and do not have the “results of trials by competent and honest 
physicians” to prove their efficacy (Holmes Medical n.p.). He concludes his case against the 
unproven claims of homeopaths by dismissing popular sources of knowledge, by implicating an 
“unprofessional public,” an unregulated press, and the “effervescent gossip of the tea-table” in 
undermining the medical profession’s ability to practice quality medicine without having to 
compete with uneducated quacks (Holmes Medical n.p.). The methods that he scorns are often 
associated with folk knowledge—information passed down through community knowledge 
networks in domestic spaces like the tea table—that are more available to people of limited 
financial means, people of color, and women. These methods are frequently more receptive to 
incorporating immaterial knowledge as evidence. As a result, the professional doctor-scientist in 
Holmes’s view becomes associated exclusively with those who had access to standard education, 
which given the constraints of the nineteenth century, were largely white men.  
Scholarship on Elsie Venner arises out of this medical context in which Holmes actively 
engaged: the main line of critical inquiry on Elsie Venner revolves around Holmes’s intervention 
                                                
34 I use “unqualified” here to express the viewpoint of Holmes and his contemporaries in the AMA. As I 
will show through my investigation of Elsie Venner, professional validation—or lack thereof—does not 
always align with aptitude, skill, or knowledge. Thus, while I use Holmes’ language here and throughout 
the argument, I want to make explicit that this is a perceived lack of qualification, and not all who Holmes 
deems unqualified are ignorant of their object of study. 
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in American medicine.35 Specifically, the predominant line of inquiry on Elsie Venner has been 
to rigorously examine the novel’s engagement with doctors’ objective gaze, as seen in the work 
of Cynthia Davis and Jane Thrailkill.36 While these scholars have done vital work in identifying 
the importance that medical empiricism plays in Elsie Venner, consistently missing from their 
investigations has been a consideration of the female scientist’s role within the overarching 
methodological battle Holmes fought against amateur, alternative, and homeopathic 
practitioners. In order to fill this gap, first I will demonstrate how Elsie Venner can be read as an 
amateur naturalist and examine how her gender is consistently deployed to undermine any claim 
to expertise she might have; second, I will show that she deploys an incorporeal scientific 
method; third, I will explore how her racial and species hybridity is used to further invalidate 
Elsie’s claim to scientific validity.  
Like “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” Elsie Venner: A Romance of Destiny (1861) centers on a 
mysterious girl whom everyone feels compelled to diagnose. Although the doctor-narrator never 
conclusively diagnoses Elsie’s condition, he suggests that the ultimate answer to the text’s 
overriding question is that Elsie is a snake-girl. There exists, however, a subtle counter-narrative 
that accounts for Elsie’s difference: she is interested in studying and collecting natural objects 
but does so without institutionalized training or sanction. Put another way, Elsie Venner is an 
                                                
35 Bryce Traister reads Elsie Venner as a text in which gender, medicine, and literary sentimentality are 
irreducibly interwoven (208). Kelly Bezio reads Elsie Venner as a novel of contagion (68). 
 
36 Cynthia Davis focuses on the medical profession’s increasing preference for the objective gaze as a 
mode of gathering knowledge and links this to the profession’s rising desire to exclude poorer, less 
educated practitioners (21). Likewise, Jane Thrailkill reads Elsie Venner as Holmes’s insistence on 
viewing all patients with an objective, statistical eye in order to improve diagnostic accuracy. 
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untutored amateur naturalist.37 I explore this possibility of Elsie as an amateur naturalist to 
demonstrate how Elsie Venner can be read as a sustained critique of amateur scientists who 
practice outside the realms of “regular” professional institutions—a critique that extends to 
Holmes’s real-life vilification of homeopaths. I demonstrate that Holmes links the amateur 
scientist to a reptilian, sexualized girl in order to denigrate amateurism and code irregular science 
as dangerous. I explore how Elsie’s actions indicate both a reliance upon the standard materially 
based practices of mainstream science and a self-reliance and intuitiveness more commonly 
associated with folk scientists, making her—like Beatrice—an example of a woman who 
practices an incorporeal scientific epistemology. Unlike Hawthorne, though, Holmes does not 
leave Elsie as the text’s moral center: in her sexualization, racialization, and hybridity, her 
expertise is undermined and deemed dangerous, uncontrollable. I conclude that, unlike 
Hawthorne, Holmes uses his hybrid woman scientist in an attempt to definitively discredit all 
non-materialist scientific methods in the United States and claim authority and the mantle of 
“objectivity” for professionals associated with allopathic and standard scientific practice.38 
 Holmes’ concern with medical professionalism becomes apparent even in a rudimentary 
overview of the text. In December of 1859, Holmes published the first of numerous installments 
of “The Professor’s Story” in the Atlantic Monthly. Later collected and published as Elsie Venner 
                                                
37The term “amateur,” which first appeared in 1784, did not come into heavy use until the nineteenth 
century; at this time, the word took on its present meaning as “one who cultivates anything as a pastime, 
as distinguished from one who prosecutes it professionally … [i.e.] a dabbler, or superficial student or 
worker” (“amateur”). The uptake in the use of the word “amateur” throughout the nineteenth century 
speaks to the increasing anxiety exhibited by those who—like Holmes—wished to exclude certain parties 
from their professions. For the sake of this reading, I will use “amateur” to indicate someone who pursues 
a task for which he or she was not formally trained or was not legitimated by professional organizations 
or educational institutions. As I will contend, the looser regulation of method for amateurs allows for a 
different kind of encounter between investigator and object—one that provides room for the incorporeal. 
 
38 Additionally, Elsie Venner does not contain any character so explicitly connected to homeopathic 
medicine as does “Rappaccini’s Daughter.” Instead, Holmes centers his critique on amateur and non-




in 1861, the novel’s original title highlights its engagement with professionalization and 
education. Furthermore, this title emphasizes that Holmes’ focus may not, in fact, be Elsie; 
instead, “The Professor’s Story” points to Holmes’ larger project on professionalization within 
the medical community. The structure of the narrative reflects this interest in characters other 
than Elsie. The novel is narrated by a Holmes-ian Professor who follows the career of a young 
medical student, Bernard Langdon, as Langdon takes a year off from medical school in order to 
earn enough money to finish his degree. Langdon does this by teaching at two different schools: 
one a rural one-room schoolhouse, the other an all-girls’ school named the Apollinean Institute. 
During this time, he meets a beautiful and alluring student named Elsie Venner, whose “diamond 
eyes” unsettle everyone around her (72). Eager to “solve the mystery of Elsie Venner sooner or 
later,” Langdon studies her as he would one of his specimens in the laboratory (134). Through 
the course of the narrative, Langdon learns that Elsie’s mother was bitten by a rattlesnake while 
pregnant with Elsie and died soon after giving birth; this, combined with Elsie’s enchanting eyes, 
mysterious birth-mark, and ability to charm snakes, leads Langdon—and the reader—to believe 
that Elsie has been tainted with rattlesnake characteristics.39 The novel ends when Elsie 
confesses her love for Langdon and, rejected, dies. Langdon returns to medical school, publishes 
a thesis about Elsie’s curious case, and establishes a medical practice in the most prosperous 
region of his city. As the novel’s frame and narration indicate, the interplay between amateurism 
and professionalization has a key role in promoting the story’s plot. 
                                                
39 Perhaps Elsie’s birthmark is a faint echo of Hawthorne’s Georgiana in “The Birth-Mark” (1843). Like 
Georgiana, Elsie possesses a birthmark that is a bodily indication of her imperfect state; in her death 
scene, during which time Elsie is becoming more closely aligned with “true womanhood,” the mark fades 
and disappears completely. Similarly to the ending of “The Birth-Mark,” Elsie is unable to live once this 




From some of the first scenes in which the reader encounters Elsie, her association with 
naturalists becomes apparent—but also problematized. In describing her bedroom, the narrator 
writes: her “room was almost as peculiar as her dress and ornaments. It was a kind of museum of 
objects, such as the woods are full of to those who have eyes to see them, but many of them such 
as only few could hope to reach, even if they knew where to look for them” (174). The room is 
filled with “crows’ nests, which are never found but in the tall trees … eggs of rare birds, which 
must have taken a quick eye and a hard climb to find and get hold of, mosses and ferns of 
unusual aspect, and quaint monstrosities of vegetable growth,” all of which indicate that “Elsie 
had her tastes and fancies like any naturalist or poet” (174). The narrator calls to mind naturalists 
in the same passage that describes Elsie’s foraging and highlights Elsie’s skill at collecting. Her 
talent is evident in the exclusivity of her collection, seen in how ‘few’ could hope to go where 
she goes, the ‘quick eye’ necessary to find her trophies, the physical dexterity required to procure 
her collection, and—implicitly—her knowledge of local habitats and animal behaviors. Her 
status as a naturalist is underscored by the narrator’s attempt to provide the reader with a sense of 
her ‘taste’; when speaking of nature in relation to Elsie’s bedroom, he emphasizes that her 
collection is filled with nature’s “freaks” — “grotesque,” “fanciful” vegetable growths that no 
one “except the men of science” might believe to be true (174). Instead of associating her 
collection with these men of science, though, the narrator casts it as occult: “Elsie had gathered 
so many of these sculpture-like monstrosities, that one might have thought she had robbed old 
Sophy’s grandfather [an African practitioner of voodoo] of his fetishes. They helped to give her 
room a kind of enchanted look, as if a witch had her home in it” (174). Elsie’s bedroom thus 
illuminates two aspects important to understanding Elsie Venner: one, Elsie is extremely 
knowledgeable about the natural world and is a skilled naturalist; two, this expertise is not 
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presented positively by the narrative. Instead, the occult and African associations of her 
collection underscore the potential for negative transformation—humans conjured or bewitched 
into animals or plants.  
Local rumor explains Elsie’s behavior by guessing that Elsie is inhuman or possessed by 
an evil spirit. Though Holmes certainly leaves these possibilities open, I contend that the most 
obviously aberrant aspect of Elsie’s behavior is her flagrant sensuality, which is woven 
throughout the entire narrative. This, when combined with her unusual interest in the outdoors, 
works to set her apart from other women in the narrative. While dancing a “wild Moorish 
fandango,” in nothing but her undergarments, the narrator describes “her lithe body undulating 
with flexuous grace, her diamond eyes glittering, her round arms wreathing and unwinding, alive 
and vibrant to the tips of the slender fingers” (99). Both the reader and the other characters in the 
novel immediately catch the snake-like associations of her dance—“undulating, “diamond,” 
“wreathing,” and “unwinding” all call to mind the physical characteristics of serpentine 
physiology and movement. Beyond this more obvious association with snakes, though, her 
undulations and windings suggest that Elsie moves in an alluring, sensuously feminine manner. 
Elsie is consistently lauded for her “wild beauty” (54), and both men and women find her “eyes 
sparkling as bright as … glittering stones” simultaneously alluring and unsettling (103). Elsie’s 
dangerous undercurrent is so pungent that she can over-stimulate her classmates by reading 
someone else’s poems: in class, she reads “Lamia”—an apt choice, given the poem’s sexual 
snake-woman subject—aloud and Bernard says that Elsie did it “in such a way that I declare to 
you I thought some of the girls would faint or go into fits” (140), which hints at a sensuality that 
overwhelmed her girlish classmates. Her cousin Dick wishes to marry her because of “her spirit 
and passion”; these characteristics cause him to fantasize sexually about her feisty nature (103). 
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Bernard Langdon, the professional young scientist, becomes obsessed with her, and although he 
does not love her, appears fascinated with the “wild flavor in her character which is wholly 
different from that of any human creature [he] ever saw” (140).40 On the whole, Elsie is 
associated with unrestrained passion, serpentine allure, and the potential for a sexually available 
young girl to entrap men. This alone would be enough for the residents of Rockland to doubt that 
she is a normal girl.  
Of course, the narrative does not rest its case for Elsie’s difference in her overt sexuality. 
Instead, Elsie roams through the wilderness and collects monstrosities of nature, which is one of 
the main reasons the town thinks Elsie is strange. The narrator links these two differences over 
the course of the novel—Elsie’s impulses as an amateur naturalist are associated with sexuality, 
rendering her study of nature aberrant. This is evident in one of the first scenes in which Elsie 
appears in the novel. Elsie writes a poem that “showed a startling familiarity with some of the 
savage scenery of the region [around Rockland, her home]. One would have said that the writer 
must have threaded its wildest solitudes by the light of the moon and stars as well as by day” 
(Holmes, Elsie 51). This composition provides confirmation in Elsie’s own writing that she is 
“wild-looking,” or one that looks upon the wild; she sees not the benignly aesthetic qualities of 
the mountain suitable for the pastorals or georgics written by other women of her time, but 
instead is drawn to its ‘savage scenery’ (38). Further, Elsie’s composition contains knowledge 
that one could only gain by walking through the woods at all hours of the night and day, 
indicating that she favors first-person observation of the material world over mediated forms of 
knowing or relying on ideal-literary depictions of nature (such as sentimental flower language). 
                                                
40 The phrasing here, in which Elsie is “wholly different” from human creatures, suggests Elsie is no 
human creature, but instead something entirely alien from the human race.  
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The content of this poem has a curious effect on its reader, Elsie’s composition teacher 
Helen Darley. Helen feels “her color [change], and a kind of tremulous agitation [come] over 
her” after reading Elsie’s rhapsody (51). For Helen, there was something “strangely suggestive” 
about the “look” of Elsie’s “singular, sharp-pointed, long, slender hand” written upon “a kind of 
wavy, ribbed paper” (50); furthermore, “there were hints in this strange paper she did not know 
what to make of. There was something in its descriptions and imagery that … made her 
frightfully nervous” (51). On the surface, the ‘suggestiveness’ of Elsie’s hand is likely one of 
undulation reminiscent of a snake’s movement, and her ‘descriptions’ probably allude to Elsie’s 
nightly visits to Rattlesnake Ledge on The Mountain, which—if elaborated in detail—would be 
enough to unsettle Helen on their own. Note, though, the sexual tension of this description that 
exists alongside the more obvious snake-like associations: the sharp-pointed, long, slender hand 
recalls the phallus, while Helen’s characterization of the piece as ‘strangely suggestive’ and her 
nervousness about the piece point to a forbidden knowledge that Helen cannot know or name. 
The sexual tone to Helen’s discomfort is quickly heightened by a physical spasm she experiences 
while reading Elsie’s essay. While reading, Helen “sobbed once or twice, then laughed 
convulsively; and flung herself on the bed where she worked out a set hysteric spasm as she best 
might, without anybody to rub her hands and see that she did not hurt herself” (51).41 The 
“working out” of Helen’s spasm and mention of her hands brings to mind the sexual associations 
of hysteria and suggests that Helen’s spasm might be accompanied by autoerotic ministrations or 
an orgasm induced by her encounter with Elsie’s wild composition. Through Helen’s hysteric 
reaction to the composition on The Mountain, Elsie’s love of the natural world becomes 
                                                
41 As previously mentioned, Elsie has a somewhat similar effect upon her classmates, who might “faint or 
go into fits” upon hearing her read a poem aloud in class (140). Although Elsie never demonstrates sexual 
interest in any of her female companions, her homoerotic effect upon the women of the novel is 
undeniable. Thus, her poisonous potential may extend beyond venomous saliva to include the possibility 
of sexual deviance in the city of Rockland.   
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characterized as distinctly erotic, joining Elsie’s naturalist pursuits to the sexual allure that is 
consistently associated with her corporeal being. From these initial introductions to Elsie, the 
young schoolgirl’s interest in encountering nature is cast as something dangerous and distinctly 
not scientific; instead, her naturalist pursuits are characterized in terms of unrestrained sexual 
energy that is a natural outpouring of her exotic body.  
The narrator provides a counterpoint to Elsie’s visit to The Mountain by noting who else 
visits it and the infamous Rattlesnake Ledge. Everyone else who spends time there is classified 
as a naturalist or scientist: Bernard, the scientist-physician, wishes to “get a look at that famous 
Rattlesnake Ledge” (48) on his first day as a teacher; a “wandering naturalist” sometimes visits 
the ledge to gather a crotalus specimen (95); and a group of geologists, engineers, and naturalists 
visit the ledge to study it after a large landslide (306). The narrative makes explicit that the ledge 
is the realm of the scientist; in daring to visit it outside of professionally sanctioned studies, Elsie 
marks herself as dangerous. Elsie’s actions are deemed so unnatural that they merit publication 
in Rockland’s newspaper: “there were stories floating round, some of them even getting into the 
papers, —without her name, of course, —which were of a kind to excite intense curiosity, if not 
more anxious feelings…. Very often she would wander off by day, always without a companion, 
bringing home with her a nest, a flower, or even a more questionable trophy of her ramble, such 
as showed that there was no place she was afraid to venture” (98, emphasis added). Because the 
‘questionable trophy’ that Elsie brings back is from a place deemed dangerous by the local 
community, the most logical explanation is that it is something from Rattlesnake Ledge—most 
likely something associated with its ophidian inhabitants, such as shredded snakeskin.  
These accounts code Elsie’s visits to Rattlesnake Ledge as abnormal and contribute to 
rumors about an unnatural connection between Elsie and snakes, a connection heightened by 
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numerous mentions of Elsie’s own snakelike characteristics. Elsie has been known to bite when 
angry, and when she does so, “her eyes [narrow] and her forehead draw[s] down so that … her 
head actually flatten[s] itself” (106); she possesses a mysterious “faint birthmark” that bears a 
serpentine resemblance (128); the strong “enchantment” of her eyes can possibly “bewitch” men 
(134), but at the very least tame rattlesnakes (126); and Bernard concludes that “there must be 
something in that creature’s blood [the snake who bit her mother] which has killed the humanity 
in her” (141). Even when not coding Elsie as inhuman snake-girl, the narrative invalidates her 
explorations; the local residents of Rockland respond to tales of her forays into nature by saying 
“of course, [that] she was a crazy girl, and ought to be sent to an Asylum” (98). And yet, the 
actions that others use to categorize her as a crazy snake-girl are not wholly dissimilar to the 
professionals who study Rockland’s surrounding landscape, suggesting that we might also 
interpret Elsie as an amateur naturalist who just happens to be a nubile, tempestuous teenage girl. 
After all, when taken out of the narrative, Elsie’s ‘crimes’ are this: wandering around the 
landscape at inopportune times for her guardians, collecting specimens that others consider 
unappealing, having a fractious temperament that leads her to bite her cousin, and possessing 
singularly alluring eyes that blatantly study what is in front of her. The newspaper accounts of 
Elsie’s wanderings thus characterize a central tension of Elsie Venner: her actions themselves 
can be read as exhibiting the behavior of an amateur naturalist whose methods are not wholly 
incompatible with the empirical method of regular scientists, yet the narrator immediately 
undercuts any claims that Elsie might have to professional acclaim by aligning her with the 
dangerous sexuality of the serpent—calling to mind original sin, questioning her sanity, 
invalidating her status as a human girl—and casting her opposite to appropriate feminine 
scientific inquiry of the nineteenth century.  
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The full extent to which Elsie transgresses feminine scientific practice is best seen by 
turning to historical context. Within the confines of proper feminine behavior of the nineteenth 
century, scientific inquiry was largely limited to publishing aesthetic science writing and pieces 
in popular magazines as women became increasingly excluded from scientific publishing (Baym 
4, Gates and Shteir 17, Bergland xiv).42 Holmes himself accepted and perpetuated this gendered 
logic. While Holmes voted in favor of admitting women into Harvard Medical School, he 
delivered a lecture in 1879 in which he proclaimed that “the ovarian sex finds its most congenial 
employment in the office of nurse” because of a woman’s natural sympathy for the sick (Tilton 
333). This statement demonstrates that Holmes holds two assumptions important for the 
discussion of women in the sciences: first Holmes asserts although women could be educated to 
become doctors, they would be better off in the more traditional role of caregiving nurse; second, 
Holmes emphasizes a woman’s natural sympathy for the sick. In bringing up a woman’s natural 
sympathy, Holmes taps into the logic of the cult of true womanhood, which positioned women’s 
scientific role as writers of sentimental flower poems or writers of textbooks or essays meant to 
popularize and moralize the findings of more professional scientists (Gianquitto 3). To 
successfully position themselves as women speaking to theological and domestic questions 
(rather than unduly interested in scientific observation), female science writers relied on 
“sentimental tropes and the disguise of an amateur” to avoid public censure for their scientific 
interests (Gianquitto 138). Elsie—as a girl who observes undomesticated nature and does not 
seem to take any moral lessons away from her natural interactions—thus violates the gendered 
expectations the community held for her approach to any scientific inquiry. Elsie, a girl who 
“never shaped her inner life in words” and instead found her “only language … in action” takes a 
                                                
42 Cynthia Davis and Jamie Osterman Alves demonstrate that Holmes himself was uneasy with women in 
the medical profession: See Davis (29) and Alves (54-9). 
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distinctly masculine approach to scientific inquiry because she does not convert her study into 
sentimental or didactic writing; instead, the only writing that comes from her natural explorations 
sends Helen Darley into a hysterical-orgasmic fit (222).  
In large part because of the way Elsie transgresses feminine scientific norms, the narrator 
casts as negative Elsie’s desire to engage with her natural surroundings, and all further scenes in 
which Elsie uses scientific methods are colored by this early interpretation of her as an aberrant, 
strange girl. An interaction between Elsie and her physician, Dr. Kittredge, sheds particular light 
on how Elsie’s actions indicate that Elsie is aligned with the more masculine scientific practice 
of visual observation; however, this interest proves unsettling to an established medical 
professional.43 At a dinner party thrown by Colonel and Mrs. Sprowle, Dr. Kittredge initiates a 
conversation with Elsie and then gazes intently at her in order to try to study what is wrong with 
his patient: 
He lifted his head and dropped his eyes a little, so as to see her through his 
spectacles. She narrowed her lids slightly, as one often sees a sleepy cat narrow 
hers … so that her eyes looked very small, but bright as diamonds on her breast. 
The old Doctor felt very oddly as she looked at him; he did not like the feeling, so 
he dropped his head and lifted his eyes and looked at her over his spectacles 
again. (69) 
 
In this scene, we see the professional—emphasized by his sobriquet of “the old Doctor” —
involved in a battle with a schoolgirl in which both are attempting to understand the other 
                                                
43 Though not as central to my own analysis, Dr. Kittredge is a key character within Elsie Venner. He has 
been Elsie’s physician since her birth and is one of the few characters in the novel to understand her 
condition. He is a country doctor whose medical approach is heavily inflected by human interaction and 
his experiential knowledge of the families he treats. Kittredge suspects Elsie is part snake because he 
treated her mother after she received the fatal snakebite and has been Dudley Venner’s confidant about 




through visual observation.44 In the above scene, Elsie demonstrates a clinical gaze and studies 
Dr. Kittredge as he attempts to study her. Significant here is Elsie’s willingness to challenge a 
professional with his own diagnostic methods: the Doctor, trained to see his patients as objects 
he must diagnose, looks through his spectacles, which function as a magnifier of his vision and 
position as a venerable man of science. When Elsie returns that gaze, Kittredge finds that he 
‘[does] not like the feeling’ of becoming Elsie’s object of study. Put differently, the Doctor is 
unsettled because he suddenly finds himself the object of a young, untrained girl’s keen 
observation. From an outside view, Kittredge and Elsie are doing the same thing—visual 
evaluation of the person in front of them. Given the Romantic elements of Elsie Venner, though, 
Elsie’s gaze may also possess inhuman, unnatural elements of mesmeric power from her tainted 
reptile blood. Consequently, Holmes leaves the reason for Kittredge’s discomfort ambiguous. 
Regardless, without the sanction of being a doctor or a scientist, Elsie’s clinical gaze is unsettling 
and something to be avoided.  
 Kittredge’s discomfort with how Elsie co-opts the objective gaze is transferred into a 
physical “start” when Elsie hands him a flower that he knows only grows on the mountain (69). 
The Doctor believes that no one with “any rash foot, least of all a thin-shod woman’s foot, 
should venture” to this mountain, presumably because it is a favorite resting place for the 
region’s rattlesnake population (69). Elsie tells him that she has spent all night in the woods, 
                                                
44 As Cynthia Davis and Jane F. Thrailkill have established, the medical gaze is a central feature of Elsie 
Venner: Davis argues that Elsie’s error is in trying “to appropriate the medicalized powers of both reading 
and altering bodily and emotional states to assume such a dissecting, clinical, unsympathetic gaze” (42), 
while Thrailkill emphasizes the “detached eye” Holmes thought was necessary for diagnosing patients 
(67). I agree with both Davis and Thrailkill that Elsie exhibits a detached, objective gaze throughout the 
novel; I part with their arguments—Davis in particular—in my attribution of why she does so. For Davis, 
Elsie “appropriates” Kittredge’s gaze, implying that she wishes to supersede his professional standing; in 
my reading, Elsie uses a similar methodology to the professional doctor, but not in order to become like 
him. Instead, I contend that Elsie has access to the objectifying gaze because she has learned to apply an 
empirical method to the material world she observes on her forays into the woods.   
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exhibiting such intimate knowledge of the surrounding countryside that none can find her, 
because she “was farther up” than the others could climb (69). Wishing to end the conversation, 
the Doctor gives Elsie “a forced but professional smile” and soon goes on his way (69). In this 
conversation, Dr. Kittredge reveals that he is disturbed not only by coming under observation 
from an amateur’s gaze, but also by that amateur’s ability to successfully collect a rare flower, 
particularly if the amateur is female. Kittredge specifically objects to those with a “rash foot,” 
suggesting that collecting this flower should be the provenance of one with proper training and 
intentionality—that is, one with a premeditated, rather than “rash,” foot. Because this flower 
represents Elsie’s determination to climb and collect those specimens that are generally the 
exclusive domain of the professional naturalist, it is a particularly startling and unsettling token 
of Elsie’s increasing prowess in the outdoors. Consequently, Elsie’s error—to extend Cynthia 
Davis’s argument—is not merely in co-opting the objective gaze, but in how her abilities as a 
naturalist exceed that of those who have studied The Mountain in professional guises. In the end, 
Kittredge has no recourse but to rest in his “professional smile,” an action that reestablishes his 
sense of security by controlling Elsie’s dangerous forms of knowledge through the authority of 
his profession.  
 Through these points—Elsie’s bedroom collection of a naturalist’s trophies, her visits to 
Rattlesnake Ledge, and her use of the objective gaze—I argue that we can read Elsie’s behavior 
as commensurate with that of a naturalist. Her naturalist behavior, though, is tainted by her 
association with unrestrained feminine sexuality and subtle racialization. Having made a case for 
Elsie as a naturalist, I now wish to turn to how her scientific method differs from that of the 
trained professional scientists of the novel. The Mountain and Rattlesnake Ledge are vital to 
establishing Elsie’s incorporeal method because they demonstrate the difference between Elsie’s 
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untrained, intuitive method of studying living snakes and Bernard’s tool-based, replicable 
experimental method. The Mountain, from which Elsie has drawn a rhapsody and a rare flower, 
is “shunned by all, unless it were now and then a daring youth, or a wandering naturalist who 
ventured to its edge in the hope of securing some infantile Crotalus durissus, who had not yet cut 
his poison teeth” (95). Although her behaviors are certainly similar to this ‘wandering naturalist,’ 
Elsie differs in a key point: while her bedroom collection indicates her interest in curating 
assorted natural objects, no evidence exists that she collects living specimens like the ‘wandering 
naturalist’ intent on studying rattlesnakes. Instead, she frequently visits the rattlesnakes in their 
living habitats, as evidenced by the “smooth and polished” stone upon which her foot often 
alights at the foot of the snakes’ cave (125). When Bernard ventures into the cave in search of 
Elsie’s secret sanctuary and becomes entranced by a snake’s gaze, we find that Elsie has mastery 
over these living creatures: with a single motion, Bernard turns from the snake and “saw the face 
of Elsie Venner, looking motionless into the reptile’s eyes, which had shrunk and faded under 
the stronger enchantment of her own” (126). Seen through Bernard’s initial reaction, Elsie is an 
enchantress, a being whose unnatural eyes instinctively have power over the cave’s snakes. 
Later on, when Bernard attempts to determine what happened in the cave, he posits three 
possible explanations: he believes it might have been “some frightful dream”; Elsie might have 
“bewitched him into a trance with those strange eyes”; or “it was all true” and therefore must be 
solved through empirical inquiry (134). The text’s insistence on Elsie’s snakelike characteristics 
suggests a supernatural element at work here—the bewitching that Bernard suspects. However, a 
second possibility exists: Bernard ruminates on some experiments of a Mr. Braid, who 
demonstrates that a person can master “animal magnetism” or “hypnotism” through practice 
(135). Bernard acknowledges that this is “well known to the scientific world,” and he has 
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confirmed the truth of Braid’s assertions through “certain experiments he has instituted” (135). 
Thus, both in reality and within the world of Elsie Venner, the possibility exists that Elsie is a 
skilled student of snakes who has learned to master the rattlesnake population of her hometown 
via hypnosis rather than simply possessing this mastery by virtue of her snakelike nature. 
Scientists routinely learn to handle and safely study dangerous, venomous creatures, even 
without the aid of hypnosis; it is not impossible that Elsie’s frequent visits to the cave have given 
her the confidence and expertise needed to rescue Bernard.45 As a consequence, Elsie becomes a 
figure like Beatrice Rappaccini—a woman whose expertise can be explained equally well 
through a supernatural inborn affinity or through means accessible to all humans willing to study 
and gain mastery over a subject.  
 Though the more common, rational possibility exists for Elsie’s naturalistic expertise, 
Bernard and the narrator cast her into the mystical realm by associating her encounter with the 
snakes as dream-like witchcraft. Rather than demonstrate specialized learning on Elsie’s part, her 
actions here brand her as something distinctly dangerous, different, odd. Juxtaposing Elsie’s 
approach to observing snakes in their natural habitats to Bernard’s method for studying snakes, 
accomplishes two tasks: first, we see the difference between Elsie’s and Bernard’s scientific 
methods; second, the juxtaposition demonstrates how Holmes constructs a positive perception of 
professional physicians reliant upon replicable, empirically-derived material data that undercuts 
any claim to legitimate knowledge Elsie might have about Rattlesnake Ledge. Elsie’s and 
Bernard’s methodological difference first becomes evident when Bernard decides to visit 
Rattlesnake Ledge in hopes of learning more about Elsie: he “half persuaded himself that it was 
scientific curiosity. He wished to examine the rocks, to see what flowers grew there, and perhaps 
                                                
45 Holmes’ contemporaries demonstrate that studying snakes was an acceptable medical-professional line 
of inquiry. Silas Weir Mitchell published Researches upon the Venom of the Rattlesnake in 1860 and 
established himself as an authority on snake venom. 
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to pick up an adventure in the zoological line” (124). Bernard even carries a forked stick with 
him to “hold down a crotalus with, if he should happen to encounter one” (124). Significantly, 
Bernard justifies his undue interest in Elsie by convincing himself that he wishes to indulge his 
‘scientific curiosity.’ As such, he envisions himself conducting biological field research. As a 
trained scientist-physician, Bernard has the tools and the intellectual right to categorize and 
experiment upon nature as he sees fit; any animals he encounters will count as a ‘zoological’ 
adventure—a word choice that demystifies any actions Bernard might take while on The 
Mountain and implies he will observe animals through the methodological lens employed by 
professional field biologists. In his forked stick, we see the scientist making use of available 
tools to facilitate proper field observation. Furthermore, Bernard’s tools and mindset allow 
him—like Rappaccini—to maintain distance between himself and the material objects he studies. 
As such, they help him to establish his foray as an instance of objective zoological study rather 
than any mystical-subjective encounter of the natural. Consequently, although both Elsie and 
Bernard climb to the foreboding ledge and enter into a rattlesnake cave, Bernard’s interest is 
protected by his status as a scientist and his use of tools.  
 Elsie, in contrast, takes only herself when she visits Rattlesnake Ledge. Because the text 
never explores Elsie’s point of view, we learn about her methodology from Bernard’s 
observations. When Bernard comes upon Rattlesnake Ledge just prior to the scene in which Elsie 
saves his life by mesmerizing the snakes, he notes a “smooth and polished” stone that looks as if 
a foot has stepped there many times, and “one twig broken” near a shrub (125). Bernard then 
copies Elsie’s motions exactly: “he put his foot upon the stone and took hold of the close-
clinging shrub. In this way he turned a sharp angle of rock and found himself on a natural 
platform” (125). Once at the ledge, he discovers a hairpin, which gives him “a strange sort of 
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thrill” (125). Elsie’s expertise is evident in that she was able to discover Rattlesnake Ledge in the 
first place. When Bernard arrives at the location, all he sees are “deep fissures” and “precipitous 
walls of rock” (125); only when he literally follows in Elsie’s footsteps is he able to find the 
crotalus specimen he sought. Her method is one that is minimally invasive to the landscape, as 
seen in Bernard’s near-futile attempt to find a trace of her, and in the only evidence of her being 
a hairpin. This hairpin suggests that she comes into the woods dressed as she might normally 
be—changing nothing about herself, dressed as a woman and equipped with nothing but her 
physical senses and intuition. Her intuition is worth special notice, since the text offers no 
evidence that anyone has ever taught Elsie how to track or read the landscape, giving her 
expertise at locating a path to Rattlesnake Ledge a mysterious quality that suggests an immaterial 
explanation for her knowledge, such as a woman’s intuition or a snake’s instinct. Other trackers 
with intimate knowledge of the landscape—often associated in American literature with Native 
Americans—typically learn their trade from an elder; Elsie seems imbued with this knowledge as 
a result of her very nature, possibly as a result of her prenatal poisoning. As we know from the 
contents of Elsie’s bedroom, the only things she ever takes from her inquiry in the woods are 
vegetable, dead, or latent forms of life—nests, un-hatched eggs, strange plants, possibly snake 
skins. Given how frequently she goes missing in the woods, we must presume that she prefers to 
explore nature and living creatures in situ, leaving the creatures she observes largely untouched 
and unharmed. 
Consequently, the most significant difference between Elsie and Bernard exists in the 
method they use to study Rockland’s rattlesnakes. Elsie studies them in the cave and leaves little 
trace; Bernard, in contrast, captures and experiments upon specimens within a laboratory. To do 
so, he acquires some rattlesnakes to determine if a snake’s eyes have “any special power” to 
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mesmerize a subject (136). After bribing some locals to collect specimens, Bernard prepares “a 
wired cage ready for his formidable captives, and studie[s] their habits and expression with a 
strange sort of interest” (137). Although the snakes never exhibit the kind of mesmeric power he 
experienced on the mountain, “Bernard kept these strange creatures, and watched all their habits 
with a natural curiosity” (138). Bernard’s means of studying the snake is one that relies on 
laboratory investigation: he observes the captive creatures at regular intervals and possesses “a 
coil of rattlesnakes” referred to as “they,” indicating that he has multiple specimens (136). Thus, 
Bernard appears to follow the paradigm laid out by the Baconian scientific method, in which the 
investigator aims for a controlled environment and values a large sample size in order to ensure 
more accurate results. Bernard’s adherence to this method is relevant in light of Holmes’s attack 
on homeopaths and “delusional” scientists lacking experimental rigor because their beliefs are 
unsupported by trials. To count as a proper scientific trial, an experiment must contain 
appropriate controls, take place in a closed environment, use multiple data sets, and—above 
all—follow a replicable protocol. Bernard’s snakes have been caged and categorized as 
specimens for scientific study, which allows him to adhere to the standards necessary to count 
his experimentation as a “trial.” This categorization renders Bernard’s study safe, logical, and 
acceptable. Even though Bernard is the only one in the text who actively collects and houses 
poisonous snakes, his reputation is unharmed by his study. The trappings of his professional 
training—a room in an educational institution, his attempts to research ophidian influences in 
humans, the cage in which to contain his specimens—protect his investigation and establish it 
firmly within the realm of scientific research. Indeed, Bernard himself classifies his pursuit of 
knowledge about snakes and Elsie as a “professional and scientific investigation,” indicating that 
he views his inquiry as outside of himself and of potential interest to some larger professional 
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body (143). Bernard thus gains respectability by adhering to the tenets of a scientific 
methodology that places primacy on materially-based, empirical experimentation—a method that 
aligns him with Holmes and allopathic professional medicine.  
Elsie deviates from this professional method because she believes in an immaterial 
element of nature that is inconsistent with Bernard’s professional training. Elsie accepts that 
certain plants or animals have qualities that go beyond their material bodies, which is best 
illustrated in her reaction to a present of white ash leaves that Bernard brings her as part of a 
basket of tokens intended to help Elsie feel better after she takes ill at the end of the novel. When 
she sees the leaves, Elsie “[looks] upon the olive-purple leaflets as if paralyzed for a moment, 
[shrinks] up, as it were, into herself in a curdling terror, dashe[s] the basket from her, and [falls] 
back senseless” (284-5). Sophy explains this unusual response by saying that those leaves were 
“the leaves of the tree that was always death to her [Elsie]” (285). Elsie’s and Sophy’s reactions 
are somewhat illuminated by a conversation between Sophy and Dr. Kittredge, which reveals 
that “the notion people commonly have about [the white ash]” is that “the Ugly Things 
[rattlesnakes] never go where the white ash grows” (287). Based on Sophy’s comment, the most 
obvious reading of Elsie’s aversion is that the snake portion of her constitution has an aversion to 
the leaves and therefore causes the entire girl to avoid them at all costs. But this is not the only 
explanation: Elsie’s reaction to the leaves brings a supernatural, immaterial element into her 
relationship with the natural world. Heretofore, her actions have been largely consistent with an 
empirical method designed to study the material world, even if that method varied somewhat 
from the established professional doctors of the novel; however, her visceral, physical reaction to 
these ash leaves suggests that she maintains a belief that natural objects may possess powers not 
necessarily tied to their material beings. Because of the invocation of folk wisdom, Elsie’s 
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reaction additionally becomes likened to superstition and alternative scientific explanations of 
the world.46 As a consequence, Elsie’s scientific epistemology is an incorporeal one: she clearly 
values the knowledge one can gain by examining material specimens, but also exhibits a deeply 
held belief in a spiritual, immaterial element that exists within natural beings (plants, animals). 
The immaterial aspect of Elsie’s connection with nature extends beyond her acceptance 
of folklore. The narrator notes a spiritual dimension to Elsie’s natural wanderings when he notes 
that “Elsie was very uncertain in her feeling about going to church. In summer, she loved rather 
to stroll over The Mountain, on Sundays…. Elsie, with all her strange and dangerous elements of 
character, had yet strong religious feelings mingled with them” (267). For all that Elsie might be 
a homegrown naturalist who observes material specimens with an objective eye, she is also a girl 
who values the spiritual element present in plant and animal life. Once again, the nineteenth-
century view of immaterial is one that is linked with spirituality and morality. Nature is useful as 
natural theology that reveals God’s design. Because Holmes’s stated intention with Elsie Venner 
was to voice his dissatisfaction with the concept of humanity being held “morally responsible” 
for being tainted with original sin, the moral aspect of Elsie’s existence and method is 
particularly important (Holmes Elsie 3). If we take Holmes at his word, the entire point of Elsie’s 
fictional existence is to absolve humanity of moral culpability for their Fall from Eden. As a 
result, Holmes’s treatment of Elsie’s scientific inquiry is fraught both with moral and 
professional implications. Morally, if Elsie truly is a snake-girl, her relationship with nature and 
rattlesnakes takes on a supernatural aspect that aligns her expertise with animalistic instinct. If 
                                                
46 In her reliance on folk wisdom, Elsie brings to mind Samuel Thomson, who founded the Thomsonian 
method of curing disease, which was heavily reliant upon botanical drugs, steam baths, and holistic 
nourishment of the body (Kaufman 19-22). Thomson, a man with no formal education because he lacked 
the money to attend medical school or apprentice with an established regular doctor, made it his life’s 
mission to disseminate his cures at an attainable cost so that people of all classes and educational levels 
could access them. Consequently, the Thomsonian method empowered the resurgence of folk medicine 
and science in the United States 
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she truly acts solely on instinct, she is not accountable for her actions. While Holmes absolves 
her morally, he does not do so professionally. Because her method merges together the ideal and 
material methodologies of the competing schools of American science, Elsie stands as an avatar 
of the incorporeal method. In this light, Elsie’s destruction at the end of the novel becomes the 
elimination of a scientific methodology that threatens the exclusively material practices of 
regular scientists, suggesting a decisive win for the men of professional science and standard 
empirical practices.  
 In setting up the binary between Elsie’s untrained interactions with nature—seen in her 
writing, her collections, and her mastery over wild snakes, and acceptance of an immaterial 
dimension of the natural world—and those of the more professionalized Bernard, Holmes creates 
a larger narrative throughout Elsie Venner that pits amateurs and their incorporeal epistemologies 
against professionals and strict material epistemologies. The text alternately describes Elsie as 
“possess[ed]” (256), “not quite human” (86), “a crazy girl [who] ought to be sent to an Asylum” 
(98), “a little out of her head” (139), “an object of fear” (155), not “like other women” (227), a 
“witch” (236) and having “certain mental peculiarities which might end in a permanent affection 
of her reason” (181), consistently undermining Elsie and her incorporeal scientific method. 
Bernard, the professional-allopathic doctor, is characterized as “a student of mark” (9), an 
“expert” (25), an “experimenter” (135), and ultimately a professor at “an ancient and 
distinguished institution” (314). Seemingly because of the differences in how they approach 
studying the natural world, the narrator casts Elsie as a mentally unstable, possibly possessed 
snake-woman and Bernard as the expert scientist destined to publish his results to the 
professional world.  
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 Elsie is specially crafted to personify the danger of untrained amateurs dabbling in 
scientific study and make it explicit. This is particularly apparent in the novel’s concluding 
chapters. During Elsie’s life, her mysterious relationship with The Mountain and its rattlesnakes 
are seemingly unknowable by scientific means; after her death, though, both she and the snakes 
she observed become neatly categorized by professionalized men of science. In an inexplicable 
(and seemingly supernatural) coincidence at the moment of Elsie’s death, Rattlesnake Ledge and 
the entrance to the rattlesnake cave are obliterated by later studied by men from various scientific 
disciplines:  
some of the geologists had been up to look at the great slide, of which they gave 
those prolix accounts which everybody remembers who read the scientific 
journals of the time. The engineers reported that there was little probability of any 
further convulsion along the line of rocks which overhung the more thickly settled 
part of the town. The naturalists drew up a paper on the “Probable Extinction of 
the Crotalus Durissus in the Township of Rockland.” (306)  
 
Rattlesnake Ledge, heretofore the site of Elsie’s mysterious disappearances and the seeming 
source of her disarming ability to charm snakes into submission, is quantified and rendered safe 
by geologists, engineers, and naturalists. Each group is notable as a member of a professional 
class by virtue of their publication: the geologists write “prolix accounts” for journals, the 
engineers write “reports,” while the naturalists publish a paper on the crotalus’s extinction. In 
emphasizing these scientists’ participation in publication culture, Holmes points to the proper 
motive for scientific investigation—that is, to discover new information and contribute those 
findings to a community of similarly trained professionals. Bernard also enters into this 
professional discourse by publishing a paper entitled “Unresolved Nebulae in Vital Science” 
(311), which Cynthia Davis suggests is a paper about Elsie (43). If the paper is indeed about 
Elsie, it indicates that Elsie has been fully transmuted into an object of professional scientific 
study. Because of this publication, the professor-narrator believes Bernard has “more promise to 
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the profession” than any other student he has ever taught (311). In legitimizing their interest in 
nature through professional publications, Bernard and the anonymous professionals model the 
correct path for the pursuit of scientific knowledge.47 Because Elsie dies without ever 
contributing her knowledge to any useful end (like a publication), these legitimized, professional 
approaches to studying Rattlesnake Ledge take ownership over knowledge of that location, 
despite Elsie’s greater understanding of the natural landscape and its reptilian inhabitants.    
Elsie’s death is particularly noteworthy for what it says about the consequences that can 
come when doctors and mainstream scientists reject folk knowledge and the immaterial. Elsie 
becomes bedridden with a “nervous fever” after Bernard rejects her; though she is very ill, Dr. 
Kittridge does not believe the case is necessarily fatal (275). He believes “a very small matter 
might turn the balance which held life and death poised against each other,” and therefore 
instructs her to be kept peaceful (284). The balance turns towards death after Elsie reacts poorly 
to the white ash leaves. Because Bernard has relied solely upon professional, accepted scientific 
facts at the expense of folk wisdom, he did not know that rattlesnakes have an aversion to white 
ash. This oversight putatively kills off the snake side of Elsie’s nature, without which she quickly 
perishes. Thus, Elsie dies as a result of a mistake made by a student of regular medicine—a 
mistake that originates in an unwillingness to embrace an incorporeal scientific method that 
draws on both material and immaterial evidence. This unwillingness brings us back to the 
central, obvious feature of Elsie’s body: she is a woman whose very constitution may be 
irreversibly entwined with that of the rattlesnake. Like Beatrice and her association with 
                                                
47 Worth discussing is whether Bernard deviated from professional practice in his study of Elsie. Given 
his consistent use of the empirical-material methodology he learned in medical school, his constant 
communication with other men of science (i.e. the Professor, Dr. Kittredge) about his hypotheses, and his 
dedication to publishing the results of his study for others in his field to read, I read him as staying within 
the constraints of professional allopathic medicine of his time.  
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orientalism, Elsie’s hybridity is one that partakes of the intermixture of species while also 
retaining the suggestion of racial miscegenation.  
 Elsie is consistently racialized as non-European. She has a low forehead, “black hair, 
twisted in heavy braids,” and is repeatedly given the epithet of being a “wild beauty,” suggesting 
that her allure is something exotic (54).48 She has a facility with dancing “wild Moorish 
fandangos,” the dancing of which is likened to “the dancing mania of Eastern devotees, more 
than the ordinary light amusement of joyous youth, —a convulsion of the body and mind” (98, 
231). “Moorish” connotes Africa, darker skin, and Islam, an association compounded by the 
text’s description of “Eastern devotees” who call to mind the Sufi meditation practice of 
whirling. Because Elsie has dark features and dances in this manner, she is racialized as 
something other than a white protestant girl. The only person she has any semblance of a trusting 
relationship with is her black servant, Sophy, with whom she spends the bulk of her time; 
furthermore, her bedroom collection of natural objects is associated with the fetishes of Sophy’s 
cannibalistic African grandfather, racializing Elsie’s interest in the natural world (174). Elsie’s 
connection to these influences uncommon to white New England is underscored by the name of 
Elsie’s deceased mother, Catalina, a name that suggests Spanish—or possibly South American—
ancestry. The suggestion of racial taint is perhaps best seen in the narrator’s comment that 
“through all this rich nature [Elsie’s] there ran some alien current of influence, sinuous and dark, 
                                                
48 According to Character Reading through Analysis of the Features (1914), a physiognomic handbook 
modeled after Johann Lavater’s Essays on Physiognomy (1775-78), low foreheads are associated with a 
person who “lacks in imagination, benevolence, reverence, executive ability, knowledge of human nature; 
[and] has poor comparative powers” (Fosbroke 21). Lavater believed different races and nationalities had 
distinctive facial types. Germanic scholar Judith Wechsler explains: “Lavater regards non-Europeans as 
degraded and even bestial. In a sequence based on the anatomical drawings of Petrus Camper depicting 
the evolution of life from a frog to Apollo, he points out that the negro of Angola and the Calmuck have 
facial angels below seventy degrees and that ‘a further diminution soon loses all traces of resemblance to 
humanity… The Calmuck Tartar likewise has a ‘forehead, with respect to lowness…[which] resembles 




as when a clouded streak seams the white marble of a perfect statue” (257). As the daughter of a 
respected white New Englander, Elsie should be the perfect white marble statue; instead, the 
“dark” influence associates her with sexuality and corporeal excesses. Be it intentional or not, 
Elsie exists in a state of racial liminality in addition to being a species hybrid, which adds a racial 
element to the incorporeal scientific method she practices. For Holmes, drawing on the 
immaterial as a valid source of knowledge is associated with less advanced societies, races, and 
genders. Elsie’s interests thereby become invalidated even further because they hint at a primal, 
fetishistic connection to the natural world.  
Yet, while Elsie Venner the girl dies because of her incorporeal method, Elsie Venner the 
novel exists in an incorporeal space. In the Preface to Elsie Venner, Holmes writes that “through 
all the disguise of fiction a grave scientific doctrine may be detected lying beneath some of the 
delineations of character” in the novel (2). Holmes continues, saying, “he has used this doctrine 
as a part of the machinery of his story without pledging his absolute belief in it to the extent to 
which it is asserted or implied. It was adopted as a convenient medium of truth rather than as an 
accepted scientific conclusion” (2). Holmes ends by noting, “since this story has been in 
progress, he has received the most startling confirmation of the possibility of the existence of a 
character like that which he had drawn as a purely imaginary conception in Elsie Venner” (2). 
This implies that part of Elsie Venner’s purpose was to test a hypothesis that Holmes held about 
prenatal influences on children. Because Elsie Venner was “purely imaginary,” Holmes must 
have posited that a prenatally poisoned child was possible. Testing such a theory on humans 
would be unethical, so instead, Holmes explores the question through fiction: Elsie Venner 
becomes his laboratory, Elsie Venner his test subject. Rather than simply being the “disguise of 
fiction” that Holmes claims he had to use to explore his question, fiction becomes the crucial 
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method through which his theory can be tested. This method enacts an incorporeal 
epistemology—uniting empirically-derived data, case studies, and experimental tests with a 
belief in language and imagination’s power to explore certain questions.49 Because language 
accesses the ideal realm, Elsie Venner draws on the immaterial as a means of investigating a 
medical curiosity, which leaves our takeaway about Holmes’s stance against the place of the 
immaterial in scientific inquiry somewhat ambiguous. I contend that he reserves this license to 
pull on the immaterial realm for one, like himself, who has been trained to value material 
empiricism and is committed to a standard, allopathic worldview. Furthermore, given the ways in 
which Elsie is vilified through her gender and race, Holmes reserves the space for amateur 
dabbling in incorporeal exploration for himself. This suggests that Holmes is perhaps less 
interested in invalidating an incorporeal scientific method than he is in vilifying anyone outside 
of the professional scientific establishment. His critique is therefore more limited than 
Hawthorne’s: Holmes does not question the validity of the dominant scientific method and 
instead undermines people with training different from his own.  
Reading the Material Hybrid Intersectionally  
Both “Rappaccini’s Daughter” and Elsie Venner explore the possibilities of 
intermixture—the incorporation of the female within a masculine scientific epistemology, the 
extent to which an immaterial component exists within material bodies, and the hybridizing of 
the human body with plant and animal essences. Within both texts, this intermixture does not end 
                                                
49 Although Holmes notes in the preface that his theory about prenatal poisoning was confirmed by a real-
life example that came to light after the initial publication of Elsie Venner, medical ethics would have 
prevented him from testing his theory through any controlled experiments, which are generally necessary 
to test scientific hypotheses. Sari Altschuler provides an excellent overview of how literature was used as 
an imaginative laboratory to test such untestable hypotheses in The Medical Imagination. For Altschuler, 
Holmes’s medical interest is less in the prenatally poisoned body; instead, she argues that Holmes uses 
Elsie Venner as a place to “imaginatively experiment with anesthetized states and better understand what 
it might mean to live ‘without feeling’” (174).  
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well. Beatrice’s and Elsie’s deaths at the hands of regular practitioners who are unwilling to 
accept folk wisdom or immaterial evidence points to the bodies that are most frequently excluded 
and harmed by the systems set in place by regular science. As Josiah Nott’s Types of Mankind 
shows, celebrated scientists associated with respected institutions routinely used materially-based 
evidence to bolster claims about racial inequality. Scientific studies repeatedly enact violence 
upon non-white, non-male bodies: the bodies of enslaved black Americans were provided to 
Southern anatomists in need of cadavers for dissection (Browner 51); Latina, Native American, 
and black women were forced into receiving sterilization as part of medical eugenics campaigns 
in the twentieth century (Kluchin 2); and in modern medical history, beneficial studies and 
pharmacological trials routinely use white men as test subjects, meaning that medical therapies 
and pharmaceuticals are targeted to treat the ailments and symptoms exhibited by white men, 
which can be drastically different than those exhibited by women and people of color (Fox 
Keller 29-30). “Rappaccini’s Daughter” and Elsie Venner demonstrate the ways in which regular 
medicine fails to integrate the experiences and material realities of those who fall outside of the 
normative white male realm. Because Elsie and Beatrice’s bodies exist as a palimpsest of 
identities, they can symbolize any number of people who exist in liminal spaces outside of 
normative scientific practice: they are both women and something non-human, persons who are 
both white and non-white, observers who deploy empirical scientific methods to study material 
objects but also access an immaterial realm. In this status, Beatrice and Elsie are uniquely poised 
to bear upon modern understandings of the material, immaterial, and status of the human—key 
concepts in new materialist theory.   
I suggest Hawthorne’s and Holmes’s fictional intervention into the incorporeal opens up 
an exploration into what Grosz would contend is the lack of a “definitive break between animals 
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and humans or between animals, plants, and inanimate objects” (13). Indeed, in their formulation 
of a plant-woman and a snake-woman, Hawthorne and Holmes collapse the boundaries between 
human and inhuman agency in a manner that portends the interests of animal studies, plant 
studies, and posthumanism more broadly. Because new materialists have increasingly 
conceptualized matter as something with agency, the human becomes equal to all others (rocks, 
soil, animals, plants). Such conceptions eliminate an immaterial aspect of subjectivity or being 
and position the material as ground that can de-center the human from conceptual primacy. 
Elsie’s and Beatrice’s scientific standing and fictional fate demonstrate the traps of looking to the 
material as something unsullied by human prejudice. Furthermore, they suggest that a wealth of 
immaterial knowledge and expertise—largely associated with women—is lost when materialist 
methods dominate a given discourse community 
 “Rappaccini’s Daughter” and Elsie Venner explore the non-humanism of the hybrid 
female scientist, but do so largely from the historical position of a humanism that privileges 
human subjectivity over that of non-human life. Hawthorne and Holmes entangle the material 
and the ideal, the human and the nonhuman, seemingly not to explore the equal subjectivity of all 
matter (as is the concern of new materialism, plant studies, and posthumanism) but to posit the 
question of how our material realities shape scientific inquiry. In doing so, these nineteenth-
century authors re-introduce a scientific, taxonomical element to the concept of “hybridity” that 
has been consistently overlooked in modern critical theory while simultaneously activating the 
racial dimension of hybrid that has rendered it inoperable in new materialist and posthumanist 
contexts. Therefore, “Rappaccini’s Daughter” and Elsie Venner show us how leaning into the 
many resonances of hybridity enables intersectional readings of race, gender, and immateriality. 
In so doing, focusing on hybridity allows modern scholars to read—as Marjorie Levinson writes, 
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“conjuncturally” across time—to examine how midcentury authors imagined a collapse between 
human and non-human beings, showing the long prehistory of new materialist ideas in American 
literature and thought (qtd. in Cristin Ellis 7). Because of their rootedness within a nineteenth-
century conception of hybridity based on true intermixture of human and non-human biology, 
they first exist as taxonomically distinct individuals who allow their authors to explore the 
material relationship of humans to nonhuman entities and suggest that human hybrids were 
possible. Because of their elided mothers and characterization as exotic, Elsie and Beatrice also 
fit nineteenth-century conceptions of a racial hybrid: they exist in a liminal space that is both 
white (since they are ostensibly the daughters of a white New Englander and Italian, 
respectively) and non-white (since they are characterized in terms of oriental and African 
otherness). That we should read both girls as hybrids is underscored by their barren deaths; both 
in its species and racial valences, the hybrid is not capable of reproduction. Consequently, we 
should read Elsie and Beatrice as multi-hyphenate hybrids joining together both distinct species 
and distinct races. Through them, critics can explore the nature of relations across human and 
nonhuman beings, but because of the material basis of nineteenth-century proslavery rhetoric, 
they also embody troubled racial philosophies. They therefore show the problems associated 
with discussing the unity of all life via lively matter, but, at the same time, require us to discuss 
race in our formulation of the nonhuman, which makes them helpful figures to address 
shortcomings of new materialist theory. 
These hybrids’ association with an incorporeal scientific method that draws on both 
material and immaterial sources of knowledge further highlights the shortcomings of viewing 
matter as an equalizing force. Though both Elsie and Beatrice die without acknowledgement of 
their scientific prowess, in both narratives the women are able to access knowledge about their 
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environment that eludes the men practicing strictly materially or ideally based scientific 
methods. This has implications both of new materialism (as criticized by Grosz for too readily 
dismissing ideality) and science studies. The incorporeal depends upon the interrelation of the 
material and the ideal; therefore, this term helps to underscore what feminist science studies and 
object-oriented feminism often cite as a key critique of the sciences: that the material body of the 
investigator is inextricable from the observations and data he or she collects and the thought he 
or she produces. This interconnection between the scientist’s body and thought—a key concept 
for Grosz’s incorporeality—is echoed in Elsie and Beatrice’s hybrid bodies. Both women die 
when someone poisons the non-human element of their bodies: when the venomous plant within 
Beatrice dies, so does she; when Elsie’s snake portion reacts negatively to the white ash leaves, 
Elsie herself soon dies. This interrelation of the parts of the hybrid body highlights the larger 
interrelation of material and ideal that the two women have demonstrated through their scientific 
epistemologies. As a consequence, the hybrid body of the female scientist works to underscore 
the inseparability of scientific thought from the material conditions of the person engaging in 
scientific study, pointing to what we might call a scientific epistemology of the incorporeal. Such 
an epistemology of the incorporeal would differ from feminist critiques of science, which are 
grounded in critiques of the gendered body of the scientist, by focusing not on the individual 
bodies and identities of any given scientist and instead emphasizing the need for scientists as a 
whole to reintegrate iterations of the ideal—imagination, the spiritual, the materially 
inexplicable—into standard scientific practice.  
Hawthorne’s and Holmes’s hybrid female scientists who refuse to exclusively practice 
allopathic or homeopathic methodologies provide the blueprint for tracing the incorporeal 
method throughout the nineteenth century. In the subsequent chapters of this dissertation, I will 
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explore how two women writers expand this blueprint by adapting it into a feminine Romantic 
mode, focusing on morality, and integrating socioeconomics into the many valences of the 


























CHAPTER TWO  
 
Incorporeal Botany in Harriet Prescott Spofford’s Works  
In Holmes’s and Hawthorne’s considerations of the incorporeal scientific method, 
women who were clearly hybridized between a human and non-human life form demonstrate 
how the method can be used, what it is, and why it is superior to a materially-based scientific 
method. In this chapter, I demonstrate that Harriet Prescott Spofford (1835-1921), a writer 
known primarily for her feminine approach to American Romanticism, engages the rise of 
material science via hybridized flower-women in order to show the value of the immaterial. This 
chapter examines women whose hybridization is less obviously biologically literal, but who—
from within the confines of sentimental flower language—are nonetheless hybrids of plant and 
woman, European and non-European races. This chapter extends the argument made in Chapter 
1 in several ways. First, the texts I examine are written in the voice of the plant-woman, 
centering her voice and point of view, contrary to Chapter 1, where male medical students 
conveyed all we know about the hybrid woman. Second, these texts use the tools of moralistic 
female writing (sentimental flower language) to theorize an incorporeal scientific method—a 
move that inherently values the immaterial concepts of morality and aesthetics. Third, these texts 
demonstrate how hybrid women were used to explore the interiority of plant life, giving rise to 
an impression of plants that highlights their vitalism and liveliness. Fourth, the hybrid women in 
this chapter are not scientists; instead, like the majority of nineteenth-century women interested 
in the sciences, they demonstrate education in botany and natural history but do not regularly 
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pursue scientific inquiry themselves. Fifth, this chapter demonstrates that the hybrid woman of 
science continually exists at an intersection of racial hybridity in addition to species hybridity. 
This chapter examines how Spofford engages the turn to materialism in the sciences and 
the change in humanity’s status in relation to other organisms brought about by materialist 
evolutionary theory. Spofford, a writer primarily recognized by recent critics for highly stylized 
literature that examines complex feminine interiority, might be an unexpected figure to place 
alongside the most vigorous scientific debates of the 1850s and 60s. Yet, her texts blur the lines 
between the immaterial and material components of living beings and suggest that the boundary 
lines between species are permeable. From her early, celebrated story, “The Amber Gods” 
(1860) to lesser-read texts like “Pomegranate-Flowers” (1861) and “Best-Laid Schemes” (1894), 
Spofford deconstructs boundaries between the moralistic immaterial scientific epistemology 
championed in sentimental women’s writing and the materialistic epistemology of professional 
sciences. In “The Amber Gods” and “Pomegranate-Flowers,” she does this through the figure of 
the plant woman who accesses sentimental flower language and materialist botany to practice an 
incorporeal scientific method. In “Best-Laid Schemes,” she continues examining plant-human 
hybridity but shows the limitations of an incorporeal method. 
I suggest that Spofford deploys hybrids and the incorporeal scientific method to comment 
on the intensely negative reaction many Americans had to materialist evolutionary theory. In the 
introduction to America’s Darwin: Darwinian Theory and U.S. Literary Culture, Tina Gianquitto 
and Lydia Fisher emphasize that “Americans reacted in great variety to Darwin’s theory that 
species evolve naturally in response to the environment they inhabit, and in evolving leave 
behind a series of earlier, related biological forms …. Such a process evoked fears of potential 
regression and atavism, an anxiety that these abandoned characteristics might resurface in later 
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generations” (9). Such fears were spurred in part by the small portion of Darwin’s work that 
considers regressive evolution, as in the case of a cavefish that loses its eyes over time (Darwin 
137-9). Spofford’s species hybrids are biologically impossible, which means she pushes the 
concept of the fluidity of species out of the material realm and back into the realm of immaterial 
imagination. In doing this, Spofford re-validates the immaterial by showing that the incorporeal 
scientific method is superior to an exclusively material mode of inquiry.  
Interestingly, little critical attention has been paid to Spofford’s grafting of scientific 
discourse into her often-fanciful writing. Predominantly, Spofford criticism centers on gender: 
gender and genre, teasing out Spofford’s contributions to the romance, gothic, or detective tale;50 
Spofford as a feminist forerunner;51 the intersection of race and gender;52 and Spofford as an 
                                                
50 Alfred Bendixen notes Spofford’s generic facility with the gothic, the romance, the detective story, and 
local color fiction (“Introduction” xvi). He argues that she merits particular attention as a great “female 
practitioner of symbolic romance” (xxii) and creator of detective fiction (xxix). Rita Bode argues that 
Spofford was one of the earliest female detective fiction writers in America (23).  
 
51 Cynthia Murilla asserts that Spofford uses ghostly doubles in her fiction to “represent a brief unleashing 
of libidinal impulses” (756) against a backdrop of “conventional gender roles” and “an oppressive 
patriarchal structure” (“Spirit 755). Paula Bernat Bennett also reads Spofford as an author who explores 
repressed female sexuality (see Poets in the Public Sphere and “Pomegranate-Flowers”). Birgit Spengler 
explores how Spofford’s concern with “visual practices and the changes she describes indicate a crisis in 
seeing that is closely linked to her examination of gender relations” (69). Michael Grimwood fights back 
against such gendered modern conceptions of Spofford as a particularly female-centered author, arguing 
that “recent explicators [of Spofford’s “Circumstances”] apply their own essentializing pressure to the 
story, defining it as a female text and neglecting its continuities with men’s writing as well as women’s” 
(449).  
 
52 Lisa Logan examines race within “The Amber Gods” and “maintain[s] that the problem of Spofford’s 
race politics offers a significant critical entry into this enigmatic author’s fiction” and also “enables our 
scrutiny of gender- and race-bound theories that underpin not only Spofford’s fiction but American 
literary romanticism” (35). R.J. Ellis argues that “The Amber Gods” “establishes, from a ‘white’ 
perspective, just how arbitrary and unknowable racial identity is … at the very antebellum period when 
the dominant discourse was endeavoring to draw up scientific certainties about racial difference” (281). 
Paula Bennett engages with the Orientalist imagery and sentimental flower language of “The Amber 
Gods,” but does so in order to argue that the story uses flower language to encode variant sexual acts, 




example of a feminine writing style.53 Lisa Logan introduces some interest in material science 
within Spofford criticism by linking the racial taxonomies in Spofford’s “The Amber Gods” to 
nineteenth-century pseudo-scientific practices that “relied on skin color to generate racialized 
and gendered taxonomies of human beings” (38). Dana Luciano is the first critic to have 
contextualized Spofford within nineteenth-century natural scientific discourse.54 Luciano does so 
by focusing on the “temporal deviation” within “The Amber Gods” and notes that the concept of 
deep time within the short story was informed by Charles Lyell’s Principles of Geology (1830-
33), which changed the timeline of Earth’s creation to one measured in millions, not thousands, 
of years (276). Luciano examines how “The Amber Gods” contains “a tangle of relations 
between animate and inanimate objects that unsettles the status and teleology of life itself” (272), 
a claim that gestures towards evolutionary theory’s position that species are derived from each 
other; however, Luciano does not explore the implications of that particular line of her reasoning. 
My own argument encourages scholars of Spofford’s work to consider the extent to which we 
can unlock her interest in the botanical sciences and engagement with evolutionary debates of the 
nineteenth century.    
                                                
53 Dorri Beam proposes that Spofford uses “The Amber Gods” to stake out a “feminine creative style” 
(162), which de-centers plot and characterization in order to push style to the forefront and free 
“expression from an anthropomorphic perspective in order to glean what the world of colors, forms and 
movement might have to say” (158). David Cody examines Spofford’s “linguistic contagion” on 
nineteenth-century authors (specifically, Emily Dickinson) (33). Katharine Rodier further explores the 
relationship between Spofford, Emily Dickinson, and Thomas Higginson and the effect this had on the 
style of the two women’s writing. A preoccupation with Spofford’s style is not solely limited to modern 
critics, though: Henry James objected to how “Miss Prescott adds, tacks on, interpolates, piles up … but 
… never [scratches] out” in her highly wrought prose (James 275). Interestingly, James makes the 
connection between the tension of idealism and Realism his review of Azarian. He writes, “we would 
gladly see the vulgar realism which governs the average imagination leavened by a little old-fashioned 
idealism, -- but Miss Prescott, if she hopes to accomplish anything worth accomplishing, must renounce 
new-fashioned idealism for a while, and diligently study the canons of the so-called realist school” (272).  
   
54 Luciano’s argument posits that “the lush extravagance of ‘The Amber Gods’ makes possible a quasi-
palimpsestic layer of two forms of nonlinear time that are tied, respectively, to the pre- and post- human: 
the deep geological time” (297). Luciano is concerned with how the story uses queer sexuality in order to 
break down the distinctions between the “animate and inanimate” (272). 
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This chapter proceeds chronologically across the three texts in which Spofford explores 
human-nonhuman hybridity. Because sentimental flower language is a key context for 
understanding the immaterial component of “The Amber Gods” and “Pomegranate-Flowers,” 
those readings are heavily contextualized with Beverly Seaton’s still authoritative The Language 
of Flowers: A History (1995) and primary sentimental flower language texts. “Best-Laid 
Schemes” departs from these tropes to a more realist-inflected treatment of interspecies 
hybridization. I conclude this chapter by demonstrating that Spofford’s plant women provide an 
examination of plant-thinking and plant interiority that destabilizes the special status of the 
human as the sole possessor of an interior life or soul. Because these hybrids are racialized, they 
also force a question of gender and racial status into our reading of plant interiority, which 
troubles contemporary conceptions of plant studies as radically equalizing. Instead of liberating 
the plant by giving it a common material nature to the human, plants of Spofford’s world are 
associated with debased tropes of racial otherness and femininity.   
In many ways, Spofford provides an excellent case to examine nineteenth-century women 
writers’ engagement with scientific developments and evolutionary theory. She received a 
representative education for a middle-class Northern white woman; her depiction of an 
incorporeal scientific method therefore suggests that educated women were attuned to the 
changes in scientific practice even as they were excluded from it. Spofford did not receive 
atypical scientific training or have a male relative to guide her, like many of the women who 
excelled in the sciences. Instead, she learned material scientific study through her formal 
education, which went through high school. Spofford received the beginning portion of her high 
school education at Newburyport, Massachusetts’ prestigious coeducational Putnam Free School 
between 1849 and 1852; the school gave her the scientific background to understand basic 
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biological, taxonomic questions about how living organisms were related. Elizabeth Halbeisen, 
Spofford’s biographer, characterizes Putnam Free School as a “well- equipped institution” (34) 
and indicates that Spofford was especially interested in her astronomy, botany, and English 
classes (37).55 The botany curriculum emphasized botanical classification, floral analysis, and the 
construction of herbaria (Halbeisen 38), an education not unlike the much better documented one 
that Emily Dickinson received (Sielke 238).56 Pinkerton Academy, a coeducational secondary 
school in Derry, New Hampshire, which Spofford attended between 1853 and 1855 to complete 
her high school training, boasted of its “regular course of mathematics [and] the sciences” for its 
female students and the “valuable philosophical and chemical apparatus” the school possessed in 
order to help its students pursue higher study in these subjects (Halbeisen 45). Given Spofford’s 
choice to take botany at Putnam and her long-enduring preoccupation with the botanical within 
her aesthetic work, her continued study at Pinkerton is probable. Through research at the 
American Antiquarian Society, I discovered that Spofford used Alphonso Wood’s A Class-Book 
of Botany (1845), which was the predominant botany textbook of the 1840s and 50s (Dupree 
203). Wood’s Class-book opens by piquing students’ interest in the “vital functions of plants,” 
which includes germination and reproduction (2); the introduction goes on to tell students that 
“Botany comprehends, also, the knowledge of the relations of plants to the other departments of 
                                                
55 Putnam Free School – though free – required an entrance examination and was only open to students 
receiving top marks. Prescott was accepted to the Female Department of the school (Halbeisein 34). 
Cindy Murillo notes that attending Putnam Free School and, later, Pinkerton Academy, “both prestigious 
schools that indicate a very high level of formal schooling, [was] quite a feat for a woman during this 
time” (“Imaginative” par. 2).  
 
56 Dickinson and Spofford had a mutual association with Thomas Wentworth Higginson, a commonality 
that raises the possibility that both could have gotten similar news/scientific information from him; 
Katharine Rodier explores this relationship in detail. Sielke draws on Dickinson’s letters and her 
herbarium to demonstrate that Dickinson was proficient in Linnaean classification. Dickinson was taught 
by Edward Hitchcock, a geologist and evolutionary theologist, who left her with a lasting interest in 
“(geo)science” (Sielke 238).  
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nature, particularly to mankind” (3). Even this cursory introduction in the nation’s most popular 
botanical textbook reveals the seeds of the scientific debate of the 1850s: the relationship of 
species to each other (which is the question at the heart of taxonomy and, consequently, 
Linnaean botany) and the role of sexual reproduction in botany (which was foundational to 
theories of evolution). In addition to having access to common botanical textbooks that classified 
the relationship of species to one another, Spofford lived in towns close to Boston, which at the 
time was the American epicenter of the species debate. Newburyport, Massachusetts, where 
Spofford attended Putnam Free School and lived after graduating from Pinkerton Academy, 
possessed an active lyceum, which increases Spofford’s likelihood of having heard about debates 
throughout the 1840s and 50s about whether the species were fixed or could be transformed into 
another species over time.57  
Spofford’s biography therefore positions her as a typical nineteenth-century woman in 
relation to the material sciences: she was aware of key terminology and equipped with some 
training in the material scientific method, but was not actively engaged in professional circles. 
Despite being an outsider to scientific inquiry, Spofford explores the tension between material 
botany and the immaterial, moralistic approach to studying plants throughout her career. As I 
                                                
57 Although I have been unable to find a list of speakers for the Newburyport Lyceum, records from 
nearby Salem (28 miles from Newburyport) from the 1840s and 50s shed some light on the types of 
lectures that might have occurred. An 1879 record of Salem’s lyceum states that 853 lectures had been 
given since the lyceum’s founding in 1830 (Cameron 11). Asa Gray gave two lectures on geographical 
botany during Salem’s 1845-1856 lecture season (Cameron 18); Louis Agassiz lectured multiple times on 
Animal Creation (1847-48), Glaciers (1847-48), the Vegetable Kingdom (1848-49), and the Animal 
Kingdom (1854-55) (Cameron 18-21). Additionally, lectures on The Baconian Method (1851-52), 
Astronomical Prediction (1842-53), and Geology (1856-57) represent the lyceum’s enduring interest in 
scientific matters. Thomas Wentworth Higginson was a lecturer at Salem’s lyceum during 1851-52, 
creating a link between Spofford (who was mentored by Higginson) and the lecturing culture of larger 
Massachusetts. The Lowell Institute’s Lyceum has an even greater interest in scientific subjects than 
Salem’s. Its records run from 1839-1898; a quick perusal of its early history shows lectures on subjects 
like “geology” “Evidences of Chemistry,” “Botany,” “Comparative Anatomy,” and “Comparative 
Embryology” (Cameron 47-48). Charles Lyell, Louis Agassiz, and Asa Gray all lectured at the Lowell 
Institute between 1841 and 1860 (Cameron 59-61).  
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show, Spofford draws on both epistemologies to demonstrate and practice an incorporeal 
scientific method.   
The Incorporeal Hybrid Plant-Woman of “The Amber Gods” 
In “The Amber Gods,” Spofford grafts together sentimental flower language with 
empirical botanical observation to suggest that a combination of ideal and material methods 
provides the best insight into plants’ lived experiences. I suggest that, in drawing attention to 
sentimental flower language, Spofford activates the trope of the sentimental plant-woman in 
order to position “The Amber Gods” itself as an experiment in flower prose. This prose hollows 
out an insufficient idealist form of knowing nature (sentimental flower language) using the 
scalpel of botanical empiricism, only to suggest that we must return again to the aesthetic realm 
in order to understand floral interiority. Consequently, “The Amber Gods” endorses an 
incorporeal mode of inquiry. 
At its core, “The Amber Gods” is the inner monologue of a sensuous, narcissistic young 
woman named Giorgione (Yone) Willoughby. The story’s central tension is that Yone loves a 
childhood friend, Vaughn Rose, who happens to be in love with Yone’s cousin Louise (Lu). 
Rose and Lu have been close since childhood and have similar personalities that value purity and 
simplicity. Part I of the story takes place on Yone and Rose’s wedding day and is told largely in 
retrospect. In Part I, we learn that Yone tricked Rose into loving her by drawing on a curse 
imbued in her mother’s amber rosary beads. Knowing that the beads are cursed and that Rose 
dislikes the scent of amber, Yone gives the amber gods to Lu for the summer. Because of the 
beads’ curse and Yone’s deviousness, Rose comes to associate the sensuousness of amber with 
Lu—who in actuality is a classic ‘angel of the house’ described in terms of purity and 
whiteness—instead of Yone, who is luxuriantly sexual and associated with gold throughout the 
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text. As a result, he falls in love with Yone, abandons Lu, and marries Yone at the end of Part I. 
In Part II of the story, we jump forward ten years to Yone’s deathbed. Yone tells us that her 
marriage to Rose has been unfulfilling for both parties and that he has been longing for Lu’s 
simple, clear femininity for the entirety of their marriage. Most famously, Yone continues 
narrating her story even after her death: the story ends with her spirit getting up and going down 
the stairs to realize that she “must have died at ten minutes past one” (83).  
 In “The Amber Gods” (1860), Spofford directly addresses immaterial and material 
approaches to understanding plant life through the interplay of sentimental flower language and 
Linnaean taxonomy. Spofford’s play with sentimental flower language positions Yone as a 
flower woman. When combined with the text’s interest in deep time and sexual procreation, the 
text invites us to read Yone as a possible true hybrid of plant and human, which brings to the fore 
evolutionary thought about species transmutation. In this context, Yone’s riotous self-expression 
becomes transmuted into the language of plants not moderated for human moral instruction, but 
instead for their own sexual reproduction and species survival. Because Spofford develops this 
prose with a combination of Linnaean taxonomy, the evolutionary implications of deep time, 
sentimental flower language, and florid prose, I maintain that this approach is an example of an 
incorporeal method of studying botany. This reading drastically alters prior characterization of 
Spofford’s style, which focuses on its excessive, layered foray into a purely aesthetic realm, and 
instead positions Spofford’s distinctive style as an experiment in approaching plant-life from an 
incorporeal stance.  
The clearest example of Spofford’s interplay between material and immaterial botanical 
epistemologies occurs in an exchange about mayflowers. This conversation takes place during an 
annual tradition in which Rose presents Lu with some of the first mayflowers to bloom. Rose 
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joins a dinner party by “showering [Louise] in the twilight with a rain of May-flowers” (57). 
Rose gives Lu this particular flower each year because it is “sweet” (57) “pure,” and “clear” like 
Lu—in offering this flower, he reaffirms his awareness of her superior spirit and his appreciation 
for her sweetness (58). Taking the flowers’ physical characteristics as his starting point, Rose 
expounds: “what virtue is in [mayflowers] to distil the shadow of the great pines, that wave layer 
after layer with a grave rhythm over them, into this delicate tint … they have so decided a 
personality” (58). Rose culminates his moral assessment of the mayflower by openly moralizing 
them, naming them “fair little Puritans” (59), who, with their “hard woody stem, a green robust 
leaf, [and] a delicate odorous flower … [become] but an expression of New England character” 
(60). In the way Rose and Lu assign a moral dimension to the mayflower and create a personality 
for it, they interpret the flower through the hermeneutic lens of nineteenth-century sentimental 
flower language popularized by flower language dictionaries. 
In The Language of Flowers: A History (1995), Beverly Seaton provides a 
comprehensive overview of sentimental flower language dictionaries. These books were 
concerned with the “feelings,” “associations,” and “religious and moral themes” that could be 
appended to individual flowers (2). Seaton connects the language of flowers to the rise of 
Linnaean botany, arguing that flowers’ “scientifically based sexuality reintroduced them to the 
contexts of romantic love, while the connotation of morality they gained helped them to achieve 
a proper nineteenth-century respectability in England and America” (60). This association with 
morality links sentimental floral study to immaterial, ideal epistemologies. Sarah Josepha Hale’s 
Flora’s Interpreter, first published in 1832, is an instructive example of this moralistic American 
flower language. Hale writes that flowers are “intended, naturally, to represent pure, tender, and 
devoted thoughts and feelings” and that the poets have been best able to capture the “philology 
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of flowers” (iv). Hale uses her book to “unite real knowledge with [the] fanciful language” of 
poetry, and she does so by including short poems about a flower alongside “its botanic as well as 
common name, and also its class and order” (v). An example of this is in an entry on blue 
violets: Hale first includes their scientific name, Viola odorata, their class, order, and genus; she 
then attends to the meaning of the flower by providing its definition as “faithfulness” and 
demonstrating its significance across literary sources ranging from Shakespeare to obscure 
nineteenth-century woman poets (218).58  
Although Hale does not define the mayflower in the dictionary portion of Flora’s 
Interpreter, she does include two related poems in the appendix (named “Poesy of Flowers”). In 
one, “To the Trailing Arbutus” (trailing arbutus is another name for mayflowers), the author 
praises the arbutus for its modesty and “modest worth” (236). Hale provides an explanatory note 
that “the trailing arbutus is a sort of strawberry vine, found in New England in March, the 
earliest of all spring flowers” (236). The second poem related to the mayflower is “The Ground 
Laurel” (ground laurel is yet another name for the mayflower); in this poem, the laurel is figured 
as a modest flower that blushes when it is found by a traveler (237). In characterizing the 
                                                
58 Hale’s introduction is of particular relevance to my argument because it provides an example of the 
type of didactic, sentimental flower language that pervaded American popular culture during the mid-
nineteenth century. As we can see from the selected materials from Hale’s introduction, an acceptable 
type of feminine botanical study in the 1830s and 40s is one that instructs the learner morally: the poetical 
selections are designed to teach her readers to recognize the language of pure, even “hallowed” emotions 
(iv), while the classificatory information she includes is intended to cultivate the reader’s mind and, in 
theory, real-life garden. Hale goes so far as to dedicate Flora’s Interpreter to “the youth of America,” so 
that it may “inspire our young women to cultivate those virtues which can only be represented by the 
fairest flowers” and encourage “young men [to] strive to be worthy of the love that these fairest flowers 
can so eloquently reveal” (iv). For Hale and others employing the sentimental flower language mode, 
flowers were useful in education because of their innate morality that could teach students how to develop 
into useful citizens. Catharine H. Waterman’s Flora’s Lexicon: The Language and Sentiment of Flowers: 
with an outline of Botany, and a Poetical Introduction (1857) further corroborates Hale’s version of 
flower language. The book’s advertisement states that a volume furnishing complete interpretations is 
“essential” to every man and woman’s library. Waterman’s flowers speak of Christian creation: “Yes – 
flowers have tones – God gave to each / A language of its own, / And bade the simple blossom teach 
/Where-er its seeds are sown” (11) 
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mayflower as a modest emblem of American virtue, Rose and Lu demonstrate an idealistic 
methodology to interpreting nature: they begin from their assumed premise of virtue (as taught 
by sentimental flower language) and then match the mayflower’s physical characteristics to 
match these assumptions. 
While expounding on the mayflower’s many virtues, Rose makes this engagement with 
the idealistic language of flowers even clearer, saying: “The sweetest modesty clings to them, 
which Alphonse Karr denies to the violet, so that they are almost out of place in a drawing-room; 
one ought to give them there the shelter of their large, kind leaves” (59). Alphonse Karr, whose 
book Tour Around My Garden became available in English in the United States in 1855, was 
well-known as a novelist, journalist, and horticultural enthusiast; his Tour Around My Garden 
provides a sentimentalized vision of the plants in his garden, including the violet to which Rose 
alludes (Wick 4). Karr writes that “the violet is not modest!” and defends his statement by stating 
that “the violet does not conceal itself under the grass, [but is instead] concealed there by nature” 
(Karr 94). Karr goes on to describe how the violet deploys numerous “stratagems” to get the 
better of nature and escape its place beneath the grass to instead adorn the “heads of the 
Church’” (Karr 94). In including Lu and Rose’s morally-based interpretation of the mayflower 
and referencing Karr’s assessment of the violet, Spofford both solidifies the place of formal 
sentimental language of flowers in this story as a means of understanding the natural world and 
simultaneously punctures its system of signification because of Karr’s other works, which 
satirize sentimental flower language. In addition to penning works that take the sentimental 
language of flowers at face value, Karr also wrote the satirical introduction to Les Fleurs 
Animées (1847), authored by Taxile Delord and famous now for J.J. Grandville’s illustrations.  
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In his introduction, Karr appears to poke fun at women who use sentimental flower 
language as the easy approach to learning about flowers. He writes “Here, then, is a delightful, 
an unforbidden science—a science grateful to the heart. It is not like Botany, which tells you 
how to dry flowers, and to call them hard names in Greek” (“Introduction” 7). He bids women to 
“rescue” flowers from men, who have used flowers for “political agitation (“Introduction” 7).  
Karr vilifies the naturalist who “flattens” and “dries” flowers, only to “[inter] them in a sort of 
cemetery, called a herbarium, and underneath them [write] pompous epitaphs in a barbarous 
language” (“Introduction” 9). He calls out amateur botanists for only liking rare flowers and 
insists that the happiest people are those who “love flowers alone!” (Karr “Introduction” 13). 
Image 2: “Capucine” (Grandville Fleurs 
326) 
Image 1: “La Fête des Fleurs” (Grandville Un 125) 
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The extreme juxtaposition between the scientific and sentimental approach to flowers causes the 
sentimental approach to come across as the exclusive domain of women. In Karr’s estimation, 
this approach is overly reductive and likely inferior to the material methods of preservation and 
classification he mocks in the satirical introduction. This association with the feminine is 
furthered by the rest of Les Fleurs Animées, which represents flowers as women.  
In Grandville’s elaborate illustrations, different types of flowers merge with the female 
form to create flower-women who interact with insects, animals, and each other to reign over 
their floral kingdoms (Seaton 153). Grandville was known for creating such human-vegetable 
hybrids, and an earlier work Un Autre Monde (1844), explores the possibility of human to plant 
metamorphosis. This is particularly evident in a plate from that work entitled “La Fête des 
Fleurs” (Image 1), in which the flowers are in various stages of metamorphosis with the human 
(Grandville Un 125). The flower-woman at the center of the composition is a grotesque mixture 
of both plant and woman, with neither element resolved to give the sense of a hybrid that could 
pass for a true version of either plant or human. Grandville’s flower women in Les Fleurs 
Animées are more typical of the illustration we see of the Capucine (Image 2), which in English 
is called the nasturtium.  
 In the flower-women of Les Fleurs Animées, the humanity of the women is more 
resolved than in images like “La Fête des Fleurs”; these figures possess women’s proportions, 
and their attire is the predominant element through which we can know them as flowers. Note, 
for instance, how the clothing of “Capucine” (Image 2) is composed of leaves, vines, flowers, 
and seeds that appear to be part of the woman herself. The train of the right figure’s dress 
devolves into a morass of tangled leaves that are rooted in the ground, implying that this woman, 
too, is rooted in the ground because she is linked with the nasturtium. For Grandville, these 
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“humano-végétales” were fanciful renditions of the botanical world in keeping with a literary 
interest in human metamorphosis that can be drawn from Ovid’s Metamorphoses (Wick 4). In 
exploring their subjectivity and interiority, Grandville, Delord, and others deploying sentimental 
flower language suggest an immaterial aspect to plant-life—an aspect accessible exclusively via 
thought and imagination. Because of Karr’s association with Les Fleurs Animées, Spofford’s 
inclusion of his name calls to mind fantastical plant women and a particularly gendered vision of 
idealist plant study. Rose and Lu’s quick exchange about mayflowers and violets thus introduces 
the immaterial epistemology of the sentimental language of flowers, satires that position 
sentimental flower language against more material modes of inquiry, and the ideal of human-
vegetable metamorphosis into “The Amber Gods.”59  
This same conversation also introduces the terminology of Linnaean classification and 
material science as a means of directly undermining sentimental floral epistemology. In the midst 
                                                
59 Spofford demonstrates great facility with sentimental flower language throughout “The Amber Gods.” 
By my count, after calling attention to the peach flower with the title of the first section, Spofford 
mentions by name a total of twenty-six individual flowers that are commonly listed in sentimental flower 
language dictionaries, and often does so in contexts in which the definition provided by these dictionaries 
reinforces the action of the main plot. Although flower language dictionaries vary in how they define a 
flower’s meaning—meaning no one “true” meaning exists for any one flower—Beverly Seaton’s work in 
compiling definitions from five of the most common dictionaries indicates that certain definitions are 
more prevalent than others. Consequently, while there is not one ur-flower language, certain definitions 
were more common than others. For example, sage can mean “esteem,” “strength,” or “domestic virtues,” 
but is most commonly listed as “esteem” (Seaton 192-3). In addition to including a large number of 
explicitly named flowers common to flower language, Spofford includes an additional seven references 
(on the basis of etymology or mythology) that are commonly associated with flowers. While the volume 
of these references precludes an exhaustive examination of how each flower’s sentimental flower 
language is deployed in a given scene. Some examples include overhanging Yone and Rose’s nascent 
romance with yellow honeysuckle (which has associations with negative chains of love) fashioning Yone 
as a heliotrope (known for intoxication and violent attachment), using the chief male figure’s flower 
surname Rose instead of his given name Vaughan (known for beauty and love), and calling Lu as a 
sensitive plant (known for its prudery, bashful modesty, and chastity) to dressing Lu in purple heart’s ease 
(another name for the wild pansy, which is associated with being occupied with thoughts for another and 
having love in idleness) for Yone and Rose’s wedding (Seaton 178, 190, 194, 186). Rather, I present 
these examples to demonstrate that Spofford includes a number of specific floral references in order to 
infuse “The Amber Gods” with the style and connotations that sentimental flower dictionaries taught 
readers to expect from certain flowers. In so doing, Spofford is able to then call into question the efficacy 




of Rose’s and Lu’s sentimental exclamations, Yone states her distaste for “ground-laurel” (yet 
another name for the mayflower) because “you get great green leaves, and the flowers all white; 
you get deep rosy flowers, and the leaves are all brown and bitten. They’re neither one thing nor 
another” (58). She even goes so far as to say that the flowers are a “cheat” (58). This comment 
immediately exposes how Rose and Lu’s system of interpreting the flower is imposed upon it 
from preconceived notions of morality rather than by observing the material plant itself. Yone’s 
interpretation begins with the plant’s exhibited physical characteristics—the “leaves…brown and 
bitten” and “deep rosy flowers”—and, based on these observations that include beauty and 
ugliness, fecundity and death, works outward to puncture the immaterial meaning Lu and Rose 
have ascribed to the mayflower. By incorporating Linnaean botanical terminology, Yone further 
deflates the immaterial interpretation of the mayflower and instead asks us to consider the merits 
of a material approach. She does so in an easily-overlooked debate between Rose, Yone, and 
Lu’s suitor Mr. Dudley, in which the three attempt to provide the correct classification for the 
mayflowers that Rose has just given to Lu. After Yone identifies the flowers as “May-flowers” to 
the reader, the following exchange occurs (the “I” in this dialogue is Yone): 
  “Have you the trailing-arbutus there?” asked Mr. Dudley. 
  “No,” returned Rose. 
 [Dudley speaking] “I thought I detected strawberries,” submitted the other,—“a 
pleasant odor which recalls childhood to memory” 
[Rose speaking] For some noses all sweet scents are lumped in one big 
strawberry; clovers, or hyacinths, or every laden air indifferently, the still sniff—
strawberries! Commonplace! 
“It’s a sign of high birth to track strawberry-beds where no fruit is, Mr. Dudley,” 
said I.  
[Dudley speaking ] “Very true, Miss Willoughby. I was born pretty high up in the 
Green Mountains.” 
  [Yone speaking] “And so keep your memory green?” 
 “Strawberries in June,” said Rose, good-naturedly. “But fruit out of season is 
trouble out of reason, the Dream-Book says. It’s May now, and these are its blossoms.” 




Upon careful examination, an overwhelming feature of this conversation is how each character is 
eager to demonstrate his or her own awareness of popular botany and Linnaean classification in a 
witty repartee rife with word associations. When Mr. Dudley asks Rose if he has the “trailing 
arbutus,” he appears to actually use this question as an opportunity to demonstrate his own 
learning in the botanic sciences by referring to the mayflower by its less common name of 
trailing arbutus. Rose undercuts this attempt by tersely telling him that it is not, in fact, the 
trailing arbutus, which is where the conversation takes a curious turn. “Trailing arbutus” is one 
of the names by which the Epigaea repens—more commonly called the mayflower—is known 
(“Trailing Arbutus,” “Epigaea”). We might leave the conversation believing that Rose is 
unaware of the Mayflower’s scientific name or classification and tells Dudley he is wrong out of 
ignorance; alternatively, we might think that he rejects Dudley’s claim out of resentment for 
Dudley’s pursuit of Lu’s affections. However true that may be for Rose, though, Yone reveals 
that she is far from ignorant about botany. She later calls the mayflower “ground-laurel,” which 
is yet another one of its names (“ground”).  
 Although neither Dudley nor Yone vocalize the true Latinate name of the mayflower, 
both demonstrate they are aware of Linnaean classification through their play with the word 
“arbutus.” In the Linnaean system, the arbutus is both a genus of a plant and a particular species 
of plant; one of these species, the Arbutus pumilia, is more commonly known as the strawberry 
tree (“Arbutus”). This connection—in which the trailing arbutus (mayflower) and the Arbutus 
species (strawberry trees) share the word “arbutus” in their names—illuminates Dudley and 
Yone’s digression about strawberries. When Dudley states that he thinks he detects strawberries, 
it seems likely that—rather than mistaking the flower of the strawberry plant for the Mayflower, 
which is possible because of their similar physical appearance (small, white flowers with five 
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petals), but unlikely given Dudley’s awareness of the trailing arbutus—he is actually attempting 
to demonstrate that he knows that he was correct about the flower being the trailing arbutus and 
is now showing off about how he can make classificatory connections between two plants that 
share “arbutus” in their names. Yone appears to lack this final Linnaean connection, for when 
she criticizes Dudley for smelling strawberries where none are to be found, she refers to 
“strawberry beds” rather than to the flowering strawberry tree denoted by the genus “arbutus.”60  
 What are we to make of this entanglement of names by which the mayflower is known 
and the clear undercurrent of Linnaean terminology? More than anything, this scene serves to 
undercut the sentimental interpretation of the mayflower put forth by Rose and Lu. The 
interaction lends support to the more material lens through which Yone assesses the Mayflower 
by observing its characteristics in all seasons. Stylistically, Spofford’s inclusion of botanical 
terminology serves to deflate the sentimental associations that accompany the flower. In calling 
on the mayflower’s status as the harbinger of spring, Rose and Lu create a personality for the 
flower. Spofford punctures this personality when Dudley clinically diagnoses it as the “trailing 
arbutus,” and Yone knowingly deglamorizes it by calling it the humble “ground laurel.”  
 Spofford draws on the clinical language of the botanist to infuse the story with cynicism 
towards the sentimental treatment of flowers in other instances. Yone speaks at one point of 
tearing up “myriads [of mayflowers], to the ten stamens in their feathered case, to find out where 
[their] smell comes from” (58). In dissecting the plant and coldly studying its physical 
characteristics, Yone rips away the mayflower’s spiritual sense of innocence. Instead of casting 
the mayflower as femininely virginal and modest as depicted by Lu and Rose, Yone studies it 
materially, transforming it into a sexual entity possessing stamens, the male reproductive organ. 
                                                
60 The actual strawberry plant has no relation to the arbutus genus and is instead a member of the rose 
family, Rosaceae, and the genus Fragaria (“Classification”).  
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Yone reveals these organs when she rids the mayflower of its more sentimentalized petals and 
starkly reveals its sexuality. Additionally, in her use of the word “stamen” so closely following 
her revelation that she knows the mayflower is also known as “ground laurel,” Yone 
demonstrates that she has studied enough botany to know the groundwork through which one 
classifies plants. As she dissects the flower to count its ten stamens, Yone enacts the foundation 
of Linnaean taxonomy, which requires assessment of a plant’s reproductive organs and leaf 
structure. In this scene, Yone typifies the materialist method through which one can understand 
the vegetable world. Through Yone, Spofford suggests that material empiricism has the power to 
denude the mayflower—and sentimental floral language—of its association with human emotion 
or meaning.  
 And yet, this turn to the material that hollows out the immaterial is not what Spofford or 
“The Amber Gods” endorses. “The Amber Gods” is certainly not a text that is written in 
anything approaching a material or scientific style. Rather, the style is one that privileges 
“ornament, profusion, and verbosity” in a way that occludes the reader’s ability to discern basic 
plot points (Beam 1). This creates a disturbing incoherence in Spofford’s tale. Although Spofford 
undercuts the ideal method of knowing the mayflower through satire and empiricism, “The 
Amber Gods” is a story that privileges lush aesthetic beauty and whose action is motivated by a 
supernatural curse on the amber rosary. I contend that Spofford creates this incoherence to 
eradicate a moralistic immaterial plant epistemology in favor of imagining an immaterial plant 
interiority informed by materialist botany, which categorizes and conceptualizes plants largely 
on the basis of their sexual anatomy and reproduction. In doing so, Spofford posits an 
incorporeal method for theorizing botany. To more fully imagine what a plant stands for, what it 
actually wants to mean, Spofford characterizes Yone’s entire lifespan—from young, unattractive 
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girl to luxuriantly enticing woman, to dying person denuded of beauty—in terms of floral 
development, privileging Yone’s unceasing speech throughout the entire story.61 Of course, an 
empirical understanding of the natural world opens up the sexual imperative behind vegetable 
life—a foundational principle of the Linnaean system. Thus, Yone’s speech becomes flower 
language that does not adhere to human morality and instead plunges into the depths of 
sexualized, unbridled desire.  
To view Yone’s narration as flower language necessitates that we read Yone as a hybrid 
flower-woman. Yone is aligned with the flower-women of J.J. Grandville’s illustrations by her 
story of bloom. Until the age of twenty, Yone is figured as an unripened plant: “plums and 
nectarines and luscious things that ripen and develop all their rare juices, were green once, and so 
was I [Yone]” (46). She ripens into the fullness of her beauty when she arrives in the West Indes, 
at which point “all that tropical luxuriance snatched [her] to itself at once, recognized [her] for 
kith and kin” (46). While critics have used the phrase “kith and kin” to narrow in exclusively on 
Yone’s racialization,62 the grammatical referent is the “tropical luxuriance,” which is more likely 
the “luscious” fruit and plant life to which Yone compares herself (46). These fruits—which are 
the aftereffects of flowering—are Yone’s kin. Consequently, the grammar here points us first to 
a lineal connection to tropical plants instead of tropical people. Yone further solidifies her 
connection to tropical plants when she states that one “grow[s] in [the West Indes] like a flower 
                                                
61 Dana Luciano gestures to the possibility of reading Yone as a plant when she reads Yone’s reaction to 
the West Indes trip: “Light, accordingly, enkindles the kind of liveness that positions Yone outside the 
bourgeois domestic family, through a kind of eroticized photosynthesis that activates a beauty fierce 
enough to kill the mother, powerful enough to birth a ‘changeling’” (285). While Luciano’s terminology 
is similar to the line of argumentation I pursue, Luciano’s point here is more about queer sexuality and 
“ravishment by painting, copulation with a landscape” (285). 
  
62 See Lisa Logan, “Race, Romanticism, and the Politics of Feminist Literary Study: Harriet Prescott 
Spofford’s ‘The Amber Gods’” (2001) and R.J. Ellis, “‘Latent Color’ and ‘exaggerated snow’: whiteness 




in the sun” (52). The one person we see do so is Yone, who was ugly prior to her bloom upon 
arrival in the tropics, suggesting she is the flower who has flourished in the golden light.63 All 
blossoms, though, wither and decay after serving their reproductive function. On her deathbed, 
Yone fends off imaginary accusations from her dead ancestors who call her a “rank blossom, 
rank decay” (78). From her initial budding to her death as a rank blossom, Yone is figured as a 
flower who attracts a mate and dies. Unlike her fruitful West-Indes kin, though, Yone fails to 
complete the fertilization process and perishes without producing any fruit.  
Yone herself opens the possibility of viewing her as a flower-woman when she defends 
her own self-love. She precludes us from judging her as vain, saying: “There, now! You’re 
perfectly shocked to hear me go on so about myself; but you oughtn’t to be. It isn’t lawful for 
any one else, because praise is intrusion; but if the rose please to open her heart to the moth, 
what then? You know, too, that I didn’t make myself; it’s no virtue to be so fair” (39). Note how 
the rose is a woman in this passage, which is notable insofar as roses are associated with a man, 
Vaughan Rose, across the rest of this story. In this instance, the grammatical choice to join the 
clause about the rose to the clause about legality syntactically suggests a relationship between the 
rose and Yone. Given the relationship between the two clauses suggested by the semicolon, the 
implication is that Yone herself is the rose who is validated in her own self-praise. Because of 
her relationship—even kinship—with the rose, we should not be “shocked” by her self-love. In 
her analogy, we the readers are like the moth, and she pleases to open her heart to us to reveal 
what is inside.  
                                                
63 Indeed, Yone’s mother dies in the West Indes instead of flourishing.  
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In painting a picture of a rose speaking to a moth, Yone brings to mind Grandville’s 
flower-ladies, who are routinely depicted as conversing with insects. Spofford’s reliance on 
sentimental flower language and Alphonse Karr suggest her familiarity with Grandville’s 
images, and many of Grandville’s flower ladies 
are accompanied by small insect attendants. For 
example in “Bleuet et Coquelicot,” two small 
crickets play music for the richly-attired women 
(16); in “Lis,” two beetles act as bridesmaids for 
the royal bride (24); in “Rose” (Image 3) a 
queenly woman holding a floral scepter receives a 
line of supplicant beetles (89). While not moths, 
the beetles indicate that this rose-woman 
communicates with the insect-world.64 We might 
imagine that Grandville’s Rose speaks to these beetles about her own beauty, much as the rose 
that Yone describes.   
The association with Grandville’s plant-women figures Yone as an imaginative plant-
human, but does not in itself suggest any true hybridization between human woman and plant. In 
“The Amber Gods,” such trans-species implications are deftly applied, such as when Yone 
questions if there are “any hidden relations between us and certain substances” (66). In the 
                                                
64 Noting Yone’s similarity to Grandville’s flower-ladies also helps account for Yone’s fascination with 
insects. From her initial sense of feeling “just like” “gold rose-chafers” (38), which are a small beetle that 
feeds on rose blossoms (Hahn n.p.), Yone continues to identify with insects by wearing a dress with 
“gorgeous green beetles’ wings flaming like fiery emeralds” (66) to a party. Last, during the scene in 
which she realizes that Rose still loves Lu, Yone pins a dead butterfly to her dress and takes particular 
note of how its wings “[flutter] at [her] breath” (81).  When read in light of Grandville’s paintings, Yone’s 
propensity to decorate her body with insects serves to highlight her status as a plant-woman.  
 
Image 3: “Rose” (Grandville Fleurs 89) 
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context of Yone and Rose’s conversation about amber—which Rose places into the context of 
deep geological time by calling it “fossil gum”—those “hidden relations” between humans and 
other organisms take on a more evolutionary bent because they are placed within the long time 
span required for species to evolve (55)65. In such a context, the “hidden relations” could be 
primordial shared ancestors. Yone is fascinated with the “magnificent picture of the pristine 
world, —great seas and other skies, —a world of accentuated crises, that sloughed off age after 
age, and rose fresher from each plunge” (55). Yone’s speech here indicates a view of geology 
consistent with Lyell’s Principles of Geology (1830-33), which established that the Earth 
changed slowly over time and was older than recorded human history. Given that an infinitely 
long time period was a necessary precondition of evolutionary transmutation, Yone’s invocation 
of the deep time of primordial forests casts “The Amber Gods’” preoccupation with sentimental 
flower ladies and their language in a new light. In a pre-Lyell world, humans merged with other 
species were grotesque, fantastical metamorphoses; in recorded human history, no species had 
ever emerged from another. Once a longer view of geological time was accepted and combined 
with Cuvier’s evidence of extinct creatures, the possibility for the existence of strange, fantastic, 
inexplicable creatures such as dinosaurs and terrifying primordial fish became real. Thus, the 
backdrop of deep time and sexual reproduction in “The Amber Gods” moves Yone’s plant-
human characterization out of the realm of the purely literary and into the realm of evolution and 
transmutation. The evolutionary implications of Yone’s remarks would have been even starker to 
its readers because “The Amber Gods” was released one month after the Origin’s American 
                                                
65 Yone’s fascination with the deep time represented by amber has been well explored by Dana Luciano 
and does not need repeating here; however, what Luciano does not consider is the extent to which the 




release. Yone’s speech opens the eerie possibility that we might be hearing what other life forms 
have to say about their own experiences and struggle to survive as a species over millennia.  
Read in this context, Yone has the potential to be a true species hybrid that gives voice to 
the inner life of flowers. As represented through Yone, material flowers are interested in 
overwhelming, florid depictions of beauty and desire, but do not point to any greater morality in 
the world than in winning the struggle of sexual selection. The flower’s style is not one of 
sentimental didacticism, but of unbridled excess and desire. First, Spofford infuses Yone with a 
prose of layered excess, one in which the description of her bodily attractions is keenly attuned 
to variations in tonality. When describing herself to the reader, Yone says: 
Now see the face, —not small, either; lips with no particular outline, but melting, 
and seeming as if they would stain yours, should you touch them. No matter about 
the rest, except the eyes. Do you meet such eyes often? You wouldn’t open yours 
so, if you did. Note their color now, before the ray goes. Yellow hazel? Not a bit 
of it! Some folks say topaz, but they’re fools. Nor sherry. There’s a dark sardine 
base, but over it real seas of light, clear light; there isn’t any positive color; and 
once when I was angry, I caught a glimpse of them in the mirror, and they were 
quite white, perfectly colorless, only luminous. (38-39) 
 
Yone’s prose is a riotous mixture of questions, narrative pause induced by the dash, and rolling 
independent clauses joined with a semicolon. In addition to content that is fully focused on 
Yone, the prose itself is not created with the reader in mind; rather, this is a hastily-spoken 
monologue that privileges the speaker’s ability to say whatever she wants over the ability for the 
listener to understand the point of what is being said. Note how the sentence beginning “There’s 
a dark” is divided into three sections, all hurried along with an excess of commas and semicolons 
that send the reader hurtling toward the end of Yone’s thought. Rather than prioritizing clear 
communication, Yone’s speech values spontaneity and the ability to say whatever she pleases.  
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One explanation, then, for Yone’s uniquely wordy, densely punctuated prose is that it is 
an exhibit of floral language that is not moderated for human consumption. Instead of a more 
orderly, morally-moderated world, this Yone-flower desires to discover “in some piece of amber 
an accidental seed” that she can plant and, in so planting, “[bring] back the lost aeons” of the 
“glorious” primordial world (56). However, despite being generally in favor of this world free 
from the moral encumbrances of civilization and wholly unconcerned with our ability to follow 
her digressions, Yone does take an active role in reaching out to the reader, drawing us in by 
directly addressing us as “you” (37, 76). This sense of conversational familiarity breaks down 
any distance that would allow readers to judge events from afar, instead creating a sense of 
conspiratorial intimacy with this woman-flower. In so doing, the style of “The Amber Gods” is 
dangerous and shocking because it both de-centers the human reader from a place of importance 
and draws us into sympathy with a plant’s interior life.    
This de-centering of humanity from the narrative and emphasis on the “lost aeons” of 
deep time is one that is highlighted throughout “The Amber Gods.” On one level, “The Amber 
Gods” is a story about the extinction of a family line over time: Yone, the last of the “cruel race” 
of Willoughbys, dies without reproducing (45). Yone emphasizes her childlessness by referring 
to herself as a “rank blossom” filled with “rank decay” (78). Despite winning the competition for 
the best mate available in the story, Yone fails to fulfill the evolutionary imperative of 
reproduction; indeed, as she dies, she wishes for “the rich lilies of that day; [for] it is too late for 
the baby May-flowers” (82). The lilies take the reader back to Rose and Yone’s courtship 
because lilies are present in the background when Rose declares himself to Yone, a time at which 
they were sexually attracted to one another and the potential for Yone to fulfill the biological 
imperative of reproduction was still possible. Now, in the only time that “baby” appears as a 
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descriptor of mayflowers, the possibility of reproduction is precluded because Yone is either 
dying or possibly speaking from beyond the grave. This death as a sterile, “rank blossom” 
reinforces Yone’s status as a hybrid since Darwin notes that “the sterility of hybrids in 
successive generations” of plants often increases (248). 
 It is not an enormous leap to connect the Willoughbys’ generational decay that ends with 
a wild, sexually available yet sterile woman, to the still 
relatively recent discovery that a species could go extinct. 
The concept of decay is even more targeted in Yone’s case 
because she is the embodiment of a putatively white New 
Englander who is systematically figured as little more than a 
tropical blossom intent on sexual reproduction. To white 
Americans, tropical yellow blossoms hint of a dangerous, 
non-white sexuality; in fact, Grandville’s illustration of the 
sunflower is his only non-white flower person (Image 4). 
The sunflower possesses a caricatured African face, a 
disproportionately large head, and is shown worshipping the 
sun; the flower-person behind him possesses Native 
American features (Wick n.p.). As a yellow, gold-
worshipping flower herself, Yone inhabits this racial and moral space that white Christians 
would interpret as primitive. Types of Mankind (1854) confirms that numerous natural and social 
scientists “denied the unity of the races,” creating a parallel between how scientists classified 
different races of people and botanists classified different species of plants (Dupree 228). Yone’s 
characterization as Grandville’s one non-white flower who blossoms in the West Indes among 




her kith and kin suggests that she is racially indistinct. Lisa Logan attributes Yone’s racial 
othering to the Willoughbys’ slave-owning past, and suggests that Yone may actually possess 
non-white blood (39). Within the framework set out in Types of Mankind, Yone’s sterility could 
also be a byproduct of her racially mixed heritage. Yone is thus a hybrid figure in the two modes 
most relevant to my overall inquiry, both a species and racial hybrid. In the parlance of the 
nineteenth century, these two collapse. To be a racial hybrid, in Nott’s framework, is to be a 
species hybrid; consequently, Yone’s multi-hybrid status provides useful ground for re-thinking 
plant interiority and posthumanism in a racial and gendered context. Because Yone’s material 
floral embodiment takes the form of a racialized sunflower, examining the material flower does 
not eliminate the racial aspect of this short story; even though Yone speaks a sexualized version 
of flower language meant to give voice to a more material understanding of plants, she gains life 
only through a feminized sentimental language of flowers.  
 At its most radical, Yone’s hybrid status suggests the possibility for humans to share 
kinship with vegetable life itself—a connection that crosses the lines between plant and animal 
kingdom and destabilizes the concept that the species are fixed, unchanging entities. Dialed back 
from this position, Yone’s position as a hybrid underscores the incorporeal botanical approach 
that Spofford draws throughout “The Amber Gods.” Yone’s hybridity can operate both ideally 
from within the realm of sentimental flower language, making her little more than a literary 
depiction of Grandville’s floral women; it can also operate materially from within the context of 
deep geological time and evolutionary theory. What’s more, Yone’s use of Linnaean taxonomy 
demonstrates the utility of drawing on material observation, but does so from within a text that 
privileges subjectivity and aesthetic rumination. Rather than positioning Yone as a scientist who 
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practices the incorporeal method, Spofford inscribes the incorporeal method throughout the 
pages of “The Amber Gods.”  
 Inter-species Sex in “Pomegranate-Flowers” 
Spofford continues to explore an incorporeal approach to botanic study in “Pomegranate-
Flowers,” published in The Atlantic in May of 1861 (one year after “The Amber Gods). In the 
poem, a woman, who lives alone in a lifeless “old breeze sea-board town” full of street urchins 
and “weary passers-by,” cultivates a potted pomegranate tree given to her by “some lover from a 
foreign clime;” unlike everyone else in the town, her life is infused with the color and vivacity of 
the pomegranate’s blooms and her flower-rich imagination (574). In addition to this pomegranate 
tree, the woman has knowledge of flowers that grow “on distant banks”—plants like “Dutch 
tulips,” “azaleas,” “lilies,” “and “honeysuckles”—and these flowers provide the “varied 
imagery” of her daily thoughts (573). Throughout the poem, the woman enters into a long reverie 
about flowers while sewing, and subsequently wearing, a floral veil reminiscent of a bride’s. 
While wearing this bridal attire, the woman laments for her pomegranate “plant/ Drooping so 
languidly aslant” because it—like she—is secluded from any potential sexual mates (577). The 
poem ends when the streetlights break through the woman’s “tender murmuring,” and she falls 
asleep (579).  
Understandably, given the poem’s “murmuring” ending, emphasis on blossoming in the 
absence of a mate, and the woman’s “rosy fingers nimbly fare” that work through the “clinging 
folds” of the veil, this poem is often read as an expression of feminine erotic desire (577). For 
Paula Bernat Bennett, “Pomegranate Flowers” is one example in her larger claim that nineteenth-
century female writers used nature as a code to safely explore female desire. Specifically, 
Bennett reads the pomegranate flower as a surrogate for the woman’s genitalia and interprets the 
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poem as an exploration of female autoeroticism ending with orgasm (Poets 169). Interestingly, 
Bennett links this autoeroticism with atavism; Bennett writes that the ending of “Pomegranate 
Flowers” excites “the most primitive and controllable of desires, desires that lead [the poem’s 
woman] to the edge of regression and madness” (“Pomegranate” 197). Bennett underscores this 
interpretation of the dark, primitive element of sexuality by pointing to the poem’s concluding 
stanza (“Pomegranate” 197).66 In particular, she points to the “grotesque” element that appears 
immediately following the woman’s orgasm:  
The sudden street-lights in moresque 
Broke through her tender murmuring,  
And on her ceiling shades grotesque   
Reeled in a bacchanalian swing. 
Then all things swam, and like a ring 
Of bubbles welling from a spring 
Breaking in deepest coloring 
Flower-spirits paid her ministr’ing. (579) 
 
 “Grotesque” has two widely-accepted meanings: in a wider sense, it speaks to “distortion 
and unnatural combinations” and that which is “fantastically extravagant” or “bizarre”; in its 
more precise sense, though, “grotesque” refers to “a kind of decorative painting or sculpture, 
consisting of representations of human and animal forms, fantastically combined and interwoven 
with foliage and flowers” (“grotesque”). Bennett highlights the first definition—the way in 
which the woman’s room is flooded with bizarre shadows in the wake of her orgasm—to link the 
woman to regression and madness. Given Spofford’s interest in flower-women, though, I 
contend that the second definition of “grotesque” is more applicable to the poem’s concluding 
stanza because of the “flower-spirits” that arrive to minister to the woman in her post-coital state. 
                                                
66 Katharine Rodier acknowledges the erotic elements of the poem and does so in relation to Bennett’s 
interpretation; however, Rodier’s interest in “Pomegranate-Flowers” comes from Emily Dickinson’s 
engagement with the poem. Alfred Bendixen, drawing on Bennett’s work, similarly classifies 




Using this sense of “grotesque,” the woman still shows regression, but instead of mental, we 
have a specter of biological, physical, evolutionary regression that are hinted at through 
representations of humans with animalistic or plant-like elements. I investigate the possibility 
that Spofford not only uses “Pomegranate-Flowers” to contain fears about evolutionary atavism 
but also to question whether we need fear species hybridity in the first place. She does this by 
continuing the work set out in “The Amber Gods” of interweaving the immaterial (via 
sentimental flower language) with material botany.   
While the poem is undoubtedly autoerotic, critics have heretofore ignored the wealth of 
actual flowers referenced within the poem, their relationship to sentimental flower language, and 
the pollinating ecosystem of the vegetable world within the poem. Turning our attention to the 
plant’s language of flowers and engagement with botanical principles of pollination enables a 
new interpretation of “Pomegranate-Flowers.” I contend that, rather than simply exploring 
female eroticism, “Pomegranate-Flowers” investigates the sexual, erotic element of vegetable 
life. “Pomegranate-Flowers” does this by suggesting hybridism on two separate levels. First, the 
poem’s unnamed woman maps onto the pattern of a Grandville plant-woman, meaning that on 
one level, the erotic act taking place within the poem can be read as something akin to 
pollination (or self-pollination). Second, we can read her as a human woman who attempts to 
mate with a flower, an act that would bring about the potential for a true species hybrid. 
Therefore, the woman highlights the sexual act necessary for species intermixture, which 
inherently genders any discussion of radical material equality.  
Perhaps because of the eroticism of Spofford’s language, the sheer number of different 
flower species in “Pomegranate-Flowers” has gone without remark. By my count, the poem 
names twenty-four distinct flower species. Of that number, nineteen are defined in common 
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flower language dictionaries of the nineteenth century and deployed in manners in keeping with 
such definitions (Seaton 168-197). For example, in the third stanza, each of the flowers the 
woman knows about on “distant banks” speak to devotion, love, and youth (573).67  Within the 
narrative of the poem, this focus on the devoted love of youth leads into the stanza revealing that 
the pomegranate originates from “some lover from a foreign clime” and that the woman 
embroiders a veil “white as the mists” that she never wears for its putative purpose of marriage 
(574, 576). Thus, the flowers of the distant bank suggest that the woman is devoted to her far-off 
lover and therefore waits for him. This connection to flower language—while less playful than 
that of “The Amber Gods”—is important because it opens the door to reading the woman as one 
of Grandville’s flower-women. The following stanza introduces the woman’s physical 
appearance: 
Of all fair women she was queen, 
And all her beauty, late and soon, 
O’ercame you like the mellow sheen 
Of some serene autumnal noon.  
Her presence like a sweetest tune 
Accorded all your thoughts in one.  
Than last year’s alder-tufts in June 
Browner, yet lustrous as a moon 
Her eyes glowed on you, and her hair 
With such an air as princes wear 
She trimmed black-braided in a crown. (574)  
 
This bears a striking resemblance to the J.J. 
Grandville portrait of “La Fleur de Grenadier” 
(Image 5), which in English would be known as 
“The Pomegranate Flower.” The woman in 
                                                
67 Specifically, the woman knows the “Magnificent Dutch tulip” (associated with declaration of love and 
honesty), azaleas (associated with temperance, generous and devoted love), lilies (associated with majesty 
and youth), and gold honeysuckle (associated with the chains of love or generous/devoted affection) 
(Seaton 196, 168, 182, 180).  
Image 5: “Fleur de Grenadier” 
(Grandville Fleurs 288) 
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“Pomegranate-Flowers” is fair-skinned, possessed of brown, “lustrous” eyes, and has black hair 
that she wears “braided in a crown.” Grandville’s pomegranate-woman is similarly pale, with 
black hair that is gathered upon her head in a fashion resembling a crown. Later on, the poem’s 
woman is described as putting on “a tissue rare as the hoar-frost” upon which “she wrought with 
branch and anadem, / through the fine meshes netting them, / Pomegranate-flower and leaf and 
stem” (576). Once she has put on this pomegranate-adorned “gold-stitched hem,” she dresses her 
hair with “wreaths vermilion” (576). The resemblance between the accoutrements of these two 
women is striking: both wear dresses made of pomegranate leaves, flowers, and stems; both wear 
their dark hair braided up around their heads, and both wear a wreath of deep red blossoms on 
their heads. Given Spofford’s familiarity with Karr’s and Grandville’s work (as demonstrated in 
“The Amber Gods”), the woman of “Pomegranate-Flowers” can easily be read as the 
pomegranate flower-woman rendered in Grandville’s “Le Fleur de Grenadier.” Thus, one way of 
reading the poem’s woman and her sensual reverie is to see her as a hybrid figure from within 
the immaterial framework of sentimental flower language. Read this way, the human aspect of 
the plant-woman allows her to demonstrate that the inner life of plants is not moralistic, as 
suggested by typical sentimental flower language, but is instead sexual and deeply concerned 
with reproduction.   
 If Yone represents what the flower might say when it opens its mouth in prose, then the 
woman-pomegranate-flower provides Spofford’s exploration of the poetry of actual flowers. If 
flowers were merged with humans in order to enable speech, what would they say? Again, 
Spofford suggests that plants would not be interested in moderating their speech to maximize 
human comprehension or sate moralistic demands. Take, for example, this stanza in which the 
woman-flower ruminates on the pomegranate’s native environment: 
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The almond shaking in the sun 
On some high place ere day begin, 
Where winds of myrrh and cinnamon 
Between the tossing plumes have been, 
It called before her, and its kin 
The fragrant savage balaustine 
Grown from the ruined ravelin 
That tawny leopards couch them in; 
But this, if rolling in from seas 
It only caught the salt-fumed breeze, 
Would have a grace they might not win. (574) 
 
The stanza is one long sentence whose meaning is not immediately evident. The portion before 
the semicolon, though wrought with extravagant words like “balaustine” (the red associated with 
wild pomegranate) and “ravelin” (a type of wall), is decipherable: the pomegranate plant 
conjures its native, exotic habitat and the woman feels as if the foreign land has been brought to 
her (“balaustine,” “ravelin”). After the semicolon, however, the meaning is more obscure. The 
referent for “this” is vague; it seems most likely to be the pomegranate plant itself, suggesting 
that the pomegranate is imbued with “a grace” that even the prosaic sea-breeze of the woman’s 
dreary town cannot steal. However, even after multiple readings in which all of the stanza’s 
vocabulary is fully defined, the literal meaning of the stanza is not easily rendered stable. 
Notably, given the interconnection of plants and racialization present in “The Amber Gods,” the 
pomegranate tree is associated with oriental and tropical climates. The pomegranate is 
indigenous to a region spanning from India to Iran and grows best in warm climates. Spofford 
highlights this exotic origin by incorporating “myrrh,” “cinnamon,” and the “tawny leopards”—
plants and creatures native to Southeast Asia and Africa. Thus, the obscure phrasing and 
confusing stanza serve, if nothing else, to render the pomegranate non-European.  
The opaqueness of this stanza is characteristic of the difficulty a reader has when 
attempting to mine “Pomegranate-Flowers” for its storyline. Although a narrative does emerge, 
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the poem is a riot of language exploring the beauty of the floral world itself, as when the poem 
lauds the pomegranate’s fruit for its “translucent atmosphere,” through which “painted panes the 
scattered spear / Of sunrise scarce so warm and clear” is made even richer (574). The narrative is 
secondary to the highly aestheticized, floral language exploring the nature of the pomegranate 
flower and its world, suggesting that making vegetable language easily understandable for 
human readers may not be the poem’s primary goal.68 In this, Spofford continues the project 
begun in “The Amber Gods.” The speech exhibited by the two plant-women suggests an 
immaterial dimension latent within plants that is only accessible through aesthetic means.  
Although this woman can give voice to the immaterial dimension in plants through her 
association with being a Grandville-inspired plant-woman, she is also capable of performing 
humanity in a more prosaic sense. If we focus on this woman’s human nature and momentarily 
put aside reading her as a plant-woman, she is still a human who spends the majority of her 
mental and physical efforts on floral subjects. Early in the poem, we are told, “Small skill in 
learned names had she, / Yet whatso wealth of land or sea / Had ever stored her memory, / she 
decked its varied imagery / Where, in the highest of the row / upon a sill more white than snow, / 
She nourished a pomegranate-tree” (573). The “small skill” of this woman’s knowledge indicates 
that she has had little formal education of any kind. Given the sentence’s—and poem’s—focus 
on the pomegranate tree, and the particular phrasing that emphasizes the woman’s ignorance of 
“learned names,” the woman almost certainly lacks access to Linnaean taxonomy. Despite her 
lack of training, the woman possesses a compendium of knowledge about plants. She knows 
                                                
68 This is particularly evident if we compare “Pomegranate-Flowers” to the opening lines of a typical 
flower-language poem like “The Crocus Soliloquy,” a poem in Flora’s Interpreter: “Down in my solitude 
under the snow, / Where nothing cheering can reach me -- / Here, without light to see how to grow, / I’ll 
trust to nature to teach me.” (Hale 240). This flower’s spirit speaks in meter and rhyme and tightly 
bounded thoughts that privilege the reader’s ability to follow along. While “Pomegranate-Flowers” 
deploys both meter and rhyme, both are irregular and work to highlight the extent to which the flower’s 
voice cannot be contained by the constraints of conventional verse. 
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which flowers grow on “distant banks” (573), her memory stores the plants she has seen in 
“varied imagery” (573), she “nourishe[s]” the non-native pomegranate tree well enough that it 
can bloom (573), and she is attuned to the need for her plant to gain contact with a pollinator like 
a “wild bee,” “humming-bird, or “butterflies” in order for it to thrive (578). Through these 
revelations, the woman of the poem becomes figured as an amateur horticulturalist—a person 
who has an intuitive sense of plant classification and a keen interest in growing plants.  
The woman’s skill as a horticulturalist is evident through the pomegranate plant itself. It 
“grows as joyfully” as it would in “some tropic land” (578). Katharine Rodier emphasizes that 
getting a pomegranate—a plant native a region spanning India to Iran—to survive and blossom 
in the New England climate was a difficult task and would require a gifted horticulturalist to 
accomplish successfully (64). As a human, this woman is therefore unusually excellent at 
recognizing plants, knowing where they grow, and understanding the conditions they need in 
order to reproduce—such as access to pollinators. I contend that the need to find a pollinator is 
the implicit driver of action in the poem because both the pomegranate flower and the woman 
lack the conditions necessary to mate with a member of their own species. The pomegranate 
plant is consistently gendered as a “him” who the woman sometimes “set … on the ledge / that it 
might not be quite forlorn,” suggesting that the plant is isolated. Consequently, the plant is cut 
off from pollinators:  
No humming-birds here hunt their fruit. 
Nor burly bee with banded suit 
Here dusts him [the pomegranate tree], no full ray by stealth 
Sifts through it stained with warmer wealth 
Where fair fierce butterflies salute. 
 
Nor night nor day brings to my tree,  




These lines list several common pollinators to which the pomegranate tree lacks access: 
hummingbirds, bees, butterflies, and wind. Because the tree has no member of its species within 
its immediate environment and also lacks access to a pollinator to facilitate reproduction, the tree 
is doomed to sterility. The woman sympathizes with her plant, “She sighed in thinking on the 
plant / Drooping so languidly aslant” because it is “shut beneath a roof” and does not have access 
to “the tranquil spell” of uncivilized nature (577). I suggest that the woman attempts to mediate 
her pomegranate tree’s loneliness first by attracting pollinators, and then by becoming a 
pollinator herself. At one point, the woman sits at her window and, seeing nebulous winged 
shapes, tosses a glittering braid of fabric out the window: 
By her casement wheeled in speed  
Strange films, and half the wings indeed  
That steam in rainbows o’er the mead,  
Now magnified in mystery, lead  
Great revolutions to her head.  
And leaning out, the night o’erhead,  
Wind-tossed in many a shining thread,  
Hung one long scarf of glittering brede. (577)  
 
Although this passage defies easy interpretation, I contend that the “wings” associated with the 
colors of the rainbow can be read as the many-colored wings associated with the pollinators the 
pomegranate tree needs—wings of birds and insects. Immediately after seeing these mysterious 
wings, the woman hangs a brightly colored piece of fabric from her window, a move that could 
be intended to attract pollinators. Pollinators are drawn to bright colors—indeed, a pollinator’s 
ability to see bright, colorful patterns is the reason that plants produce flowers. While certainly 
speculative, I believe it is not unrealistic to read this stanza as the woman’s attempt to obtain 
pollinators for her prized plant. Such a scene would provide evidence that the woman exhibits 
concern for the physical pomegranate plant and its biological need to reproduce, suggesting that 
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she reflects a materialist botanical methodology. Because she fails to attract any of the tree’s 
natural pollinators, though, the tree remains un-pollinated in the penultimate stanza of the poem.   
If, however, the woman herself pollinates the tree, it can successfully bear fruit. Like 
many species of plants, pomegranates can self-pollinate, meaning that they do not need pollen 
from another plant to reproduce; rather, they simply need a pollinator that can transfer pollen 
from the stamen (the pollen-producing element) of one flower to the stigma (which transfers the 
pollen to the ovary) of another flower on the same plant (Grant n.p.). This means that the woman 
could herself act as a pollinator for the tree simply by moving pollen from one of its flowers to 
another flower—a process not uncommon among horticulturalists. The woman does not, 
however, do that; instead, she begins to masturbate. As simply a human woman, no cross-
fertilization is possible between her and the tree under the laws of material comparative anatomy 
because their reproductive organs are too dissimilar. If, however, return to the woman as a 
Grandville-inspired plant woman, her plant components would make her fertilization via the 
male pomegranate tree possible. Thus, this scene becomes one of inter-species sex that could 
result in more plant-humans—ones who would be three-fourths plant. When read in this way, the 
plant-woman’s preoccupation with sex and pollination suggests the possibility for creating a 
hybrid species. Because of her female gender, the plant-woman would represent the female 
sexual organ of the flower; as previously noted, the poem refers to the pomegranate tree as a 
“him.” The woman’s autoerotic ministrations therefore take on a meaning outside of closeted 
female desire and instead suggest that the plant-woman engages in a sexual act of self-
fertilization, transferring pollen from the male to the female sex organs, but doing so through her 
human fingers, making this scene one that speaks of inter-species sex. Recall that the woman 
maps onto Grandville’s version of a pomegranate flower-woman, already suggesting some 
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interpenetration of pomegranate and woman. The poem’s closing stanza emphasizes the 
possibility of successful contact between the male pomegranate tree’s flowers and the plant-
woman’s genitalia. When the flower-woman experiences orgasm, indicated by bubbling and 
blushing, flower spirits and the pomegranate feature prominently:  
Then all things swam, and like a ring 
Of bubbles welling from a spring 
Breaking in deepest coloring 
Flower-spirits paid her minist’ring. 
Sleep, fusing all her senses, soon 
Fanned over her in drowsy rune 
All night long a pomegranate wing. (579) 
 
The fanning motion of the pomegranate—which suddenly possesses a wing not unlike the 
longed-for pollinators’ wings—begins immediately following the height of the flower-woman’s 
sexual availability. This suggests the possibility that the male pomegranate flower of the plant 
was able to successfully fertilize the flower-woman, a suggestion with implications for humans’ 
taxonomical relationship to other living creatures. Given the poem’s foregrounding of human 
fingers and the plant’s wing, the anatomical differences are on full display; however, successful 
fertilization would imply that humans and plants are biologically similar. Particularly within a 
Judeo-Christian frame, which emphasizes man as the pinnacle of creation and plant as lowest of 
life, any consanguinity between these two taxonomic kingdoms is radical, especially since it 
points to an evolutionary, not creationist rise of human species. The pomegranate’s oriental 
associations further destabilize categories important in evolutionary-adjacent discourse. Recall 
that the pomegranate is associated with India and Iran and the manner in which Spofford 
associates it with tropical regions. Consequently, the flower woman, who in Grandville’s portrait 
appears European, also engages in an interracial coupling. The unseen—yet possible—progeny 
therefore becomes both interspecies and interracial.  
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Spofford’s erotic plant-woman is particularly significant in 1861, by which time the 
possibility of species transmutation was causing considerable anxiety about humans’ relationship 
to other species in the animal kingdom. While Darwin did not officially speculate about human 
evolution until his 1871 Descent of Man, the evolutionary implications for humans were already 
hotly debated in the 1860s. Thus, the woman and the plant of “Pomegranate-Flowers” open up 
the disturbing possibility of cross-species hybridity that reaches far beyond what exists in the 
normal course of life, which takes place between closely related species. Although Grandville’s 
flower-woman paintings and sentimental flower language enable a reading in which this woman 
is a hybrid who engages sexually with a male from one of her constituent species, a reading also 
exists in which she is simply a normal human woman masturbating under a pomegranate flower. 
In this scenario, any fertilization that takes place is between a plant and a human being 
considered solely in a materialist sense. The possibility that this union would lead to hybridized 
offspring is particularly interesting when we consider Chapter VIII on “Hybridisim” of the 
Origin. Darwin writes that “to hybridize a plant, you must castrate it and seclude it in order to 
prevent pollen being brought to it by insects from other plants” while awaiting selective 
fertilization by the botanist (247). The person hybridizing the plant must then carefully pollinate 
the stigma of one species with pollen from another. The physical conditions of “Pomegranate-
Flowers” display remarkable similarity to these conditions: both the woman and the pomegranate 
flower are isolated from all other members of their species. In fact, we do not see them come into 
contact with anything other than each other. Additionally, the woman’s lamentation over the lack 
of pollinators indicates the extent to which no insects or birds are available to pollinate the plant 
with a member of its own species. The poem, then, possesses the physical conditions set up by 
experimental botanists who attempted to create new hybrid species. If we return the woman to 
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her fully human form, but retain the image of the pomegranate winging over her as she falls into 
a post-coital sleep, the picture suddenly becomes one of cross-species pollination.  
While comparative anatomists and botanists had documented cases of cross-species 
mating, such cases always occurred between closely related species, such as those of the same 
genus (Darwin 247). The cross-pollination of woman and pomegranate tree is a hybrid cross that 
was truly unthinkable given the scientific knowledge of the time (though it may seem more 
possible in today’s era of genetically modified organisms). In his discussion of how to create 
hybrids, Darwin writes that “systematic affinity” is necessary, which means “the resemblance 
between species in structure and constitution, more especially in the structure of parts which are 
of high physiological importance and which differ little in the allied species” is necessary for two 
species to hybridize and successfully create offspring (256). Because the physiological 
resemblance of the woman’s reproductive organs and the plant’s reproductive organs is 
nonexistent, scientifically, they would be unable to produce any hybrid offspring.  
 At least, no cross is possible within the constraints of the timeframe of recorded human 
history; however, Spofford imbues a sense of latent deep time within “Pomegranate-Flowers.” 
Like “The Amber Gods,” “Pomegranate-Flowers” includes references to a long geological 
timeframe, characterizing the hummingbird as “an emperor of some primeval reign, / over the 
ages sails to spill / the luscious juice of this, and thrill / Its very heart with blissful pain” (578) 
and the aloe plant as having “weird flowers the creams / of long rich centuries” (578). This sense 
of primeval time functions alongside a narrative that is largely devoid of time markers. The poem 
could take place over the course of a day; it could take place over the course of a month, or even 
a year—the narrator does not let us know how long we spend in the woman’s apartment with her 
and her pomegranate tree. The reader’s experience is one of timelessness tinged with the “long 
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rich centuries” through which plant life has endured. Given that a long geological record is a 
necessary precondition for evolutionary transmutation, the sense of time in the poem is important 
for establishing the material conditions necessary for the woman to actually cross with her 
pomegranate plant and create a true plant-human hybrid. Within the time that it takes a 
pomegranate flower to bloom, though, it would be scientifically impossible. Theoretically, these 
two organisms could cross if given an eon of evolution with the correct conditions. 
 This is where Spofford’s poetic license comes into play: the woman, figured as a 
Grandville plant-lady, already blurs the plant-human species boundary, which suggests the 
possibility that she might be receptive to the plant’s pollen. By combining immaterial and 
material conceptions of how humans and plants merge, Spofford uses an incorporeal scientific 
understanding to better conceptualize the implications of inter-species relations. Within the 
poem, a hybrid offspring seems genuinely viable. These potential hybrids return us to the place 
of the incorporeal in scientific epistemology. Neither in immaterial or material epistemologies is 
this woman likely to conceive offspring by engaging in a sexual act with a flower; in the ideal 
realm of sentimental flower language, the flower-woman would not engage sexually in the first 
place; in the material realm of botanic science, the reproductive organs of woman and flower are 
too incompatible for any possibility of successful fertilization. Neither of these methods so 
equalizes matter—immaterial and material, botanical and human—that the conditions of what 
constitutes a human or a plant are called into question, meaning that neither method suggests that 
this woman will birth a hybrid child. And yet, though no successful fertilization is confirmed via 
a pregnancy, the possibility hovers in the air like the lingering flower-spirits watching over the 
sated woman. Spofford achieves this potential by leveraging an incorporeal mode of inquiry that 
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draws on material and immaterial resonances of plants. “Pomegranate-Flowers” therefore has 
significance as a poetic instantiation of the incorporeal scientific method.  
Imaginative evolutionary theory in “Best-Laid Schemes” 
Spofford herself experiments with the incorporeal scientific method in “Pomegranate-
Flowers”; in “Best-Laid Schemes” (1894), two middle-aged housewives draw on the incorporeal 
method to imagine the culmination of human evolution. While “The Amber Gods” and 
“Pomegranate-Flowers” would both be classified as Romantic texts that fall into what Henry 
James characterizes as the Azarian school of over-wrought writing, their style was ultimately 
incompatible with a literary market that increasingly demanded realism from its authors.69 Thus, 
the last Spofford text I analyze—“Best-Laid Schemes,” a short story that more closely adheres to 
James’s vision of a Realist text—marks a drastic departure from the highly aestheticized 
language of her earlier works. Consequently, this story breaks from the coded sentimental flower 
language interspersed with material botanic methodology that we have seen play out in “The 
Amber Gods” and “Pomegranate-Flowers.” Instead, “Best-Laid Schemes” provides an example 
of characters deploying an incorporeal framework to engage directly with Darwinian theory to 
speculate about human-plant hybridity. “Best-Laid Schemes” therefore complicates Spofford’s 
formulation of the incorporeal method by moving it out of a clearly imaginative realm and into 
the concrete world of scientific publishing.  
                                                
69 This, at least, is the narrative currently told in critical overviews of Spofford’s career. Bendixen quotes 
from a 1914 unpublished letter from Spofford to literary critic Fred Lewis Pattee in which Spofford states 
that she changed her writing style containing romantic descriptions to that of the realist school because 
“the public taste changed” (qtd. in Bendixen “Introduction” xix). She went on to tell Pattee: “Although I 
like to write realistic stories…, yet I cannot say that I am entirely in sympathy with any realism that 
excludes the poetic and romantic” (qtd. in Bendixen “Introduction” xix). Consequently, critics assume 
that her veer towards the Realist story was a move made because of the marketplace, not because of her 




Best-Laid Schemes” is the second story in a Spofford compilation titled A Scarlet Poppy 
and Other Stories (1894). On its surface, the story is about two families’ encounter with 
veganism, their desire to arrange a marriage between their vegan children in order to bring about 
a more evolved human race, and the ultimate failure of this plan to materialize due to desire and 
love.70 Mr. and Mrs. Pearmain (her name is Emily) are the main vegan reformers of the story: 
Mr. Pearmain’s belief that eating animal matter is equivalent to “cannibalism” (33) converts Mrs. 
Pearmain to his side and she, in turn, becomes a proselyte to her community. Her main convert is 
a pregnant Mrs. Teresa Morley, who adopts veganism after Mrs. Pearmain convinces her that—if 
their children could be raised vegan and married to each other—they could begin “a great human 
race” (39). The same day that she converses with Mrs. Pearmain, Mrs. Morley extracts a promise 
from her husband, Mr. Morley, that they will not eat meat and will raise their child by these strict 
standards. The remainder of the story revolves around the eating or not eating of meat: Mr. 
Morley eventually backslides into eating meat, the children (Harry Pearmain and Louise Morley) 
dislike being vegan for the sake of founding a great race together, and Mrs. Pearmain secretly 
eats meat for the sake of her health. The story ends with the neatness of a Shakespearean 
comedy. Mr. Morley learns that Louise loves a Dr. Bonnamy and that Harry is secretly already 
married to someone else; furthermore, both children have been eating meat for years to rebel 
against their mothers’ plan to use their children as the vehicle to forming a perfected human race. 
On the same day that Mr. Morley learns of the children’s uprising, he catches Mrs. Pearmain 
eating “a cold sausage” and “a pickled martinoe,” and the house of veganism comes crumbling 
down (79). The story ends with a goose dinner arranged by Mr. Morley to inform Mrs. Morley 
that the children are meat-eaters who, at this point, are both married off to other people, ending 
                                                
70 The story does not call its dietary practices “vegan” or “vegetarianism,” but instead outlines an eating 
plan in which all meat and animal by-products are forbidden. Given that this corresponds to our modern 
term of “vegan,” I will refer to the characters’ “veganism” for the sake of my argument.  
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the plans for a great future race of vegans. He triumphantly declares that their families will from 
then on eat meat, closing the end of the vegan experiment.  
Critics have largely ignored “Best-Laid Schemes” and the fun it has at dietary reformers’ 
expense. Elizabeth Halbeisen deems it “a social satire on the fad of vegetarianism” (134) and 
notes that the collection within which the story is contained, A Scarlet Poppy, is full of social 
satires (194). Alfred Bendixen is somewhat less positive, declaring that A Scarlet Poppy, of 
which “Best-Laid Schemes” is second, is comprised of “decent but unexciting realist stories” 
(“Introduction” xx). Perhaps because “Best-Laid Schemes” was dismissed a second-rate satire by 
these early critics, no other scholars have written on it. Consequently, no one has explored how 
Spofford explicitly deploys the concepts behind Darwinian evolution within the story both to 
posit that humans and plants share a material kinship and model an imaginative form of the 
incorporeal scientific method. I argue that Spofford includes evolutionary, scientific elements 
within her satirical story in order to contain fears about the kinship between humans and the 
other kingdoms of the living world and critique scientific methods that rely too heavily on the 
immaterial. Through these evolutionary elements, Spofford’s social satire extends beyond the 
“fad of vegetarianism” to the larger nineteenth-century fearful fixation on Darwinian evolution 
and its implications for the human race and to the larger debate about the place of immaterial 
methods (such as imagination) in scientific experimentation.  
Mrs. Pearmain voices much of story’s theory about the breakdown of boundaries between 
humans and other living organisms during her initial attempt to convince Mrs. Morley to forgo 
eating animal products. After Mrs. Pearmain lays out her case for avoiding animal products, the 
following conversation occurs: 
“But, bless my heart,” cried Mrs. Morley, struggling up from under the avalanche 
of words, “vegetables are a lower form of life, and one must live on something.” 
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“Vegetables are innocent life, at any rate, with no vile propensities or impure 
parts. And, moreover, we are half vegetables ourselves.”  
 “We? Oh, what in the world do you mean, Emily?” exclaimed Mrs. Morley, in a 
terrified manner, as if she had just received a revelation as to how fearfully she was 
made. (35) 
 
With Mrs. Pearmain’s assertion that “we are half vegetables ourselves,” the plant-human (or 
some biological interweaving of plant and human) becomes a stated, concrete idea within “Best-
Laid Schemes.”71 Mrs. Pearmain’s claim clearly affects Mrs. Morley’s beliefs about creation; 
note how her “terrified manner” is about the “revelation” of “how fearfully she was made.” Mrs. 
Morley’s language here reflects a Biblical belief of creation: Psalm 139:14 states that “I will 
praise thee, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made” (King James Bible). Thus, Mrs. Pearmain’s 
assertion is an assault on Mrs. Morley’s belief that God personally formed her in her mother’s 
womb, an idea furthered throughout the rest of Psalm 139. Spofford cleverly draws on this 
Biblical association of “fearfully” while simultaneously asking us to draw on “fearfully’s” 
association with “afraid,” for, in this moment, Mrs. Morley fears the implications of Mrs. 
Pearmain’s logic. Additionally, “revelation” is associated with a Christian world because people 
both receive divine revelation about the world and the final book of the Bible, Revelation, speaks 
to the end times of humanity. The thought of being half-vegetable becomes a claim that assaults 
Mrs. Morley’s belief in a Creator who set humans apart as a separate, elevated species, and 
instead supports the view that humans gradually evolved. The latter option implies that humans 
are literally, biologically related to plants rather than simply connected by virtue of sharing a 
Creator.  
                                                
71 Given Mrs. Pearmain’s insistence on plant-human relations, the name “Pearmain” does not seem to be a 
coincidence. “Pearmain” merges the English word “pear” with the French word “main,” resulting in an 
English name that would roughly translate as “pear-hand.” When read this way, we immediately get an 
image of the Pearmains as themselves hybrid humans whose appendages end in fruit. This initial merging 
of French and English, fruit and human foregrounds and underscores a larger exploration of vegetable-
human hybridity within “Best-Laid Schemes.” 
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 While this relationship is the most troubling for Mrs. Morley to understand, a modern 
reader might wonder why it is “cannibalism” for humans to eat animal meat, but not considered 
cannibalism to eat plant life even though Mrs. Pearmain calls us “half vegetables ourselves” (33, 
35). Spofford leaves this question unresolved. The most obvious answer is that Mrs. Pearmain— 
though she believes herself and humans to be half plant—does not contain enough plant 
physiology to photosynthesize her own food. Furthermore, being only half plant implies that she 
is still half animal and, as Mrs. Pearmain says, “one must live on something” (35). Unlike the 
plant ladies of “The Amber Gods” and “Pomegranate-Flowers,” whose hybridity relied primarily 
on their association with idealistic flower language, Mrs. Pearmain’s plant-human hybridity is 
decidedly more corporeal. It lies instead in humans’ shared physiology with plants’ circulatory 
systems. This is revealed in Mrs. Pearmain and Mrs. Morley’s continued conversation: 
 “The movements of our bodies that are voluntary are animal; those that are 
involuntary are vegetable, such as the circulation, and all the processes that go on while 
we sleep.” 
  “Isn’t it dreadful?” gasped Mrs. Morley. 
 “Dreadful? I think it’s beautiful. It’s a sort of union in ourselves of the three 
kingdoms – vegetable, animal, and spiritual” (35) 
 
Note how Mrs. Pearmain continues to emphasize the “vegetable” element within 
humanity. In Mrs. Pearmain’s language, we aren’t simply like vegetables with our involuntary 
circulatory systems; instead, those systems are vegetable. As a consequence, human bodies 
simultaneously create a “union” between the plant and animal “kingdom[s]”, which are actual 
kingdoms in biological taxonomy. As discussed, the product of a union between different species 
is a hybrid, implying that humans have a type of hybrid physiology because of an ancestral 
kinship we have with plants. This suggests a radical kinship between humanity and plants on the 
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basis of shared evolutionary history.72 Significantly, Mrs. Pearmain adds in the “spiritual” 
kingdom, which alludes not to any biological taxonomic ranking, but more likely to the 
“kingdom of heaven,” which is referenced numerous times throughout the Christian Bible (King 
James Version, Matthew 18:3). This implies that the spiritual kingdom is not incompatible with 
the radical kinship of plants and humans.73 Mrs. Pearmain’s statement therefore also points to an 
incorporeal understanding of humans; we are material bodies acted upon by evolutionary forces, 
but unified in that body is an inseparable, immaterial and spiritual dimension. Mrs. Pearmain’s 
union of vegetable, human, and the spiritual thus posits an incorporeal understanding of life 
(human life, at least).  
Mrs. Pearmain does not stop her evolutionary line of thought by simply acknowledging a 
common ancestry between humankind and vegetables. Instead, she is forward-thinking about the 
implications of evolutionary biology. During her conversation with Mrs. Morley, Mrs. Pearmain 
reveals that she believes “there must be an inherent principle in man that will rise whether or no” 
and that humanity could become “a great perfect race” if humans would turn to a plant-based diet 
(36). Her rationale for this ultimately lies in a scientifically-informed conception of extinction of 
races over deep geological time, which comes out in the following conversation: 
                                                
72 Interestingly, modern genetics has led taxonomists to create a grouping above the kingdoms. This group 
is called Domains; humans, animals, and plants all fall under the Eukaryota domain (“Introduction to the 
Eukaryota” n.p.), suggesting greater evolutionary kinship between these kingdoms than between humans 
and creatures like bacteria. Modern genetics therefore demonstrates that Mrs. Pearmain is not wrong to 
speak about the kinship of animals, plants, and humans.    
 
73 The moral, religious element of Mrs. Pearmain’s reasoning is an important component to her ultimate 
victory. Mrs. Pearmain draws on the conception of man as a special, elevated creation to convince Mrs. 
Morley that she is right, arguing that those who eat meat become “a baser sort of animal themselves” 
because they imbibe the “brutal instincts and actions” of the animals they eat (36). By combining her 
(pseudo)science with religion, Mrs. Pearmain is able to hollow out the threat Mrs. Morley sees in the idea 
that we are all half plant. The religious element is further emphasized in how Mrs. Pearmain is described. 




“It would be the beginning of a race that would conquer the world, the beginning 
of that great perfect race which will do such wonderful things as pass our 
comprehension.”  
“What makes you talk so ecstatically of that great perfect race, Emily? How do 
you know anything about it?” 
 “Why, don’t geology and those things show us that race after race of animals has 
passed away, and only left its bones behind it? And should we suppose that man would 
be an exception to the general fate? But as each race passes, something takes its place a 
little superior to it, sprung from it, perhaps; and this great perfect race is to take the place 
of man, sprung from man and woman, but from the first man and woman that ceased to 
eat death and corruption. Oh, Teresa,” said Mrs. Pearmain, her cheeks and her eyes 
glowing, “if it should be your child and mine!” (39-40) 
 
This conversation reveals several scientific currents underlying Mrs. Pearmain’s thoughts. 
Perhaps foremost, Mrs. Pearmain reveals that she has a progressive view of evolution based in 
material fossil evidence. Contrary to those who feared the regressive implications of evolution—
that humans might devolve into some earlier life form—Mrs. Pearmain believes humanity will 
always improve.74 Significantly, she couches this improvement in evolutionary terms: note that it 
is a new “race,” or type of human that is to emerge ‘sprung from’ our current human race. In 
evolutionary terms, Mrs. Pearmain is theorizing a new member of the homo genus, one that will 
be descended from homo sapiens, but be different enough to count as a new species. Though 
Mrs. Pearmain’s primary meaning of “race” in this instance appears to relate to species, the 
text—and nineteenth-century evolutionary context—demand that we also consider the 
implications between different human races. The racial connotations of Mrs. Pearmain’s new 
species are particularly evident through the figure of Mr. Morley. During one of Mr. Morley’s 
hungrier moments, he looks longingly at some steaks. Mrs. Morley, catching him, thinks “that is 
the very way the primitive butchering people whetted their knives over a victim’s throat” (43). 
                                                
74 In “Here Be Dragons: Lombroso, the Gothic, and Social Control,” Nicole Rafter and Per Ystehede 
write that Darwinism not only took away the integrity of species, allowing “any combination of morphic 
traits, any transfiguration of bodily form” to be possible, but also allowed authors to “elaborate 
explanatory schemes involving atavisms and quasi-humans” (273). They note how Darwin’s theories 
allowed for social explanations about how criminals came to exist. 
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Throughout the story, Mr. Morley is depicted as growing increasingly more “savage” because of 
his desire to eat meat and moral backsliding into its consumption (49). The story’s logic in which 
vegans might produce a superior human race is consequently racialized: meat-eating is 
associated with being a “primitive” “savage” practicing cannibalism. Though the race of these 
cannibals is not specified, the implication is clearly that they are not European or American. 
Given the association of meat-eating with non-white people and that the Morleys and Pearmains 
are presented as wealthy white Americans, we must therefore assume that the new member of the 
homo species will also be exclusively white.  
 While this section could certainly be read as social satire poking fun at the numerous 
reform movements of the nineteenth century, like adherents to Fourierism and the Grahamites, 
who believed their reforms would transform society into a utopia, the evolutionary implications 
are equally apparent. Mrs. Pearmain’s words echo the closing words of the Origin, where 
Darwin writes that, “as natural selection works solely by and for the good of each being, all 
corporeal and mental endowments will tend to progress towards perfection” (489). Darwin’s 
wording about natural selection highlights a dualism to mind and body that suggests their 
evolution may not be linked to corporeal form alone. Spofford’s vision of human evolution 
seems to pull on this wording, but to posit something closer to mind-body: mind and body are 
not necessarily the same thing, but they are inseparably linked. Like Mrs. Pearmain, Darwin 
grounds evolutionary progress in extinction, reiterating that “we may safely infer that not one 
living species will transmit its unaltered likeness to a distant futurity …. for the manner in which 
all organic beings are grouped shows that the greater number of species of each genus, and the 
species of many genera, have left no descendants, but have become utterly extinct” (489). Mrs. 
Pearmain’s belief that humans as currently known will one day become extinct and progress into 
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some other (better) form reflects Darwinian theory at its most fundamental. Yet, Mrs. Pearmain’s 
vision is simultaneously consistent with religious conceptions of end-times: she envisions a race 
of people who have risen above “death” and “corruption,” which is the end goal of most of the 
world’s major religions. Consequently, Mrs. Pearmain’s evolutionary vision departs from 
Darwin’s because it carries associations of paradise.  
That being said, Mrs. Pearmain’s utopic vision still remains heavily tied to scientific 
materialism. The extent to which Mrs. Pearmain’s theories align with Darwin’s evolutionary 
writing is not, we discover, coincidental. In the closing scene of the story, when Mr. Morley 
thoroughly routs the vegan acolytes to carry the day for the meat-eaters, he mentions “Mr. 
Darwin” by name. Addressing all of Mrs. Morley’s arguments against eating meat, Mr. Morley, 
“amazed at his eloquence and temerity,” lays out his case against veganism:  
“You urge me to live according to your ideas, because comparative anatomy 
shows that animals with cellulated colons are herbivorous, and man has a 
cellulated colon – man and ape. Is that right, Dr. Bonnamy? [Louise Pearmain’s 
new husband] I am now convinced that the first ape that forsook his herbivorous 
diet and smacked his lips over some smoking flesh began to differentiate into 
man; and you may send this cellulated colon to Mr. Darwin as the missing link – 
(84)  
 
In this diatribe, we learn several things. First, Mr. Morley reveals to us that Mrs. Morley 
has been arguing for veganism on the basis of comparative anatomy. By comparing human 
colons to those of herbivores, she has made a material, empirically-derived case that humans are 
biologically disposed to eat a plant-only diet. We can therefore assume that Mrs. Morley and 
Mrs. Pearmain are educated enough in the scientific debates of their time to draw upon scientific 
publications for their pet projects. Second, Mr. Morley’s speech indicates at least some level of 
accepting Darwinian evolutionary theory. In the Origin, Darwin writes that the lack of 
“intermediate links” is one of his theory’s greatest flaws: “geology assuredly does not reveal any 
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such finely graduated organic chain; and this, perhaps, is the most obvious and gravest objection 
which can be urged against my theory” (180). By the time “Best-Laid Schemes” was published, 
Darwin had elaborated his ideas on human evolution in The Descent of Man, and Selection in 
Relation to Sex (1871), but still lacked the necessary fossil records to demonstrate the link 
between humans and their ancestral forerunners. Thus, Mr. Morley’s comment is a humorous 
one that juxtaposes Darwin’s well-known need for a geological fossil record to prove that 
humans were evolved from another species against one man’s quest to eat meat.  
This humor is ultimately at the heart of “Best-Laid Schemes.” It ends with all romantic 
partners happily coupled and families newly harmonious because the specter of maintaining the 
vegan diet has been conquered. Veganism is ultimately undermined: its main priestess is a 
hypocrite who eats meat and Louise, one of the progenitors of the “great human race” of vegans 
to come, happens to “think turtle-soup is almost as good as mock-turtle” (70). The great social 
and evolutionary reform envisioned by Mrs. Pearmain and Mrs. Morley falls prey to teenagers 
who decide to choose their own path for diet and romantic partners. For the reader, this teenage 
rebellion renders the entire plan for a great human race ridiculous, and, consequently, safe. Once 
we can laugh at Mrs. Pearmain and Mrs. Morley’s plan, we need no longer consider it something 
that is possible. The satirical element of “Best-Laid Schemes” therefore functions to deflect any 
anxieties it brings up about species hybridity and our consanguinity with apes by making us 
laugh at the characters who thought such things in the first place. Spofford is able to seriously 
engage with our evolutionary relationship to other plants and animals via our vegetable 
circulatory system and cellulated colon shared with apes, but then the story shows us that there is 
no danger of this knowledge interrupting a human-centered worldview. The story ends with 
domestic order and normalcy restored, showing the reader that any fears they might have had 
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about being related to a vegetable are ultimately humorous and safely contained within the 
quotidian act of eating a goose dinner.  
And yet, this story’s evolutionary and methodological implications are not so simply 
resolved by creating happy couples where each partner is once again allowed to eat meat. 
Spofford breaks through such domestic realism by allowing Mrs. Pearmain to imagine what the 
future of the human race would look like if Harry and Louise formed the great perfect race. Mrs. 
Pearmain tells Mrs. Morley, 
“Why, Teresa, I can even think the time may come when there will be no eating at 
all, but science will have learned the required elements of food, the nitrates and 
phosphates and all that, and supply them to us in gaseous shape, great reservoirs 
feeding our houses through pipes: we will open the tubes in the dining room, and 
sit a certain length of time together there, talking gayly, stimulated by the gas we 
are all breathing together, of which the system takes only what it needs.” (62) 
 
Mrs. Pearmain’s vision is one that blends together the possibilities of science and the 
imagination of fiction in order to depict what their descendants might do for sustenance. Though 
in itself surprising in a work called an “unexciting realist stor[y],” nothing particularly disturbing 
exists in Mrs. Pearmain’s vision (Bendixen “Introduction” xx). While eating is enjoyable, we 
could reasonably agree that a substance might one day be discovered that provides us with 
necessary nutrients without having to actually consume meals the way that we currently do.  
 Mrs. Pearmain leaves this more plausible ground when she voices a fantastical vision of 
what might happen to the future human race freed from the need to eat. Namely, Mrs. Pearmain 
believes scientists and evolution will work together to create a breed of humans that can fly. In 
her vision, Mrs. Pearmain seems to abandon all pretense of conjecturing from within a material 
framework, and instead turns to visions more similar to angels and fairies, which exist in the 
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immaterial realm of fancy. Upon hearing Mrs. Pearmain’s theory about not needing to eat, Mrs. 
Morley cries out, “But goodness, Emily, our teeth, our stomachs!” (62). Mrs. Pearmain replies, 
“Well, teeth are useful in various ways. And as for our stomachs, they may be 
turned to the secretion of—now don’t you laugh at me, Teresa—I have really read a 
paper about it – to the secretion of wing material—” 
  “Wings!” 
 “Yes, wings—why not? If the first fish that ever dreamed of being a bird had seen 
a penguin with his flippers, transmigrating fins, he wouldn’t have thought himself 
visionary. But being determined to be a bird, he became a penguin; and some penguin 
probably determined upon becoming an eagle. We only have to be determined, Teresa, 
and we can do anything—in time—allowing, you know, that the ‘eternal years of God’ 
are ours to work in.”  
  “We can determine upon being angels,” said Mrs. Morley, slyly. 
 “And become so in time. How do you suppose the bodily idea of angels arose, if 
not from the forefeeling of those wings?” (63) 
 
While Mrs. Morley’s “[sly]” response to Mrs. Pearmain’s theory punctures its seriousness, the 
idea itself is a radical one. Indeed, Mrs. Pearmain relies on the concept that organisms will lose 
organs they are not using—something Darwin explores through cavefish—to speculate that the 
next, more evolved member of the homo genus will be able to fly. Mrs. Pearmain builds on 
Darwin’s theory by adding an immaterial component—determination—to the successful 
evolution of super-humans. Even more importantly, she reclaims deep time into a Christian 
framework—no longer vast eons, millennia are now figured as the eternal years of God. These 
two variations push Mrs. Pearmain’s theories outside of an exclusively material framework and 
instead show her attempt to theorize using an incorporeal scientific method. Unlike in “The 
Amber Gods” and “Pomegranate-Flowers,” though, the conclusions Mrs. Pearmain reaches using 
the incorporeal method are laughable, not unsettling. This suggests that an incorporeal scientific 
approach practiced by women was no longer a serious possibility in 1894 and had instead 




Materializing the Transcendental 
 At the heart of these three Spofford stories sits a hybrid—or the possibility of hybrids—
comprised of human and plant components. In a climate concerned about the primacy of 
materialist methods as the means of legitimizing scientific practice and professions, Spofford’s 
texts suggest that an incorporeal method might provide compelling insights into plant interiority 
and evolutionary history. One way of accounting for Spofford’s interest in an incorporeal 
approach to plant life is to view it through the lens of literary history. I suggest that Spofford 
uses her plant women and future human hybrids to expand the poet-scientist divide important to 
literary authors of her youth by refracting it through developments in materialist evolutionary. 
Halbeisen indicates that Higginson directed Spofford to read Ralph Waldo Emerson (43). We 
might therefore assume that she read his most famous works, like Nature (1836) and “The Poet” 
(1844). In Nature, Emerson writes that “the greatest delight which the fields and wood minister, 
is the suggestion of an occult relation between man and the vegetable” (11). For Emerson, this 
relationship is one of sympathy: “they [the fields and woods] nod to [him], and [he] nods to 
them” and it is indicative of the “harmony” between man and nature (11). The “occult” aspect of 
this relationship in Emerson’s philosophy is one that emerges when a person has a transcendental 
awakening to recognize the link between what is “me” and what is “not-me”—that is, a radical 
connection between self and everything that is not self, including the vegetable world. In “The 
Poet,” Emerson continues his argument that a sense of aesthetic appreciation is necessary to truly 
understanding the natural world. He writes that the poet “uses forms according to the life, and 
not according to the form” and, as a result, practices “true science” (“The Poet” 573). Moreover, 
“the poet alone knows astronomy, chemistry, vegetation, and animation, for he does not stop at 
these facts, but employs them as signs” (Emerson “The Poet” 573).  
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  In her own works, Spofford appears to take up Emerson’s vision, but ties it more 
thoroughly to a material scientific practice. Spofford’s natural world is one that is not wholly 
knowable by material empiricism—it is one full of plant’s voiced interiority and fantastical 
imaginings about what could happen if we pushed scientific reasoning to its logical extremes. 
And yet, Spofford demonstrates that material approaches knowing and understanding the natural 
world serve a useful purpose. In “The Amber Gods,” Linnaean classification demonstrates the 
limited usefulness of sentimental flower language; in “Pomegranate-Flowers,” knowledge of 
what is truly capable in terms of hybridism serves to make popular fears about humans’ kinship 
with distinct species seem absurd; in “Best-Laid Schemes,” the weight of Dr. Bonamy’s 
empirical anatomical science triumphs over Mrs. Pearmain’s misguided notions in order to let 
the reader laugh at the “cellulated colon” humans share with apes. Material science is by no 
means rendered ridiculous in Spofford’s work; instead, her works suggest it is useful for 
undermining reductive or overly orthodox idealisms. Instead of a reductive idealism or reductive 
materialism, Spofford’s three texts leave the reader poised to enact an incorporeal approach to 
















 Incorporeal Healing in Sarah Orne Jewett’s Fiction 
 American Romanticism offers its authors leniency to deploy the implausible in order to 
explore essential human truths; in the Romantic fiction that I have discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, 
the notion of hybridizing women with the non-human has been taken literally as a means of 
working through tensions between scientific methodologies backed primarily by materialism or 
idealism. The hybrid girl—Elsie, Beatrice, Yone, the unnamed woman of “Pomegranate-
Flowers”—is physically yoked to a non-human element to demonstrate her ability to bridge a 
sharp divide between material and immaterial methods. In this chapter, I show how Sarah Orne 
Jewett approaches the same tensions surrounding material and immaterial methods and women’s 
role in the sciences but does so from within the bounds of American Realism. Following 
Elizabeth Grosz’s work re-evaluating new materialist dismissals of the ideal, I will continue to 
call this blending of material and immaterial “the incorporeal.”75 This chapter expands the work 
of Chapters 1 and 2 to consider the socioeconomic dimension of hybridity associated with 
nineteenth-century materialist scientific practices.  
Jewett, like Spofford, Holmes, and Hawthorne, connects the incorporeal scientific 
method and femininity. However, because of the conventions of Realism, which espouses a 
                                                
75 As Grosz explains, her term “the incorporeal” is derived from the Stoics, and describes “the subsistence 
of the ideal in the material or corporeal” (5). Grosz believes that a strict materialism is inadequate to 
understand reality; instead, she focuses on the reciprocal entwinement of material and ideal. Although 
Grosz uses “incorporeal” as her main term, she is somewhat slippery with her terminology: that “which is 
irreducible to the material” is variously termed “the incorporeal, sense, the immaterial, or the idea(l)” 
(18). For the purpose of my dissertation, I use the term “incorporeal” exclusively to refer to the inter-




focus on verisimilitude and subtle psychological exploration, Jewett does not create fantastic 
hybrid women (like Spofford’s flower-women or Beatrice Rappaccini) who practice science. 
Instead, her characters exist in subtler hybridized spaces in which disparate social hierarchies, 
races, and species coalesce; in inhabiting these spaces, Jewett’s female healers gain access to the 
incorporeal and employ this understanding in their work. This less literal hybridization indicates 
that an interest in scientific women’s intertwinement with other species endured even if the 
method of presenting the relationship shifted after Romantic writing fell out of popularity 
following the Civil War.  
Jewett’s subtly hybridized women work as doctors, botanical healers, and village wise 
women whose work is recognizably scientific. This chapter demonstrates how Jewett worked to 
recuperate a woman’s place within the sciences, both within professional organizations and 
without. This rhetorical work was necessary for shaping public opinion about women’s place 
within the sciences because of longstanding fear that women with knowledge about cures, herbs, 
and natural phenomena were linked to witchcraft or the demonic. As Sara Crosby notes, 
“metaphors of poison and poison women had to be reconceptualized before ‘women doctors’ or 
other kinds of publicly powerful New Women could be culturally acceptable or even 
imaginable” (vii). This chapter demonstrates that fiction provided an avenue in which such 
reconceptualization could occur.  
The chronology of my dissertation tells a similar story: the poisonous hybrid girls of 
Holmes and Hawthorne who die in the face of scientific materialism are softened into sexually 
alluring, but not actually toxic, flower-women in Spofford’s more woman-friendly tales. Jewett 
goes still further in defusing the threat from the woman scientist, centering women’s scientific 
interest in realistic storylines that follow a charming young woman and an affable widow. This 
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chapter proceeds by examining two scientific figures from Jewett’s canon—Nan Prince of A 
Country Doctor (1884) and Almira Todd from Country of the Pointed Firs (1896)—who 
demonstrate the advantages of a medical methodology that partakes of both material and 
immaterial expertise as a means of diagnosing and treating patients, thus plotting what an 
incorporeal medical science might look like.76 I argue that Jewett presents the incorporeal 
method as something inherently feminized, most accessible to figuratively hybridized women 
who exist outside of mainstream, urban sciences primarily practiced by white men.77 I show that 
Jewett associates bodily hybridity and societal liminality with an incorporeal scientific method, 
an association that positions marginalized people (those who are not male, white, or socio-
economically advantaged) as effective healers. In the chapter’s conclusion, I consider how 
Jewett’s incorporeal incorporates a moral—instead of simply immaterial—ideality; this has 
important implications for examining nineteenth-century women writers’ interventions in 
questions of materiality. Furthermore, Jewett shows that reliance on the immaterial and the 
intangible ties of community create superior scientists; however, these scientists would be 
unlikely to succeed outside of Jewett’s protected fictional world, suggesting that the materialist 
approach favored by medicine and the new materialist approach in vogue among contemporary 
critical scholars has the potential to reinscribe categories of inequity.   
                                                
76 While “A White Heron,” Jewett’s most widely recognized piece of writing today, centers on a young 
girl’s (Sylvia) moral dilemma to save a heron or provide a specimen for an urban naturalist, I have chosen 
to omit it from this chapter because the story does not follow Sylvia into any type of career involving the 
sciences. For the sake of this chapter, I will focus on characters Jewett explicitly cast as lifelong 
practitioners of a vocation associated with the natural sciences.  
 
77 In its acceptance of an immaterial, spiritual element residing in all living matter, Jewett’s vision of 
taking an incorporeal approach to medical science has much in common with vitalism. Her unique 
contribution comes in how this vitalistic understanding of matter coalesces into a codified medical 
methodology deeply influenced by an incorporeal understanding of the human body. 
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Scholars have been drawn to Sarah Orne Jewett’s writing in large part because of how 
Jewett returns to women who live outside of heteronormative scripts of wife and mother. As 
Karen Kilcup and Thomas Edwards note, twentieth-century Jewett scholarship largely fits into 
three categories: a period of biographically-based readings, a period of positive feminist 
celebrations of Jewett’s networks of women unencumbered by traditional gender roles, and a 
period of taking Jewett to task for her dealings with ethnic, racial and class “others” (2). Since 
Kilcup’s and Edwards’ overview in 1999, critical interest in Jewett has flourished primarily in 
relation to queer studies, studies of the nonhuman, and medical humanities. Traditionally, queer 
studies scholars focused on revealing lesbian relationships within Jewett’s stories; however, 
recent critics reading Jewett within the context of queer theory, such as Peter Coviello, Heather 
Love, and Sarah Ensor, are more attuned to Jewett’s depiction of characters who stand outside of 
romantic relationships altogether. These scholars assert that Jewett’s works ask us to contemplate 
affection outside of human constraints and reproduction—that, instead of heterosexual or 
homosexual affection, Jewett’s characters place their passions outside of the human world.78 
Scholars also delve into Jewett’s concern with the nonhuman world through ecocritical readings, 
thing theory/material culture readings, and evolutionary readings. These interpretations reveal 
                                                
78 Coviello claims that the characters of The Country of the Pointed Firs demonstrate a “multifaceted 
ardor for the world of things” (Coviello 87), while Love and Ensor focus on Jewett’s characters’ lack of 
passion—their isolation and self-sufficiency that places them outside of “object-based preservation” that 
looks to affirm a sense of futurity or self through offspring or material objects (Ensor 429). 
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Jewett’s persistent authorial concern with humanity’s relation to the nonhuman inhabitants of the 
world, be they animal, vegetable, or mineral.79  
Critical concern with the nonhuman world is particularly relevant for my own inquiry, 
which places Jewett’s approach to scientific methodology within the material-immaterial debate 
prevalent within the nineteenth-century scientific community outlined in this dissertation’s 
introduction alongside today’s critical discussions of new materialism and the incorporeal. 
Furthermore, it underscores the most prevalent approach to readings regarding Jewett’s medical 
methodology. Since 2000, Stephanie Browner’s and Nina Baym’s scholarship on A Country 
Doctor has framed Jewett’s medical texts as advocating for a distinctive, elevated role for female 
physicians, one based in a woman’s superior ability to discern the beautiful aspects of life and to 
cultivate personal relationships. While the majority of critics focusing on medicine fall in line 
with Baym and Browner, Mark Storey brings into question the exclusively gendered nature of 
Jewett’s medical epistemology by tracing the geographical element present in Jewett’s work: for 
Storey, Jewett’s approach to scientific knowing is associated with rural, country doctors 
                                                
79 Specifically in relation to the environment, Karen Kilcup argues that “A White Heron” deploys an 
“ecofeminist rhetoric” that advocates for an inclusion of nonhuman nature within the human community 
(Fallen 218), while Robert Wess contends that “A White Heron” rejects both personification and 
animification to show that Sylvia’s and the heron’s connection derives simply from both being inhabitants 
of Earth. Within readings that focus on material culture, Bill Brown’s excellent historicist analysis of The 
Country of the Pointed Firs alongside nineteenth-century developments in natural history museums and 
anthropology demonstrates that Jewett “participates in the logic of a new ‘object-based epistemology’ 
where physical things attach people to place, [but] she dramatizes the limits of any such materialism” 
(84). Brown’s assessment has had lasting influence on posthuman readings of Jewett’s work. While 
Brown deploys the term “materialism” and focuses on material objects, he is not concerned with the 
materialism/idealism methodological debate within the natural sciences, which differentiates his interest 
from the direction of this chapter. Last, several critics read Jewett’s stories through a Darwinian lens that 
seeks to break down the line between human and nonhuman entities. Stacy Alaimo is perhaps the most 
relevant to my current project, as she discusses the “hybrid spaces” that Jewett explores between domestic 
sites and the natural world (39). Though Alaimo discusses Darwinian hybridity as a context for her 
argument, her close readings focus more on liminal spaces than on any true species blurring. Michelle 
Ann Abate and Nina Baym come closer to a Darwinian, species-driven argument when they discuss 
Jewett’s female scientists in terms of “female inverts” that were speculated to be a new variety in the 
human species (Abate 52). 
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regardless of gender and is pitted against urban centers of knowledge associated with distanced, 
material observation (704).  
Two key concepts emerge from the scholarly landscape that are relevant to this chapter: 
the status of the human in relation to the nonhuman world and Jewett’s understanding of 
scientific epistemology. I contribute to this critical discourse by contending that Jewett’s 
epistemology does not simply blend together rural female intuition and masculine urban 
professionalism, but actually develops an incorporeal scientific method that relies on accessing 
both material and immaterial aspects of a patient in order to bring about healing. I move 
scholarship forward by demonstrating that Jewett deploys hybridity within and surrounding her 
female scientists as the means of distancing them from their urban, male counterparts and 
providing them with unparalleled access to a medical method (the incorporeal method) that she 
shows is superior to strictly material medical practices.  
While Jewett’s interest in the permeability between the material and immaterial worlds is 
discernable from her fiction, Jewett’s biography provides further evidence for this line of 
inquiry. Jewett exhibited a persistent belief that persons residing in the materially observable 
world could contact and communicate with persons no longer living. Jewett, who was influenced 
by a Swedenborgian mentor, Theophilus Parsons, to look for connections between the material 
world and the spiritual, read Swedenborg’s work and said she found “a sense of it under 
everything else” (qtd. in Donovan 17). This early interest was heightened by the death of several 
of Jewett’s family members and friends and becomes increasingly apparent in the 1880s and 
1890s. During this time, Jewett began visiting mediums, and she wrote separately to John 
Greenleaf Whittier and Annie Fields about a visit in 1881 that was particularly meaningful to 
her. In a 4 April 1882 letter to Whittier, Jewett writes about the powerful connection she felt to 
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her father while consulting a medium. The medium “told [her] wonderful things about my father 
and about how [sic] death and our relation to each other, and what he said to me was amazing. 
There was a great deal that came from him and from Mr. Fields that is the most capital advice, 
the most practical help to me, perfect ‘sailing orders’ you know!” (“Jewett to Whittier”). The 
medium mentions that Mr. Jewett and Annie Fields’s recently deceased husband, James, are 
together in the afterlife, which Jewett uses to confirm her “hidden consciousness of their being in 
the pew too—in a great state of merriment” at a funeral she had recently attended (“Jewett to 
Whittier”). Jewett ends her thoughts on mediums by extolling their usefulness: “Thank God for 
anything by which a human soul is helped to see more clearly the reality of our spiritual life in 
this world or the next!” (“Jewett to Annie Fields”). While Jewett does not specifically take up the 
question of mediums and direct communication with the spirit world in the stories I examine in 
this chapter, her belief in the permeability of the material world of the living and the spiritual 
world of the dead is one that makes an appearance in A Country Doctor, The Country of the 
Pointed Firs, and “The Foreigner.” For instance, Nan appears guided by the spirit-memory of her 
mother at the pivotal moment in which she decides to become a doctor (252); The Country of the 
Pointed Firs contains a story about an Arctic community of people seemingly trapped between 
this world and the next; and “The Foreigner” features two ghostly appearances of departed 
friends and family. Furthermore, Jewett’s belief in the interpenetration of spirit and body 
suffuses all three of these texts via the healers’ insistence on holistic treatment of their patients. 
This demonstrated interest in Swedenborgianism, spiritualism, and mediums helps explain her 
sustained fictional interest in an incorporeal methodology that melds together the material and 




Uncovering an Incorporeal Scientific Method in A Country Doctor 
 Unsurprisingly, given the title of A Country Doctor, scholarship centers on the novel’s 
meaning within the context of late nineteenth-century medicine. Most scholars agree that A 
Country Doctor critiques the direction that late nineteenth-century medicine had taken towards a 
more empirical, objective scientism that overturned the early and midcentury ideal of a culturally 
refined, compassionate doctor equally concerned with the physical and emotional lives of his 
patients; furthermore, critics consistently plot this methodological concern alongside Jewett’s 
work to promote women’s rightful place within the medical profession.80 Stephanie Browner 
asserts that Jewett’s purpose in A Country Doctor is to “rewrite conventional gender codes” 
pertaining to doctors so that she can “imagine a doctor, male or female, as one who brings 
together scientific and aesthetic ways of knowing” (150), a claim that places gender and 
scientific methodology as equal concerns within the text.81 Mark Storey further highlights this 
emphasis on Jewett’s synthesizing medical approach—what Browner terms of the merging of 
scientific and aesthetic—by focusing on how Nan is “grounded simultaneously in both an 
                                                
80 Stephanie Browner argues that Jewett’s positive representation of a female doctor was intended to 
mitigate the “taint of femininity” that the turn to scientific materialism placed upon ways of knowing that 
were outside of a material-empirical frame (137). Sarah Crosby asserts that Jewett makes a connection 
between women novelists and women doctors in order to leverage her authorial success to legitimize 
women doctors (181). Judith Bryant Wittenberg reads A Country Doctor alongside the autobiographies of 
three of America’s first female physicians to show how Jewett pushes back against biologically-based 
critiques that women’s weaker bodies and brains made them unfit to practice medicine (126). Nina Baym 
claims that Jewett uses A Country Doctor to critique the impersonal, materialistic, careerist turn in 
masculine medical expertise so that she might then provide a compassionate vision of female medical 
practice as “a higher form of medicine” (184). Mark Storey pushes back against the exclusively gendered 
narrative told by prior critics and also points to the “ongoing, uneven, and incomplete nature of the 
scientific-medical paradigm shift” that happened in the nineteenth-century (693). Storey’s critique 
highlights the extent to which regional knowledge—regardless of gender—is an important factor in 
Jewett’s Country Doctor.   
 
81 Browner’s uses the term “aesthetic” to refer to a “sensibility that is beyond medicine’s grasp” and is 
more open to the poet (158). While this may align with immateriality and the ideal, Browner’s use of the 




idealized, community-oriented rural life and the progressive world of scientific, professionalized 
medicine,” which he terms as “a meeting…of literary sensibility with a historically specific 
medical context” (707).82 Given Jewett’s focus on medical practice, critics are right to pick up on 
A Country Doctor’s more integrative approach to medicine, which Jewett shows consistently 
through Nan, Dr. Leslie, and authorial interruptions.  
Where before critics have termed Jewett’s approach to medical methodology as a mixture 
of science and aesthetics or rural and urban expertise, I assert that the medical methodology of A 
Country Doctor is an incorporeal one: the method requires doctors to acknowledge an immaterial 
component within the material body of the patient. Only the doctor that practices with an eye to 
the inseparability of these two components can successfully diagnose and treat patients. I argue 
that while men, such as Dr. Leslie, can espouse Jewett’s incorporeal approach to medicine, 
Jewett associates the incorporeal with a feminine sensibility and, via Nan, grants women special 
access to practicing it. Moreover, because Nan is the only character whose body is a site of class 
and species hybridization, Jewett suggests a connection between embodied femininity and the 
ability to access the incorporeal method. To develop this argument, I first show that A Country 
Doctor endorses an incorporeal scientific method; second, I demonstrate that this method is 
especially available to women, which Jewett highlights by hybridizing Nan’s body in multiple 
ways; third, I consider how, unlike the other hybrid women scientists of this dissertation, Nan’s 
liminal status is consistently presented as a positive asset.  
The incorporeal method within A Country Doctor is revealed through the characters of 
Nan Prince and Dr. John Leslie. A Country Doctor chronicles Nan’s path to becoming a fully 
educated, professionally validated doctor—a path that entails her rejecting love in favor of 
                                                
82 Baym notably parts with Browner and Storey and instead plots Jewett’s medical method not as any 
synthesis of modes of knowledge, but as a triumph of female spiritual and non-scientism within medicine.  
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medicine because it is her “duty” to follow God’s plan to “ma[k]e [her] a doctor”—and casts her 
vocation as a noble pursuit (Jewett, Country Doctor 355). The narrative commences with the 
harrowing return of Adeline Prince (née Thacher) to the rural area surrounding the town of 
Oldfields. Adeline left the town several years prior to work in a factory because she was 
unsatisfied with rural life. While gone, she married a young doctor, Jack Prince, from a wealthy 
seafaring family that holds considerable social clout in the town of Dunport. The central tension 
set up in the beginning of the tale is that the Prince family disapproves of Adeline and, upon 
Jack’s death, Adeline splits with the Princes entirely. When she begins to die of alcoholism and 
consumption, Adeline returns to her family’s farm to leave her toddling daughter, Anna (Nan) 
Prince with the child’s grandmother, Mrs. Thacher. As a dying request, Adeline asks the town 
doctor, Dr. Leslie, to keep Nan from ever falling into the hands of the Prince family by 
promising to “look after [her] little girl” (169).  
After Adeline’s death, Nan is raised by her grandmother Thacher until that woman’s 
death, at which time Dr. Leslie becomes her official guardian. From Nan’s early age, Dr. Leslie 
notices something special in her that he believes is a predisposition to practice medicine; once 
she is under his care, he carefully cultivates her natural interest in healing and the sciences and 
encourages her desire to become a doctor. After several years of being Dr. Leslie’s apprentice 
and learning about medicine through his country practice, Nan and Dr. Leslie decide that Nan 
must attend medical school in order to have the professional authority to call herself a doctor. 
After she graduates from medical school, Nan desires to know her Prince relatives, so she 
reaches out to her namesake, Anna Prince, to arrange a visit. While in Dunport, Nan fights high 
society’s disapproval of women in the professions and overcomes the more personal challenge of 
choosing her profession over the offer of marriage from a young man she loves. The novel ends 
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with Nan rejecting offers to pursue medical research at prestigious Canadian and European 
universities and instead firmly established as a country doctor in Oldfields who is committed to 
providing care to the more humble, rural people among whom she grew up.  
While the central plotline of A Country Doctor certainly focuses on Nan’s journey from 
orphaned child to respected local doctor, and a solid case can be made for her being the novel’s 
titular doctor, its most looming medical figure is actually Dr. John Leslie. As the respected town 
physician of Oldfields and Nan’s adoptive father, Dr. Leslie plays a crucial role in forming Nan’s 
thinking about medical practice. Consequently, to best demonstrate how Jewett endorses 
approaching medical treatment through an incorporeal lens, we must first look to Dr. Leslie 
and—only after establishing his beliefs on the interpenetration of the material and immaterial as 
it pertains to medical healing—can an informed reading of Nan’s own methodology commence. 
Dr. Leslie relies heavily on knowledge outside of his formal medical education as part of his 
diagnostic practice. Dr. Leslie “instinctively” takes command wherever he goes, “while from his 
great knowledge of human nature he could understand and help many of his patients whose 
ailments were not wholly physical” (168). To wit, when he looks at Adeline, his first diagnosis is 
not a medical one; instead, “he seemed to read at a glance the shame and sorrow of the young 
woman who had fled to the home of her childhood, dying and worse than defeated, from the 
battle-field of life” (168). Only after this initial observation does he turn to the “unmistakable 
signs” of her body that indicate that she has been overcome with a “passion for strong drink” that 
has led her to an early grave (168). In the course of the first diagnosis the reader sees, Dr. Leslie 
introduces an incorporeal element to his diagnostic practice: he relies first on his imagination and 
empathy, which enable him to inhabit the emotional distress of his patient; then, he uses an 
empirical gaze to read the physical markers of Adeline’s decline and determine a course of 
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treatment. His treatment involves a mixture of immaterial and material remedies: to promise that 
he will watch over Nan after Adeline’s death, to encourage her to rest, and to allow Mrs. 
Martin—a local woman adept at healing—to administer a dose of medicine (170, 165).  
 While this opening deathbed scene reveals much about Dr. Leslie’s approach to treating 
the material and immaterial aspects of his patients, Jewett explores Leslie’s methodology during 
a chapter-long conversation that he has with an old medical school acquaintance, Dr. Ferris. 
Ferris voices his admiration for the instinctual manner in which Leslie practices medicine, which 
leads the two men to a discussion of medical methodology. Ferris laments: 
If I settled myself into a respectable practice [Ferris is an impoverished, 
peripatetic ship’s doctor] I should be obliged to march with the army of doctors 
who carry a great array of small weapons, and who find out what is the matter 
with their patients after all sorts of experiment and painstaking analysis, and 
comparing the results of their thermometers and microscopes with scientific 
books of reference. After I have done all that, you know, if I have had good luck I 
shall come to exactly what you can say before you have been with a sick man five 
minutes. You have a true gift for doctoring, you need no medical dictator, and 
whatever you study and whatever comes to you in the way of instruction simply 
ministers to your intuition. It grows to be a wonderful second-sight in such a man 
as you. I don’t believe you investigate a case and treat it as a botanist does a 
strange flower, once a month. You know without telling yourself what the matter 
is, and what the special difference is, and the relative dangers of this case and one 
apparently just like it across the street, and you could do this before you were out 
of the hospitals. (216, emphasis added) 
 
While Ferris’s comments are not wholly accurate—Leslie does have a communicable method 
that other doctors could learn, a method I will elucidate shortly—this dialogue plots the broader 
turn within medical practice towards an empirical, materially-based laboratory approach to 
healing. The ‘small weapons’ that doctors rely on, according to Ferris, are instruments designed 
to enhance the study of a patient’s bodily state: thermometers enable accurate readings of a 
body’s temperature, microscopes allow for insight into conditions that exist on a cellular level, 
and reference books encourage a doctor to build upon the experiments and case studies of prior 
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practitioners. In contrast, Dr. Leslie exists as a representative of an older style of medicine that 
“follow[s] nature” instead of following an empiricism that “takes one to more theory and 
scientific digest rather than to more skill” (216). Unlike “the anatomists and the pathologists,” 
who Ferris begrudgingly allows “have their place,” Leslie stands as an example of someone who 
“look[s] to the living to learn the laws of life, not to the dead” (216). Throughout this 
monologue, Ferris sets up a methodological difference between modern scientists—characterized 
by instruments, specialties, and a reliance upon material bodies (as seen by the cadavers of 
anatomists and the samples of pathologists)—and a more humane form of medicine represented 
by Dr. Leslie. This type of medical practice is characterized by reliance upon inborn skill, 
intuition, and connection with living humans. Notably, doctors who practice in this manner 
appear to have a natural healing instinct—one that cannot be understood or quantified with 
material measurements—only heightened by professionalization and education.  
 In his response to Dr. Ferris, Dr. Leslie outlines how his reliance on immaterial aspects of 
his patients dovetails with his training on material bodies—and, in so doing, voices Jewett’s 
theory of the incorporeal scientific method. Dr. Leslie pities the ‘army of doctors’ Ferris has just 
described and offers his assessment of where their training has gone astray: 
We can’t get used to the fact that whatever truly belongs to the next world is not 
visible in this, and that there is idol-making and worshiping forever going on. 
When we let ourselves forget to educate our faith and our spiritual intellects, and 
lose sight of our relation and dependence upon the highest informing strength, we 
are trying to move our machinery by some inferior motive power. We worship our 
tools and beg success of them instead of remembering that we are all apprentices 
to the great Master of our own and every man’s craft. It is the great ideas of our 
work that we need, and the laws of its truth. (217-18, emphasis added) 
 
To Leslie, a doctor must be in tune with a person’s “life power” to diagnose and provide him or 
her with proper care (217). While he does not define the life power itself, his comments on the 
importance of the invisible, spiritual element that exists in all people suggest that “life power” is 
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something akin to vitalism—that is, the immaterial, inexplicable force that animates all living 
things. His own personal medical methodology—set in contrast to the ‘army’ of modern 
doctors—relies heavily on immaterial factors in order to understand how to treat a person’s 
material body. In the excerpt above, Leslie gives primacy to diagnostic methods that belong to 
the immaterial world: faith, spiritual intellects, insight, and truth. Learning this methodology 
requires being a student of life by reading widely, being immersed in community, and attending 
to the spiritual health of one’s patients.  
Leslie holds the spiritual dimension of healing in such high regard that he suggests that 
an exclusive reliance on material diagnostic methods is a break with monotheistic faith: he 
characterizes empirical medical practice as “idol-making” that “worship[s] … tools” instead of 
giving an appropriate amount of credit to an almighty Creator of the world (218). Dr. Leslie 
makes the Christian religious connection explicit when he asserts that “the powers of Christ were 
but the higher powers of our common humanity,” and, if we “receive the strength of Heaven into 
our souls,” we might possess similar powers (218).83 Within the context of this conversation, the 
presumed power would be Christ’s power to heal the sick, a connection that suggests a deep 
appreciation for spiritual wellbeing is essential to truly great healing. In aligning intuitively-
based medicine with Christ, Leslie provides a powerful rebuke of the profession’s trend of 
devaluing the immaterial aspect of patients.  
 Dr. Leslie solidifies this rupture with materially-based medicine by outlining his value 
system for physicians. For Leslie, “It is our souls that make our bodies worth anything, and the 
life of the soul doesn’t come from its activity or any performance of its own. Those things are 
only the results and the signs of life, not the causes of it” (219). Dr. Leslie’s statement is 
                                                
83 Leslie echoes much of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s writings about the divinity of Christ in relation to 
mankind. This underscores how the immaterial element in Jewett’s fiction shares the Transcendentalist 
belief in a spiritual realm in which Ideas, such as Truth, exist.  
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noteworthy because his conception of the body aligns with Grosz’s theory of the incorporeal, 
which calls for the inter-dependence of material and immaterial; for Leslie, the body is worthless 
without the soul (invalidating strict materialism), but the soul cannot sustain itself without a body 
(invalidating strict idealism). Leslie understands human life as a mutually constitutive union of 
immaterial soul and a material body. Leslie’s focus on the soul is an important nineteenth-
century corrective to Grosz’s version of the immaterial, which tends to rely on thought as the 
primary example; Leslie primarily relies on the soul, which places his immaterial component 
thoroughly within the realm of morality. Such a moralistic, spiritual understanding of a 
nineteenth-century incorporeal scientific method is important because of the pervasiveness of 
spiritual belief.  Leslie’s commitment to the material body is evident in his consistent medical 
study: he reads from “the long rows of his dear library acquaintances, his Braithwaites and 
Lancets [medical journals]” (269), and “it was often proved that either through study or 
experience he had caught at some fresh knowledge of which his associates were still ignorant” 
(268). Leslie spends much of his free time keeping up with medical literature presumably geared 
towards empirical, materially-based methods; however, he believes that an immaterial force, 
presumably the Creator, is responsible for the continuance of life itself. Consequently, his 
approach, which attends to both material and immaterial aspects of his patients, resolves the 
dualistic separation of material and ideal in a manner in keeping with modern conceptions of the 
incorporeal.  
At this point, we know enough about Dr. Leslie and his philosophical underpinnings to 
outline his medical methodology and gain insight into what an incorporeal method looks like. 
Throughout the narrative, Dr. Leslie exhibits five key components that he methodically employs 
to diagnose and treat his patients. Two of the steps (education and prescribing remedies) draw on 
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material knowledge and empirically gained expertise; three of the steps (listening, knowing 
family histories, and ministering to the patient’s soul) draw on intuition and emotional 
intelligence. The first step to his practice is amassing thorough and up-to-date medical training, 
which is evident in his extensive medical reading (reflected in his Braithwaites and Lancets). Dr. 
Leslie attended medical school, and he “gained great repute among his professional brethren” as 
a “scholar and a thinker” (207). This suggests that the bedrock of Dr. Leslie’s medical method is 
appropriate training in medical science. The second and third steps of Dr. Leslie’s method 
involve listening closely to his patients and then prescribing a remedy (which can be both 
pharmacological and non-pharmacological). These steps are exhibited nicely when Mrs. Thacher 
(Nan’s grandmother) visits Dr. Leslie troubled in both mind and body: she “looked changed, 
[which] the physician’s quick eyes took note of” and tells the doctor she has a premonition that 
she is not going to live much longer (191). She visits Dr. Leslie to ask that he allow Nan to live 
with him upon her death. Dr. Leslie’s response to her request is most telling: “The doctor 
listened patiently, though just before this he had risen and begun to fill a small bottle at the closet 
shelves, which were stocked close to their perilous edges with various drugs” (194, emphasis 
added). He then provides Mrs. Thacher with the two tonics she needs, telling her to not “give 
[herself] another thought about little Nan” because he will take care of her and to take “five or 
six drops of [the medicine he prepared] three times a day” (194). In this scene, Dr. Leslie’s 
method is on full display: he uses his medical gaze to assess that something is physically wrong 
with Mrs. Thacher; he listens carefully to her and realizes that the main problem ailing her is 
worry about Nan’s future care; and he gives Mrs. Thacher the two remedies she most needs—
peace of mind about Nan, and medicine for her ailing body. The fourth step in Dr. Leslie’s 
method is to be extremely knowledgeable about community ties and family histories, a step that 
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he demonstrated when he diagnosed Adeline. Upon seeing her, Dr. Leslie “recognized with 
dismay the effects of that passion for strong drink which had been the curse of more than one of 
her ancestors,” which demonstrates how he deploys family history as a diagnostic tool (168). A 
neighbor highlights the doctor’s community expertise when she tells Dr. Leslie: “you doctors 
ought to be our historians, for you alone see the old country folks familiarly and can talk with 
them without restraint” (237). As Leslie later reveals to Nan, he routinely draws on his 
knowledge of family history when determining how to treat his patients. The fifth step in Dr. 
Leslie’s method involves acknowledging when a patient’s primary ailment is not treatable by 
traditional medical means: one morning, he visits an old patient and brings “his case of 
medicines from mere force of habit, but by way of special prescription he had taken also a 
generous handful of his best cigars …. And a bottle of wine from one of its cupboards” (183). 
Dr. Leslie tells himself, “this will do him more good than anything, poor old fellow” (183). In his 
experience and the wisdom gained from practice, Dr. Leslie recognizes that his patient needs 
community and shared experience more than any medicine. Combined, these steps create a 
methodology that is attuned to both the material body and the immaterial elements (soul, mind, 
emotions) of Dr. Leslie’s patients.  
 Consequently, Jewett’s incorporeal medical method is outlined and first practiced by a 
man. And yet, though Leslie’s gender is never called into question, Dr. Leslie does not retain the 
association with “true manhood” that characterizes him at the outset of A Country Doctor (168). 
Instead, his belief that relying upon immaterial knowledge is essential to good medical practice 
causes Dr. Ferris to bring up the concept of a feminine intellect and to associate Dr. Leslie with 
femininity.84 Ferris asks: “Do you remember how well Buckle says that the feminine intellect is 
                                                




the higher, and that the great geniuses of the world have possessed it? The gift of intuition 
reaches directly towards the truth, and it is only reasoning by deduction that can take flight into 
the upper air of life and certainty” (218). The “Buckle” to whom Dr. Ferris refers is Henry 
Thomas Buckle, an English historian whose essay “The Influence of Women on the Progress of 
Knowledge” was delivered at the Royal Institution and subsequently published 1858. Buckle 
writes that “all questions concerning the philosophy of method lie at the very root of our 
knowledge,” and claims that there are “only two methods by which we can arrive at truth”: those 
two methods are “proceed[ing] from the external world to the internal” or “begin[ing] with the 
internal and proceed[ing] to the external” (138). For Buckle, those two methods, respectively, are 
inductive (in which the investigator begins with facts) and deductive (in which the investigator 
begins with ideas). Buckle asserts that women are “by nature more deductive, and men more 
inductive”; consequently, “women [,] by encouraging in men deductive habits of thought, have 
rendered an immense though unconscious service to the progress of knowledge, by preventing 
scientific investigators from being as exclusively inductive as they would otherwise be (141). 
Notably for my discussion of an incorporeal scientific method, Buckle writes that the deductive 
method is more “ideal,” which he uses in connection with emotion, enthusiasm, and imagination, 
suggesting that “ideal” connotes philosophical idealism; he contrasts this with a masculine 
preference for “the dominion of facts” (141).85 By including a reference to Buckle, Jewett infuses 
the question of method into the heart of A Country Doctor.  
                                                
85 According to Buckle, “there is a natural, a leading, and probably an indestructible element, in the minds 
of women, which enables them, not indeed to make scientific discoveries, but to exercise the most 
momentous and salutary influence over the method by which discoveries are made” (138). For Buckle, 
women have contributed to the progress of science by “keeping alive this habit of deductive thought” that 
allows for a “method of inquiry which proceeds from ideas to facts” (143). Buckle goes on to list how 




Given how Dr. Leslie is characterized as a man of second sight, intuition, and faith, he 
clearly possesses this “feminine intellect” and an ability to access the more feminine deductive 
scientific method that Buckle outlines. Furthermore, by alluding specifically to Buckle’s 
conception of the feminine intellect, Jewett highlights the importance of scientific method and 
epistemology to the conversation that transpires between Ferris and Leslie. Instead of simply 
possessing a more “feminine” mind, Leslie uses a feminine methodology that works from ideas 
into facts, rather than from facts into ideas. Thus, Dr. Leslie’s medical practice is one that 
consistently associates him with what Jewett and the characters within A Country Doctor deem a 
more feminine mode of perceiving and acting upon the world.  
Through his use of an incorporeal method and association with a feminine intellect, Dr. 
Leslie is the reader’s introduction to Jewett’s conception of an incorporeal approach to medicine. 
As feminine as his intellect may be, though, Leslie is still a man who does not have to constantly 
navigate the materiality of a body that limits intellectual pursuits. Because of this, Nan is the 
character that best embodies and perfects Jewett’s vision of the incorporeal method. As Dr. 
Leslie trains Nan, he teaches her all five steps of his method, either explicitly or implicitly. He 
teaches her the first step by ensuring that she is thoroughly instructed in medical science: she 
learns Latin, Chemistry, Anatomy, and physiology (251, 249); she has a formal apprenticeship 
with Dr. Leslie in which she followed him “step by step” (264); she reads from the latest medical 
journals (267); and she attends medical school to “receive its authority to practice her 
profession” (269). At the end of A Country Doctor, Nan is offered “more than one appointment” 
in city hospitals, a marker that she has mastered the skills considered necessary for serious 
medical practice (364). Dr. Leslie teaches Nan the second step of his method—truly listening to 
patients—by taking her with him when he visits patients. We know that she followed him into 
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visits as a child (259); although the text does not explicitly state that he instructs her in how to 
listen to a patient’s true complaints, Nan would have received daily instruction during her long 
apprenticeship by observing Dr. Leslie’s bedside manner. In addition to teaching Nan about 
medical ailments and how to genuinely listen to patients, Dr. Leslie teaches Nan the third step of 
his method—prescribing remedies. During her formal apprenticeship, he tells her that “old-
fashioned drugs which had been foolishly neglected by those who liked to experiment with 
newer remedies” are often the best to prescribe; furthermore, he disparages upstart doctors who 
prioritize “the promotion of new theories” to truly healing the patient (266). In this, we see Dr. 
Leslie teach Nan that simple remedies are often the most effective and that the patient’s health 
always takes precedence over the doctor’s glory.  
While the first three steps I have outlined can be practiced at any location, the fourth 
step—taking into account family history—can only be practiced at the level Jewett demonstrates 
by a healer who has been deeply involved in a community for many years. Dr. Leslie prepares 
Nan for this step of his medical practice by raising her in the community of Oldfields and also 
explicitly instructing her during her apprenticeship “that one thing to be considered was the 
family, and another the individual variation” (266). He lists out “certain traits of certain families” 
that she should be aware of and tells her which families are likely to live long and which are 
likely to die young as a result of certain physical conditions (266). This enters into his method 
because family histories, traits, and personalities have taught him—and now Nan— “who might 
be treated fearlessly” because they were most likely to fight off their illness directly, and which 
patients were “treacherous and hard to control” (266). In order to fully practice Dr. Leslie’s 
method, Nan must recognize these family traits and treat her patients accordingly. Last, Nan 
imbibes Dr. Leslie’s practice of treating the immaterial ailments of her patients. While we do not 
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see Dr. Leslie explicitly instruct Nan in this step, Chapter XIII, which outlines her apprenticeship 
with Dr. Leslie, includes a lengthy digression on the spiritual obligation of a doctor to his or her 
patients. Notably, this digression comes at the end of a paragraph that begins with Dr. Leslie 
“patiently [teaching his] eager young scholar day by day” (264). The narrator writes that “the 
great doctor works for the body’s health, and tries to keep human beings free from the failures 
that come from neglect and ignorance, and ready to be the soul’s instrument of action and service 
in this world” (265). In this portion, we learn that the “best doctors” are trying to teach their 
patients how to live a “true and complete physical life” as well as “the spiritual existence that is 
already possible” (265). This paragraph suggests that Dr. Leslie teaches Nan that part of her 
methodology as a doctor must involve viewing her patients’ health as incorporeal—not separable 
into physical or immaterial, but seeing health as one interdependent entity.  
Even though the incorporeal method is transmissible, as we see in Dr. Leslie teaching it 
to Nan, A Country Doctor emphasizes that some people are more predisposed and gifted to 
practice this method than others. While Nan “followed step by step” Dr. Leslie’s teachings and 
began to learn the “laws of the practice of medicine,” language that suggests a rigid and 
communicable methodology, the narrator writes that “there must be an instinct that recognizes a 
disease and suggests its remedy, as much as an instinct that finds the right notes and harmonies 
for a composer of music, or the colors for a true artist’s picture, or the results of figures for a 
mathematician” (264, 265). Jewett suggests that to be a gifted doctor who can practice the 
incorporeal medical method laid out by Dr. Leslie, a person must possess a natural talent, a gift, 
an instinct. As A Country Doctor makes clear, the feminine mind is more apt to possess said 
instinct; Nan in particular exhibits a healing instinct from an early age and it is first evident in the 
event that piques Dr. Leslie’s interest in the possibility of Nan becoming a doctor. One of the 
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turkeys on Mrs. Thacher’s farm “had come hoppin’ and quawkin’ round the doorsteps with its 
leg broke,” so Nan catches it “and fixed it off with a splint before you could say Jack Robi’son” 
(187). Healing the turkey demonstrates the extent to which Nan possesses an instinctual gift for 
healing; as she progresses in the narrative and learns more advanced medicine, she develops a 
keen awareness of the human body and how to treat it, ultimately becoming more adept at 
healing via the incorporeal method than Dr. Leslie. 
Nan demonstrates her proficiency with this method in a series of patient encounters. 
While stopping to fetch water during an all-day boating retreat with some fellow young people, 
Nan comes across a woman who is desperate for medical help for her husband, who has “broke 
his shoulder, or any ways ‘t is out o’ place” (316). Nan immediately goes to examine the man, 
saying nothing more to the woman than “let me see him”: she cuts open his shirt and, “with 
quick fingers and a look of deep interest made herself sure of what had happened” (316). She 
then commands him to “lie down on the floor a minute”; there, she “planted her foot on the 
damaged shoulder and caught up the hand and gave a quick pull, the secret of which nobody 
understood; but there was an unpleasant cluck as the bone went back into its socket, and a yell 
from the sufferer, who scrambled to his feet” (316). In this instance, Nan uses her eyes and 
fingers to assess what is wrong with the man’s shoulder and then quickly provides a remedy by 
acting upon his material body, indicating Nan’s success in traditional, empirical medicine. This 
example is important for establishing that Nan has successfully integrated the first step of Dr. 
Leslie’s method—sound training in medical science—into her medical practice. 
Nan integrates this material expertise with her immaterial, community knowledge when 
she returns to Oldfields and begins practicing with Dr. Leslie. Nan, now a “soul’s physician,” 
returns to Oldfields “with her new treasures, so much richer than she had gone away that beside 
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medicines and bandages and lessons in general hygiene for the physical ails of her patients, she 
could often be a tonic to the mind and soul; and since she was trying to be good, to go about 
doing good in Christ’s name to the halt and maimed and blind in spiritual things” (356, 364, 
emphasis added). Nan’s training has primed her to attend to the material body, seen in the 
medicine, bandages, and hygiene she mentions, and also to the immaterial, seen in her ministerial 
concern for the soul. This immaterial component is explicitly moral and religious. Nan lives out 
this goal when she attends to Mrs. Jake, one of her childhood neighbors, who has fallen ill. Mrs. 
Jake begins to “groan loudly when she saw Nan,” presumably in order to gain Nan’s medical 
attention, “but the tonic of so gratifying a presence [Nan’s] soon had the most favorable effect” 
(366, emphasis added). In both Nan’s internal ruminations on her vocation and her noted effect 
upon Mrs. Jake’s state of being, Nan is referred to as a ‘tonic,’ not because of any actual 
tinctures she delivers, but because of some immaterial, intangible quality—her ‘presence,’ which 
is guided by her desire to minister to troubled souls. Here, we see Nan deploy steps two and five 
of the incorporeal method—engaging in true conversation with her patients and administering an 
immaterial remedy (companionship). To this healing effect of her presence, Nan adds a 
prescription that effectively works on Mrs. Jake’s bodily ills, deploying step three of the 
incorporeal method. Mrs. Jake later confesses: “I declare I was sort of put out with the doctor for 
sending you down here day before yesterday instead of coming himself…but I do’ know’s I ever 
had anything do me so much good as that bottle you gave me” (366). Although Nan insists that 
Dr. Leslie himself ordered the ‘bottle’ in question, in Mrs. Jake’s mind—and in the mind of the 
reader—Nan becomes the one associated with a material medical intervention that has a 
restorative cure.  
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This is further emphasized when Mrs. Jake notes that Nan has effectively “[straightened] 
up [a] little boy’s back” who “used to creep about there, side of the road, like a hopper-toad” but 
now “looks as likely as any child, except it may be he’s a little stunted” (367). Nan admits that it 
was “a long bit of work” and once again tries to give credit to the doctor for doing “most of it”; 
however, at this point her deference to Dr. Leslie becomes suspiciously self-effacing. Instead, the 
reader begins to see that Nan has fully incorporated Dr. Leslie’s teachings and is able to heal her 
patients. Moreover, in the mind of the reader, Nan becomes a more gifted doctor than Dr. Leslie. 
Although the narrative repeatedly mentions his greatness, the reader never actually sees him cure 
anyone. The patients that we see him give direct care to—Adeline and Mrs. Thacher—appear to 
die at the same time they would have without his intervention. Thus, while Leslie vocalizes and 
teaches the incorporeal method, Nan is the doctor who best deploys it to cure her patients. 
I suggest that Nan has more runaway success than her mentor because of her particular 
bodily form, which is both gendered and hybridized figuratively and literally. Throughout the 
narrative, Jewett depicts Nan as a human designed to practice medicine. When she decides that it 
should “be a reality” that she studies medicine, the narrator suggests that Nan has a divine writ to 
practice medicine:  
God had directed her at last, and though the opening of her sealed orders had been 
long delayed, the suspense had only made her surer that she must hold fast this 
unspeakably great motive: something great to work for with all her might as long 
as she lived. (253)  
 
While the narrator does not say so directly, the narrative suggests that God has prepared Nan to 
be a great healer by placing her in a body marked by its femininity. Nan’s uniquely feminine 
deduction is evident in her “instinct that recognizes a disease and suggests its remedy” (265). As 
made evident in Dr. Ferris and Dr. Leslie’s discussion of Buckle, the female mind has better 
access to the deductive method. Since mind and body are seen as intertwined, it follows, then, 
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that the female body (or the experience of living in a body denoted as female) plays a role in 
shaping this superior access.  
Nan’s superior deployment of the incorporeal method happens as she becomes the 
epitome of a spiritual preacher-doctor who can help her patients achieve a “true and complete 
physical life” as well as the best “spiritual existence that already is possible” (265). She can 
“preach to the soul” in conjunction with urging people to “make the best of their bodies” in a 
way that has long-lasting benefits that can improve the health of entire family lines (265-6). 
Nan’s inborn abilities outlined here are repeatedly mentioned in conjunction with her woman’s 
body. On the day that “God had directed her at last” with the “opening of sealed orders [that] had 
been longed delayed,” Nan wonders if the doctor had ever had “any suspicion that she would not 
live on quietly at home like other girls” (253). On the day she and Dr. Leslie agree to her 
apprenticeship, Leslie says, “I don’t care whether people think it is a proper vocation for women 
or not…God has given you a fitness for it which is a shame to waste” (261). The narrator later 
refers to medicine as Nan’s “most womanly and respectable calling” (270). These quotes 
highlight the inherent contradiction Nan’s female body imposes on her: it has given her the 
unique perception to excel in medicine, but “forbids” a “public career” in medicine should she 
ever marry (329). Living with this reality gives Nan “rare insight into the principle of things,” 
which makes it “within her power to add much to the small fund of certainty, by the sure instinct 
and aim of her experiment” (359). Nan’s bodily status as a woman, then, joins instinct and 
experiment, giving her unique facility with the incorporeal method.  
Nan is repeatedly presented as a person whose body is important. This body exists in 
many liminal spaces, but its most inescapable feature is that it is biologically female. Unlike the 
other doctors of the novel, Dr. Ferris and Dr. Leslie, whose medical aspirations are largely 
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featured as independent of their biological sex, Nan ultimately cannot escape female 
embodiment. At every point in the novel, Nan encounters neighbors, older women, established 
doctors, and relatives who discourage her medical career, calling it an “unnatural” (327) pursuit 
for women and looking “disrespectfully” upon women who went into the profession (203). As 
Nan rightly responds to her critics, a man who wishes to pursue medicine is not similarly lumped 
in with his biological sex; instead of being typecast on the basis of his body, he is treated as an 
individual and “everything helps [him] to follow his bent” (327). Nan, though, is chained to her 
sex in ways that the male doctors are not: unlike Dr. Leslie, who was able to marry and pursue 
his career, Nan must choose one or the other because her body would betray her ambitions. If 
married in an era without reliable birth control, she would likely become chained to the cycle of 
reproduction in a way that would make a professional career untenable. I suggest that this 
inescapable biological reality of being female, combined with the other ways that her body is 
hybridized, is what gives Nan a heightened ability to practice medicine using the incorporeal 
scientific method. Because she is consistently reminded of her body, and her body is repeatedly 
presented in hybrid terms throughout her life, Nan is rooted in the material world. She is thus 
more attuned to the body itself than Dr. Leslie, which helps to explain why she brings about the 
most impressive cures mentioned in A Country Doctor.  
Jewett highlights how Nan’s body influences her use of the incorporeal medical method 
by creating a body that is not merely female but hybridized literally and metaphorically. The 
female body itself provides an apt vessel to investigate relationships between material and 
immaterial because of a woman’s inescapable physicality (menstruation, birth, lactation) but 
enduring—and conflicting—association with ideality (angels in the house, deductive reasoning, 
the Virgin). Nan encounters this contradiction: she is consistently discouraged from practicing 
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medicine on account of her female body, even as her female mind possesses an inborn affinity 
for deduction. Jewett foregrounds this disconnect and the incorporeal understanding it imbues by 
hybridizing Nan’s life further still: Nan is hybridized with other species and literally hybridized 
with different social classes. By existing as a unified, interwoven, inseparable melding of these 
two seemingly distinct categories, Nan’s experiences shape her approach to practicing medicine 
by requiring her to live in a constant state of liminality. As a hybridized woman, Nan is 
predisposed—and preternaturally, divinely gifted—to be a doctor who deploys the incorporeal 
method.  
Given the lengthy discussion of Buckle’s theory of feminine minds having special access 
to the deductive method, which is necessary for scientific breakthroughs, the text poises Nan to 
fully inhabit the incorporeal method in a manner that even Dr. Leslie cannot. Buckle—and in her 
endorsement of his theory, Jewett—maintains that an innate predisposition exists within women 
to orient them towards the ideal. While Jewett grants men such as Dr. Leslie access to this 
feminine mode of deductive scientific inquiry, her presentation of Nan’s runaway medical 
successes (like straightening the boy’s back) suggests that certain women are best equipped to 
unite deduction and induction, or the ideal and the material, in a way that is beneficial to anyone 
receiving their medical care. While, under Buckle’s theory, Nan’s status as a woman is ample 
ground to give her special access to the ideal, Jewett further hybridizes Nan’s body in order to 
underscore her ability to unify disparate methodologies. Throughout the course of the novel, Nan 
is read as a bodily composite of varying opposites: she inhabits a liminality both of species and 
of socioeconomic class. Furthermore, her distinctive heritage and talents support a refrain in the 
text that presents Nan a new variant of womankind, a potential next step in human evolution that 
positions women at the forefront of intelligent scientific practice. Nan’s body—much like her 
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scientific method—exists in a liminal state between categories. As I have shown, the incorporeal 
method that Nan perfects unites material and idea; her body hybridizes species and 
socioeconomic class. I suggest that Jewett positions Nan at these bodily intersections to 
underscore how people with bodies that fall outside of those typically practicing medical 
sciences—male, white, heteronormative—are perhaps better suited to apply an incorporeal 
approach to scientific practice because they are practiced at existing in liminal spaces.  
A Country Doctor first underscores how Nan’s female body gives her special access to 
the incorporeal method by figuratively hybridizing her human body with bodies of other species. 
More than anything, as a child Nan is associated with being “wild” (186). She is “left to run 
wild” (182), is “as wild as a hawk” (186), “belongs with wild creatur’s” because she has “just the 
same natur’” as they do (186), and is “as wild as ever” (192) even after she is slightly older. Nan 
is associated with natural creatures and landscapes that are untouched by human intervention. 
This association is heightened by her repeated comparison to undomesticated animals that 
typically exist outside of human society: she is likened to a hawk (176) and a fox (187), both of 
which are cunning predators not easily controlled by humans. While there is never any 
suggestion that Nan is literally part hawk or part fox (in a way that Beatrice or Elsie are 
hybridized with plants and snakes, respectively), Mrs. Meeker’s (a neighbor) comment that Nan 
has “just the same natur’” as wild creatures associates her, via simile, more with unrestrained 
animal tendencies than with cultivated humanity. Nan’s likeness to uncultivated, nonhuman 
things is particularly noticeable when we consider how the novel aligns her with the plant 
kingdom. From Mrs. Meeker’s observation that Nan is “tougher than ellum roots” (187) and Dr. 
Leslie’s belief that Nan “has grown up as naturally as a plant grows, not having been clipped 
back or forced in any unnatural direction” (212), Nan’s unconventional behavior—that is, her 
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desire to enter the male-dominated medical profession—is read in terms of plant life that does 
not easily conform in the face of human manipulation. Mrs. Meeker’s comment points to how 
the elm tree can regrow from its roots even after being cut down, while Dr. Leslie’s observation 
points to plants with a complete lack of cultivation, on a literal level. This figurative 
hybridization of Nan’s body with wild beings serves an important function: while prevailing 
medical wisdom espoused a strict materialism, Nan’s hybrid nature has always been drawn to 
combining discreet categories. Not wholly unlike Grandville’s flower women that Spofford 
draws upon who have access to human speech and the inner life of plants, Nan partakes of some 
element of the nonhuman in her very “nature,” suggesting a biological root for her temperament 
(186).  
While Nan’s figurative joining with animal wildness and unrestrained plants points the 
reader to understand the importance of crossing category boundaries, Nan is also literally 
hybridized in a way that has a direct impact on her access to the incorporeal method. Nan is 
figured as a distinct biological specimen that is the hybrid offspring of two variants within the 
human species: urban, upper-class and rural, lower-class.86 While genetics and economics do not 
immediately seem like bedfellows, Herbert Spencer’s Principles of Biology (1864) applied 
Darwinian natural selection to socioeconomics: coining “survival of the fittest,” Spencer figures 
lower-class people as inferior variants of the human species. Nan’s family fits into this 
framework in which one’s class is correlated to genetic fitness. Nan’s father, Jack Prince is from 
                                                
86 Michelle Ann Abate suggests an alternate biological hybridity for Nan by noting that she is consistently 
depicted with African American tropes. Nan is associated with American Africanist features such as 
possessing a brown face, acting wild, and having her messy room compared with “a monkey’s wedding” 
and further argues that Nan is behaviorally distanced from traditional notions of white femininity because 
she possesses a tomboyish desire to be a physician (Abate 63). Most interesting is the connection that 
Abate makes between Nan and Nancy Prince, an African American travel writer who, like Nan, is 
excluded from traditional white female gender roles and uses “religious rhetoric to justify [her] 
unconventional choices” (62). On the whole, though, I do not find compelling evidence suggesting that 
Nan’s bloodline includes races other than white.   
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an affluent shipping family, while her mother, Adeline Thacher is from a humble rural farming 
family. Jewett even highlights differences in their class status by using archetypal surnames to 
indicate their class status—through his family name, Jack is elevated to the realm of royalty, 
while Adeline’s family name aligns her with the humble work of peasants. The characters within 
A Country Doctor repeatedly remark on this class divide and interpret Nan through a lens of 
hybridization: that is, they view her as the biological product of two distinct human types. When 
discussing Nan, Dr. Ferris and Dr. Leslie present her as “well combined,” a girl who has “the 
good qualities of all her ancestors without the bad ones” (211-212). Dr. Leslie, who believes that 
children “up to seven or eight years of age are simply bundles of inheritances” declares that Nan 
has “an amusing trace of the provincial self-reliance and self-respect and farmer-like dignity, 
added to a quick instinct, and tact and ready courtesy, which must have come from the other side 
of her ancestry” (212). Dr. Leslie reads Nan through the lens of biological predeterminism, with 
certain traits biologically associated with different classes of people. From her father, she seems 
to have inherited a “great gift at doctoring” (208), likely associated with talent at healing material 
bodies. From her mother, Nan gains access to rural life: she is raised in the community of 
Oldfields among an “old fashioned country” family of “the best stock” (212), which inserts her 
into a tradition of entwined histories and strong female networks that enable her to listen with 
understanding and provide immaterial remedies to her patients. The socioeconomic makeup of 
her hybrid body therefore grants her instinctive access to the incorporeal method as practiced by 
Dr. Leslie.  
This emphasis on Nan’s ability to inherit traits associates her with evolutionary theory, 
species variation, and the development of new species. Although Nan’s disposition and behavior 
is repeatedly explained by her inherited traits (187, 190, 212), she is unlike any of the women 
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associated with either the Princes or the Thachers. Because Nan is an intelligent, beautiful, 
professional woman who chooses a medical career over marriage, she does not fit neatly into any 
of the female categories typically available to women of her time and location—she is not a wife, 
mother, widow, or involuntary spinster. Instead, the novel repeatedly emphasizes that Nan is best 
suited to pursue the work of a medical doctor and that this vocation is sanctioned by God. This 
places Nan into a new category of woman best outlined by Dr. Leslie’s internal musings. He 
notes: “It was seldom…that so typical and evident an example as this [Nan] could offer itself of 
the class of women who are a result of natural progression and variation, not for better work, 
but for different work, and who are designed for certain public and social duties. But he believed 
this class to be one that must inevitably increase with the higher developments of civilization” 
(360, emphasis added). While one can take a purely sociological reading of Dr. Leslie’s 
comments, a biological interpretation is also possible given Leslie’s reliance on the terms 
‘progression and variation.’87  
Published in 1884, A Country Doctor exists in a post-Darwinian milieu that immediately 
imbues Jewett’s terms “progression” and “variation” with species-level implications. Thus, when 
Dr. Leslie thinks of Nan and women like her as the “result of natural progression and variation,” 
he plots them in terms of the next step in human evolution. An evolutionary interpretation is 
particularly pertinent in light of how Jewett highlights Nan’s ancestral inheritance throughout the 
rest of the novel. At the root of Charles Darwin’s investigation into how species originated, The 
Origin of Species (1859), is the idea that certain traits are inherited through sexual reproduction 
and, through natural selection, lead to the creation of new species. In this groundbreaking text, 
Darwin relies heavily upon the concept of variation. Indeed, “variation” appears in the titles of 
                                                
87 Complicating this view, though, is Nan’s failure to reproduce. Although she may be a new variant of 
woman, she will not pass along this variation through any biological means. 
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three of the fourteen chapters, making it the most repeated key concept of the entire treatise. 
Variation continues to be vital to Darwin’s thought in Descent of Man (1871), where Darwin 
questions whether the same laws that govern the transmittance of variation in animals apply to 
mankind. Although Darwin never discovered the reason for this variation—that explanation was 
incorporated into the theory of evolution in the early 1900s when Gregor Mendel’s work on 
genetic inheritance was rediscovered—the observable fact of variation among species is 
fundamental for his theory of natural selection. Similarly, the concept of “progression” is one 
that is important for Darwin; however, “progression” plays a larger role in his theory of human 
evolution than in natural selection overall. While the term “progression” is absent from Origin of 
Species, it appears in Descent of Man eight times while discussing how the “progenitors of man” 
transformed to terminate in the species known as man (n.p.).  
While Dr. Leslie sees this as a positive evolution that will enable women such as Nan to 
care about higher concerns than merely the “preservation of the race” (360), the uncoupling of 
such women from reproduction also had more negative connotations. Sexologists Havelock Ellis 
and Richard von Kraft-Ebing’s work Psychopathia Sexualis (1882) introduced the concept of 
female inverts, which were defined as “gender deviant[s] who worked and studied like a man” 
and would therefore eventually become “a sexual deviant who loved and lusted like men as well” 
(Abate 52).88 For those with this vision of women’s professional work, the ‘new woman’ of the 
professions is a monstrous sexual hybrid who combines masculine sexual desire with a female 
body that is not functioning reproductively. Although nothing within A Country Doctor suggests 
that Nan possesses sexual desire for women, the life she chooses exists outside of 
heteronormative scripts: she rejects a man for whom she has romantic feelings in order to pursue 
a solitary life devoted to medicine. Because of this, in prioritizing the “welfare of the 
                                                
88 Marjorie Pryse establishes that Jewett was familiar with the concept of female inverts (42). 
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individual”—that is, her own professional desires—over the “preservation of the race” that 
would likely accompany marriage, Nan chooses a life of sterility (360).89 As a result, although 
Nan is seen as an exciting variation in the progression of human evolution, she is ultimately a 
limited one. Like true biological hybrids, she will bear no progeny. In Nan’s case, this does not 
appear to be a result of her biological hybridization, which comes as a result of her mixed-class 
heritage, but because of her sexual hybridization, which has caused her to take on the attributes 
of masculine ambition.  
Where the hybridized, childless scientific women of Chapters 1 and 2 meet unfortunate 
ends and are figured as monstrous, Nan is aligned more closely with Christ and True 
Womanhood because of her incorporeal medical practice. She is ordained by God to this “most 
womanly and respectable calling” to “make the best use possible of the gifts God had certainly 
not made a mistake in giving her” (270). Instead of poisoning others, Nan consistently heals 
people and creatures around her. Furthermore, her hybridized status is a point of empowerment 
rather than fear—unlike other characters in the novel, she is equally at home in the city and in 
the rural countryside, making her especially fit to provide medical care to anyone she meets. 
Even her status as a variation in the evolution of womankind, which could be read as a negative 
development that would result in female inverts, is plotted instead as an example of women 
beginning to “use the best resources of their natures” (360). A Country Doctor ends with Nan 
established back in her home community as its new doctor and seemingly enjoying the respect of 
everyone she meets. Given Jewett’s idyllic ending, in which a warm wind “felt almost like a 
hand” as it blows across Nan’s face to bestow God’s benediction on her work and promise a 
bright future, the reader is left with an overwhelmingly positive feeling about Nan’s choice to 
                                                
89 Admittedly, there is more than one way to ‘preserve the race.’ Nan chooses an altruistic life of saving 
others’ children rather than producing her own. Within the social world of A Country Doctor, though, 
Nan is figured as removing herself from the cycle of human perpetuation. 
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pursue a career in medicine (370). The relentless positivity with which Jewett presents Nan 
herself and her incorporeal scientific method suggests that Jewett uses A Country Doctor to 
combat negative stereotypes of female doctors and of doctors who rely on immaterial knowledge 
as part of their medical practice. In doing this, Jewett critiques the direction the medical 
profession was taking in the 1880s and instead presents a vision of local, feminized knowledge 
that is superior to the overly codified, completely empirical methods being taught by male-
dominated urban schools.  
The Alternative Woman Healer in The Country of the Pointed Firs and “The Foreigner” 
 A Country Doctor focuses almost entirely on healers who practice their trade from within 
the boundaries of sanctioned professional schools, societies, and titles. Within Oldfields, the only 
hint of alternative healing resides in Mrs. Martin, one of Nan’s childhood neighbors who is good 
with herbs and delivers a prescription the night that Adeline dies. For all of Mrs. Martin’s 
apparent competence, though, she is a peripheral figure at best, appearing in the narrative in only 
two brief instances that paint her as little more than a supporting figure for Dr. Leslie or Nan. In 
The Country of the Pointed Firs (1896) and “The Foreigner” (1900), Jewett reverses this 
dynamic by focusing on the life of a local herbalist and healer, Mrs. Almira Todd while 
downplaying the importance of institutionalized medicine. In The Country of the Pointed Firs 
and “The Foreigner,” doctors are unnamed figures who appear only in the backdrop whenever 
their lives intersect with Mrs. Todd’s. Put differently, The Country of the Pointed Firs pushes 
credentialed doctors to the sidelines in order to highlight the functionality of women practicing 
alternative healing methods. In doing so, Jewett pushes the critique of professional medicine 
begun in A Country Doctor further by presenting communities of female knowledge and 
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alternative healers as valuable contributors to the medical life of rural towns and a valid 
counterpoint to institutional medicine.  
Prior to analyzing Mrs. Todd’s method, some overview of her appearances in The 
Country of the Pointed Firs and “The Foreigner” is necessary. The Country of the Pointed Firs is 
a difficult book to categorize generically: it consists of twenty-one loosely connected sketches 
depicting an unnamed narrator’s interactions with the denizens of a small Maine fishing town, 
Dunnet Landing. Because the unnamed narrator is merely visiting, she lodges with Mrs. Todd, 
who rents out a room in her house to make additional income. As the narrator’s guide to Dunnet 
Landing’s daily life and history, Mrs. Todd looms large as the key figure of The Country of the 
Pointed Firs even when she is not directly involved in the sketches being relayed. Mrs. Todd is 
extremely knowledgeable about the history and people of Dunnet Landing: she was born on a 
nearby island and has resided in the town for over forty years. Apart from being a landlady to the 
occasional visitor, Mrs. Todd primarily supports herself by gathering herbs and dispensing 
healing remedies to the residents of Dunnet Landing, who often consult her prior to calling for 
the local doctor. Although The Country of the Pointed Firs, which was released serially in The 
Atlantic in 1896, suggests that Mrs. Todd gained this wealth of information through the “school” 
of “friendly gossip” with other local women (382), “The Foreigner,” which was published as a 
stand-alone story in 1900, reveals a more complex version of Mrs. Todd’s herbal education. In 
“The Foreigner,” we learn that Mrs. Todd befriended Mrs. Tolland, a widowed French woman 
who spent much of her life in Jamaica and only came to America because a sea captain from 
Dunnet Landing married her to save her from destitution. Mrs. Tolland teaches Mrs. Todd “a 
sight o’ things” about the “virtues o’ plants” both for culinary and curative purposes (541). This 
special, Jamaican-French herbal knowledge that Mrs. Tolland provides appears to be what gives 
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Mrs. Todd such an extensive knowledge of herbal healing that surpasses all other women in 
Dunnet Landing. After Mrs. Tolland’s death, Mrs. Todd becomes both her monetary and 
intellectual heir and becomes the region’s preeminent healer.  
 I contend that Jewett paints Mrs. Todd as a character who competently deploys an 
incorporeal scientific method in order to heal many of the residents of Dunnet Landing. Mrs. 
Todd’s method is incorporeal because it relies on material remedies—such as herbs, simples, 
compounds, and teas—but always in conjunction with an immaterial component—such as 
listening, relying on communal memory, or witch-like secret steps that cannot be shared with the 
reader. Because Mrs. Todd learns her trade both through a network of local women and a 
Jamaican-trained mentor, her methodology is informed by deeply embedded local, Anglo herb-
lore and imported tropical, voodoo-inflected secrets. Her incorporeal method is therefore a 
mixture of material and immaterial knowledge as well as of cultures and races. Her approach’s 
ability to merge together unlike things is further underscored by Mrs. Todd’s view of the 
permeable line between humans and plants, through which Jewett explores the evolutionary 
connection that exists between different species to suggest that humans and plants are radically 
connected. I conclude that Jewett depicts an incorporeal methodology—which would be 
considered deeply out of step with professionalized medicine by the end of the nineteenth 
century—through a prosaic childless widow in order to normalize an incorporeal scientific 
method and make a space for female and rural expertise to be respected as part of an American 
healing tradition.     
   Although critical readings of Mrs. Todd routinely acknowledge her status as a healer 
and herb-woman, scholars do not typically read her alongside narratives of nineteenth-century 
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medicine.90 Instead, scholarly treatments of Mrs. Todd’s work with herbs and healing more 
frequently focus on the distinctly unscientific nature of Mrs. Todd’s status as a woman-healer. 
For Peter Coviello, Mrs. Todd’s healing occupation is characterized by “witchy resonances” 
(85); Elizabeth Ammons reads her as a “witch-doctor” (174); Kaye Wierzbicki sees Mrs. Todd’s 
healing as using an “opposing methodology” to the village doctor (85); and Bill Brown 
disassociates Mrs. Todd’s vocation from medicine altogether and instead positions her as 
someone primarily interested in “the gathering of plants” (88). While these readings are certainly 
validated by the text’s presentation of Mrs. Todd, who uses a “caldron” and grows herbs that 
“might once have belonged to sacred and mystic rites,” they largely gloss over the extent to 
which Mrs. Todd is a legitimate source of medical knowledge and bodily healing for the people 
of Dunnet Landing, as seen in her steady customer base and partnership with the town doctor 
(Pointed Firs 378). Her methodology, though shrouded in secrecy, exists at the crossroads of 
material-empirical remedies espoused by professional medicine and feminine remedies often 
dismissed via association with the immaterial realms of the occult.  
Critics more frequently engage with readings of Mrs. Todd that acknowledge her 
vocation, but focus on the ways that she is a liminal figure that enables multiple boundary 
crossings.91 Stuart Burrows’s recent work furthers this line of thinking by focusing specifically 
                                                
90 Michael Holstein comes closest to placing Mrs. Todd within nineteenth-century medical traditions 
when he compares her to the Thompsonian tradition that “popularized home-oriented, botanic medicine” 
(42). However, Holstein’s interest is not to plot Mrs. Todd’s medical methodology, but to demonstrate 
how the narrator learns to make narrative writing into a healing art through her interactions with Mrs. 
Todd and the people of Dunnet Landing.    
 
91 For Majorie Pryse, Mrs. Todd’s ability to listen to her patients enables her to fluidly cross class, culture, 
and gender lines, making her an exemplum of a ‘category crisis,’ which is “a borderline that is permeable, 
that permits of border-crossings from one (apparently distinct) category to another (43). Stacy Alaimo 
reads Mrs. Todd, her house, and her garden as representative of a hybrid domestic space that possesses 
“feminist possibilities for inhabiting spaces in which human and animal, nature and the domestic, merge 
and collide” (41).  
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on Mrs. Todd’s special relationship to the natural world of Dunnet Landing, positioning Mrs. 
Todd as the key example of a Jewett character who “not only form[s] part of the landscape, but 
the landscape forms part of them, so that mental and physical space become impossible to 
distinguish” (354). Burrows suggests that Mrs. Todd has achieved a state in which she is 
indistinguishable from the land and cannot “unmix” from it, which places her in a liminal state 
between humankind and the plant world (355). Scholars working within the framework of queer 
theory further emphasize Mrs. Todd’s connection to the nonhuman world by exploring how her 
status as a non-reproductive human gives her a unique relationship to the object world and 
futurity itself. Peter Coviello sees Mrs. Todd at the center of a story about “the unpredictable 
rerouting of affect, in this case onto the proximate object-world” (87) that enables “the strange 
intertwining of the object-world with … the life of the passions” (88). Because of this, Coviello 
sees The Country of the Pointed Firs as a world in which passions can exist outside of typical 
taxonomies of heterosexual or homosexual relationships and can instead extend into a variety of 
“unpredicted precincts and often unnameable combinations” such as between the human and 
nonhuman worlds (93). Sarah Ensor examines how the spinsters of The Country of the Pointed 
Firs—Mrs. Todd included—exist as temporally liminal figures, who, because they do not 
reproduce, demonstrate a different way for humans to interact with the environment and with the 
future. Ensor focuses on spinsters who “exemplify an alternative mode of temporal movement 
and inhabitation” (420) and, instead of attempting to preserve themselves through offspring or 
objects, exist in a state of “enoughness” that is “something akin to persistence or continuity” 
(429). Through her relationship to a plant-filled landscape and stance outside of human 
reproduction, Mrs. Todd is routinely figured as straddling species lines in order to point readers 
to a possible new relation between humanity and the nonhuman world. I suggest that this 
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liminality, rather than existing in addition to Mrs. Todd’s vocation and healing method, is 
actually related to it: because Mrs. Todd herself exists in a hybrid state, she is better equipped to 
deploy an incorporeal scientific method.   
 Although Mrs. Todd’s healing practice is not putatively the focus of The Country of the 
Pointed Firs in the same way that Nan’s was in A Country Doctor, the reader receives almost as 
much description of Mrs. Todd’s method as was given to the medical practitioners of Oldfields. 
Mrs. Todd’s method involves three components: gaining expertise in botany and botanical 
remedies, possessing deep knowledge of the people in a community, and then administering 
botanical remedies in conjunction with human companionship. Through the narrator’s sharp 
observation of Mrs. Todd, the reader is able to deduce that her method relies heavily on both 
material and immaterial components and does not seem to privilege one over the other, aligning 
it with the incorporeal. The material element of Mrs. Todd’s practice is most evident in her near-
obsessive attention to herbs and herbal remedies. The first time Mrs. Todd appears in the 
narrative, she is associated with “a queer little garden” that has few flowers but is filled with 
“herbs, both wild and tame” (378). This garden, rather than being decorative, is described as a 
“rustic pharmacopoeia” from which Mrs. Todd produces “humble compounds brewed at 
intervals with molasses or vinegar or spirits” that are later “dispensed to suffering neighbors” 
(378). Mrs. Todd’s belief in the healing power of herbs is so pronounced that she once 
proclaims, “there’s some herb that’s good for everybody, except for them that thinks they’re sick 
when they ain’t” (419). Mrs. Todd makes this proclamation with “a truly professional air of 
finality,” suggesting that the material, curative property of different plants is the basis of her 
healing vocation (419).  
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 Although we never see Mrs. Todd’s patients after she prescribes a remedy for their 
ailments and therefore cannot remark definitively on their effectiveness, the narrator’s 
interactions with Mrs. Todd reveal that she enjoys wide repute as someone whose cures bring 
about positive results. Mrs. Todd’s renown as a healer is apparent because her services are used 
both by “suffering neighbors” (378) and “strangers…from the inland country, such was her 
widespread reputation” (382). In addition to a steady stream of customers, Mrs. Todd reigns as 
the sort of supreme herb woman of Dunnet Landing. When “two stout, hard-worked women 
from the farms” come to visit Mrs. Todd, the narrator remarks that the conversation is a give and 
take in which the two women “seemed to give much from their own store of therapeutic 
learning” (382). In these interactions, Mrs. Todd “was always the governing mind” and her “final 
command [regarding the appropriate cure] … was received in respectful silence” (382). Her 
herbal remedies are so successful that she even enjoys a respectful relationship with the town’s 
doctor. Although the doctor “make[s] suggestive jokes about her faith in a too persistent course 
of thoroughwort elixir,” he and Mrs. Todd “were upon the best of terms” and frequently have 
“professional” conversations (379). Mrs. Todd’s business is successful enough that her mother, 
Mrs. Blackett, suggests that she has a “rivalry” with the doctor (452); Mrs. Todd counters this by 
saying that they exist more as “kind of partners” because Mrs. Todd is able to “tend to all his 
door patients…especially them that takes pleasure in talkin’ themselves over” (452). These votes 
of confidence in Mrs. Todd as a healer demonstrate that her extensive knowledge of herbs and 
the manner in which she applies them to different bodily afflictions must be efficacious. Without 
consistent positive results, she would not enjoy a ‘widespread reputation’ in the region and exist 
in harmony with the town’s doctor.  
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 Mrs. Todd’s reputation suggests that the observable, material effects of her healing 
practice are based on sound principles. While she is certainly not characterized in a manner that 
would align her with exclusive empiricism, her knowledge base does seem to flow from 
experimentation and learning accepted cures from other people—an educational principle not 
wholly unlike that guiding the professional medical practitioners of the late nineteenth century. 
Interestingly, in The Country of the Pointed Firs, Mrs. Todd’s more empirical education and 
method is intimately tied to domestic knowledge and cooking.92 Mrs. Todd demonstrates an 
ability to work empirically when “brewing old-fashioned spruce beer” (379). According to the 
narrator, “this cooling and refreshing drink had been brought to wonderful perfection through a 
long series of experiments,” suggesting that Mrs. Todd approached the task with trial, error, 
sample sizes, and notes (378, emphasis added). In a very real way, brewing spruce beer is not 
unlike the steps taken by a chemist who uses trial and error (experiments) to create new 
compounds. The combination of ‘brew’ and ‘experiment’ is particularly noteworthy in relation to 
how the narrator describes the other things that Mrs. Todd “brew[s]” (378). When she brews the 
“vials” and “nostrums” that she dispenses for medicinal purposes, she is shrouded in mystery, 
surrounded by “strange and pungent odors,” suggestive of “sacred and mystic rites,” and 
associated with “occult knowledge” (378). And yet, those seemingly witch-like actions are not 
largely any different from the much more clinically-described preparation of spruce beer; in fact, 
the “humble compounds” that bring to mind ‘mystic rites’ are prepared “in a small caldron on 
Mrs. Todd’s kitchen stove,” a prosaic detail that renders the compounds more familiar by 
aligning them with the comfortable domestic space of Mrs. Todd’s kitchen (378). Given Mrs. 
Todd’s long experimental process for creating spruce beer, we might conjecture that Mrs. Todd 
                                                
92 Associating empiricism and domesticity allows Jewett to emphasize the extent to which women, as 
cooks and household nurses, were already frequently involved in tasks similar to that of professionally-
sanctioned doctors, helping to normalize women’s involvement in the healing professions. 
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has taken a similarly systematic approach to perfecting her herbal remedies, even if the narrator 
is not privilege to that particular process.  
 The domestic element of Mrs. Todd’s experimental process and materially-based healing 
knowledge is further explored in her apprenticeship under Mrs. Tolland in “The Foreigner.” Mrs. 
Todd relays that Mrs. Tolland “taught me a sight o’ things about herbs that I never knew before 
nor since; she was well acquainted with the virtues o’ plants” (541). Here, we learn that, like 
other medical providers, Mrs. Todd gains an extensive amount of her expertise by placing herself 
under someone else’s tutelage. Like in the contrast between Mrs. Todd’s experimental beer and 
witch-like remedies, the more replicable, material element of Mrs. Tolland’s healing knowledge 
is aligned with domestic cookery, while the more medicinal element is withheld. Mrs. Todd 
recalls that Mrs. Tolland made delicious eggs seasoned with “some herb or other sprinkled all 
through” (541). Mrs. Tolland teaches Mrs. Todd “to discern mushrooms” and “the proper use of 
parsley” in culinary dishes (541). As a result of this instruction, Mrs. Todd has “an unusual 
knowledge of cookery, of the varieties of mushrooms, and the use of sorrel as a vegetable, and 
other blessings of that sort” (541). While cooking lessons are not immediately obvious as a 
scientific method, in this context they demonstrate that Mrs. Tolland taught Mrs. Todd about 
herbal combinations. This transmission is important because it emphasizes the extent to which 
certain steps, ingredients, and combinations must be followed to achieve a successful dish; in a 
word, the transmission of knowledge highlights how Mrs. Tolland teaches Mrs. Todd a method 
of working with herbs. As when Mrs. Todd brewed spruce beer, this methodology is likely 
echoed in the more secretive transmission of Mrs. Tolland’s curative knowledge. Mrs. Tolland’s 
healing art is associated with acting “awful secret” and the production of “charms” that cause her 
neighbors to fear her (541). While this witch-like, secretive element is also an important part of 
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Mrs. Todd’s methodology (and is one that I will explore), I want to focus momentarily on the 
material, replicable elements that she learns from Mrs. Tolland: proper botanical identification 
(seen in how Mrs. Todd learns about the varieties of mushrooms) and mixing together different 
herbs to achieve a desired effect. Although this method does not at first glance seem overly 
impressive, it characterizes Mrs. Todd’s approach to healing and is influenced by Mrs. Tolland’s 
instruction.  
 Mrs. Tolland substantially increases Mrs. Todd’s knowledge about which herbs can 
effect certain cures. That this increase in healing expertise accompanies a greater facility with 
innovative cooking suggests that Mrs. Tolland’s teachings produce an effect on the way that Mrs. 
Todd classifies and thinks about herbs. After their friendship, Mrs. Todd has the “unusual 
knowledge” of how to “vary her omelettes like a child of France,” suggesting that she has, once 
again, spent time experimenting with her cookery in order to hit upon the best combinations 
(541). Given the similarities of creating pharmaceutical remedies and food for consumption—
both rely on someone familiar with proper protocols, both rely on following certain steps in the 
correct order, and both involve combining various ingredients to achieve a desired effect—I 
suggest that Mrs. Tolland and Mrs. Todd likely create their seemingly witchy herbal remedies 
using the same level of experimentation and expertise that they demonstrate in their cooking. 
Because they are eager to protect their reputations as the preeminent healers of the region—and 
therefore their livelihoods—though, they attach an air of secrecy to their healing concoctions that 
makes them seem less learnable and replicable to the other women of Dunnet Landing.93  
                                                
93 Secret recipes are also a hallmark of cuisine, further highlighting the connection between cooking and 
healing method in “The Foreigner.” Mrs. Tolland combines cooking with healing recipes and a decision 
to pass her secret recipes exclusively to one student whom she has deemed her heir. This feminizes her 
healing method: it is secretive and transmitted generationally between women, which puts it in stark 
contrast to the material scientific method validated through publication and inclusion in medical curricula.  
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 The material element of Mrs. Todd’s healing methodology thus relies on her extensive 
knowledge of herbs and their effects upon human bodies and is likely linked to the replication 
and experimentation that she demonstrates in her approach to cooking. The immaterial element 
of her healing practice is evident in the personalized manner in which she delivers her remedies 
and her embrace of mystery as an acceptable—possibly even necessary—part of the healing 
process. Like Dr. Leslie, Mrs. Todd is a healer for whom personal knowledge of the patient and 
the patient’s circumstances plays a large part. While we learn that “with most remedies the 
purchaser was allowed to depart unadmonished from the kitchen” because Mrs. Todd prefers to 
remain sedentary, “with certain vials she gave cautions, standing in the doorway, and there were 
other doses which had to be accompanied on their healing way as far as the gate, while she 
muttered long chapters of directions, and kept up an air of secrecy and importance to the last” 
(379). While at first Mrs. Todd’s level of interaction with the patient appears dependent upon the 
vial itself—a link that might depend on the complexity of properly administering the cure in 
question—another explanation exists that depends more upon the patient’s emotional state. 
Immediately following her observation of Mrs. Todd’s varying level of direction with the 
different vials, the narrator notes, “it may not have been only the common ails of humanity with 
which she tried to cope; it seemed sometimes as if love and hate and jealousy and adverse winds 
at sea might also find their proper remedies among the curious wild-looking plants in Mrs. 
Todd’s garden” (379, emphasis added). Put in conversation with Mrs. Todd’s “whispered 
directions” that often accompany her healing vials, it is possible—likely, even—that Mrs. Todd’s 
secretive instructions involve advice meant to ease the patient’s mind about concerns that go 
beyond their bodily ailments. This is particularly likely if we recall Mrs. Todd’s description of 
her partnership with the doctor, in which she emphasizes that their partnership hinges on her 
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taking time for the patients who enjoy “talkin’ themselves over” (452). As a cornerstone of 
Dunnet Landing’s community, Mrs. Todd has an extensive command of local history and 
interpersonal relationships; consequently, she is positioned to dispense advice on problems such 
as love, hate, jealousy, and economic misfortunes at the same time that she doles out herbal 
remedies.  
 In Mrs. Todd’s worldview, such intangible matters are not separate from material healing 
concerns. In discussing a ghostly appearance by Mrs. Tolland’s mother in “The Foreigner,” Mrs. 
Todd tells the narrator: “You know plain enough there’s somethin’ beyond this world; the doors 
stand wide open. ‘There’s somethin’ of us that must still live on; we’ve got to join both worlds 
together an’ live in one but for the other.’ The doctor said that to me one day, an’ I never could 
forget it; he said ‘t was in one o’ his old doctor’s books” (554). For Mrs. Todd, humans clearly 
contain both a material body and a spiritual element that can endure even when parted from their 
bodies. This is not an uncommon belief for the majority of Americans practicing Christianity at 
the close of the nineteenth century. The quote’s significance rests more on Mrs. Todd’s belief in 
its implications for medical care: when she repeats that we must ‘join both worlds together,’ she 
suggests that the spiritual and the bodily must be equally attended to. This quotation’s origin in 
an older medical text suggests it is more in line with early nineteenth-century medicine, which 
had not yet pushed aside the spiritual and imagination as important tools for bringing about 
healing. In affirming its call to integrate the spiritual and the material in seemingly equal 
measures, Mrs. Todd underscores how her own approach to healing is one that joins together the 
body (via herbal cures meant to act upon materially evident symptoms) and soul (via reliance on 
the immaterial art of listening to and knowing her patients).  
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 Having a long-term rootedness in the community of Dunnet Landing further influences 
Mrs. Todd’s method by determining how she treats her patients. Throughout A Country of the 
Pointed Firs, she demonstrates easy acceptance of eccentricity that appears in certain people or 
family lines. She glosses over conditions that would warrant diagnostic study under traditional 
medicine and instead views her patients holistically through the lens of their life and family 
histories. For instance, when describing Captain Littlepage, an old sea captain who displays signs 
of dementia, Mrs. Todd makes “dark reference to his having ‘spells’ of some unexplainable 
nature” (388). Given what the reader learns of Littlepage, we might assume that these spells are 
the times when he recounts tales of ghost towns he believes an acquaintance encountered while 
exploring the Arctic. For Littlepage, the veracity of this outlandish tale is of utmost importance, 
and as he tells the narrator about the in-between humans, he makes “excited gestures” and 
repeatedly springs to his feet (397), only to “suddenly [forget] his subject” halfway through his 
conversation (399). Unlike what I have just done, though, in making a connection between 
Littlepage’s excitability, forgetfulness, and dementia, Mrs. Todd declines to diagnose him as 
having any particular condition. Instead, she leaves his “spells” unexplained and chooses to view 
him from within a holistic framework based on his entire life, telling the narrator that “for a man 
o’ his years he’s amazin’ now when he’s at his best. Oh, he used to be a beautiful man!” (400). 
Because Mrs. Todd understands Littlepage from within a communal context that takes into 
account his own personal history, she treats his bought of dementia not as a medical problem to 
be cured, but as an eccentricity in an otherwise admirably healthy life. Even when a medical 
intervention is required, as in the case of the “fits” common among the Evins family, Mrs. Todd 
does not seek a definitive diagnosis for the bodily ailment (458). Instead, she prescribes 
“soothing captnip an’ yarrow” to help ease the patients’ complaints, but allows the ailment to 
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remain categorized as a “fit” that is explicable simply by genealogy: saying that “you can see it 
right in their expressions, all them Evins folks” (458). Unlike more empirically-trained 
physicians who would attempt to diagnose the source of the fit or to match the fit’s description to 
a specific illness listed in a textbook, Mrs. Todd is comfortable with a catch-all diagnosis that 
relies primarily on inherited family weakness. She does not examine the individual bodies of the 
Evins family in order to try to determine what is wrong with them; instead, she draws on 
community history—the well-known fact of the Evins’ constitutional weakness. 
   While Mrs. Todd herself voices a comfort with material inexplicability that would be 
unacceptable for the ‘army’ of doctors discussed in A Country Doctor, her direct speech is not 
the primary means through which she is set at odds with a material approach to healing. Instead, 
the reader comes to associate her with an immaterial healing approach through the narrator, who 
repeatedly characterizes her as a secretive, witch-like healer whose methods are far removed 
from modern science. While the narrator’s characterization can be fought against—as I have 
done in outlining the material element and experimentation within Mrs. Todd’s practice—they 
are so pervasive that they connect her to a spiritualistic, occult tradition of healing in a manner 
that cannot be ignored. From the narrator’s initial observation that Mrs. Todd’s herbs “might 
once have belonged to sacred and mystic rites, and have had some occult knowledge handed with 
them down the centuries,” the narrator continues to read Mrs. Todd’s vocation in terms of 
magical witchcraft (378). At one point, the narrator describes Mrs. Todd’s garden as possessing a 
“certain slug-haunted corner…whose use she could never be betrayed into telling me, though I 
saw her cutting the tops by moonlight once, as if it were a charm, and not a medicine” (385). 
When Mrs. Todd makes cough drops, the narrator describes them as “a simmering caldron of 
syrup in the kitchen” (427). In both of these examples, the medicinal element of Mrs. Todd’s 
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craft is overshadowed by a hint of sorcery and magic. After a particularly grueling afternoon, 
Mrs. Todd prepares a restorative tea for the narrator to drink. The narrator “noticed the taste of 
chamomile … but its flavor was disguised by some other herb that I did not know” (401). 
Although the unknown herb is the only mysterious element in an otherwise prosaic scene that 
takes place in a cozy Maine kitchen, the narrator “felt for a moment as if it [the tea] were part of 
a spell and incantation, and as if my enchantress would now begin to look like the cobweb 
shapes of the arctic town” that Captain Littlepage believed hosted ghost people (401). Apart 
from the magical resonances of ‘spell,’ ‘incantation,’ and ‘enchantress,’ the narrator heightens 
the inexplicable stakes of Mrs. Todd’s tea by comparing her with the people of Captain 
Littlepage’s arctic town. In Littlepage’s story, those people are in a “waiting place” where “there 
was neither living nor dead” (396). Because those people are seemingly neither fully material nor 
fully immaterial, they are perhaps best described as incorporeal. In aligning Mrs. Todd with 
these people, the narrator places Mrs. Todd into a similarly indistinct realm: although her 
methods might be explained with material means, the narrator prefers to view her as a mystical 
link between the observable world of prosaic material fact and an unknowable spiritual realm.  
 Mrs. Todd is able to inhabit this space of incorporeal scientific method because, unlike 
scientific professionals who prize openness and replication in their methodology, she is 
unwilling to completely share her methods with anyone in Dunnet Landing. Although she is 
constantly in conversation with other healers of Dunnet Landing—the doctor, older women 
interested in therapeutics—Mrs. Todd does not seem to share the full extent of her expertise with 
any of these colleagues. Dunnet Landing’s doctor, in contrast, goes to Boston every two or three 
years to reconnect with medical colleagues from surrounding states (452). Given the nature of 
the professional interactions in A Country Doctor, we might presume that this includes 
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discussions of different case histories and the methods used to treat patients. Because 
professional organizations value the circulation of knowledge through presentations and 
publications, the doctor represents a healing tradition for which transparency is key to success. 
Furthermore, the doctor’s tradition relies on a connection to institutions (schools, professional 
organizations) located in urban centers; the doctor returns to such centers to keep his methods 
updated and to legitimize his status. Mrs. Todd does not share the doctor’s valuation of 
transparency or urban institutionalization. Instead, when driving back home from a family 
reunion, Mrs. Todd “alighted once or twice, refusing all assistance in securing some bough of a 
rare shrub which she valued for its bark, though she proved incommunicative as to her reasons” 
(470). Mrs. Todd’s entire healing practice is based on the curative properties of the plants that 
she gathers, meaning that this bark is likely valuable for medicinal properties. However, instead 
of describing the bark’s curative potential and explaining how it might be rendered useful—as 
one might expect if Mrs. Todd were a professional chemist or doctor tasked with creating a new 
pharmaceutical product—she refuses to share its utility, at least with the narrator.94 This secrecy 
enables the narrator to cast an aura of sorcery around the herbal remedies Mrs. Todd produces, 
which heightens the extent to which Mrs. Todd’s method of healing is removed from 
professionals’ material empiricism and instead draws upon immaterial elements that align it with 
a methodology of the incorporeal. This remove is solidified even further by the context of the 
scene: Mrs. Todd returning from her family reunion. The reunion is the most urbane thing Mrs. 
Todd does—it involves travel and a large number of people—but it still takes place on a farm in 
                                                
94 Given the transmission of methodology that transpired from Mrs. Tolland to Mrs. Todd, Mrs. Todd will 
likely one day choose an heir to whom she will pass on her extensive botanical knowledge and method. 
Since Mrs. Todd tells the narrator that she has “never had nobody [she] could so trust” and that the 
narrator would “be very able in the business” with some training, we might assume that Mrs. Todd would 
be open to teaching the narrator more about her methodology if the narrator were a local committed to 
living in Dunnet Landing (380, 381).   
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Maine, and the people are all distantly related to her. On the whole, Mrs. Todd isolates herself 
from the medical profession and instead accesses a rural tradition of healing.  
Similarly to how incorporeal methodologies of the other women in this dissertation—
Beatrice, Elsie, Yone, Nan—are underscored by an association with bodily or cultural hybridity, 
Mrs. Todd’s unique method exists because she is able to combine two disparate bodies of 
expertise: local Maine healing traditions and herbal knowledge imported from Jamaica. Read 
solely through the lens of The Country of the Pointed Firs, Mrs. Todd’s witchy connotations do 
not necessarily take on any cultural and racial markers outside of the Anglo-Saxon association of 
witches with uncoupled, older women who brew mysterious concoctions. The backstory of “The 
Foreigner,” however, complicates this method by suggesting it might incorporate elements of 
voodoo conjure. This hint of conjure comes from Mrs. Tolland, a woman of French origin who 
lived in the Caribbean French islands since the age of six (542).  
Within “The Foreigner,” Mrs. Tolland’s racial background is never explicitly questioned, 
but she is nonetheless marked as racially indistinct. As a widow discovered literally singing for 
her supper in Kingston, Mrs. Tolland lacks any proof of her heritage. Seemingly on the basis of 
her story of affliction and fair skin tone, Captain Tolland and his companions believe that Mrs. 
Tolland is indeed a widowed French woman; he therefore marries her to rescue her from a life of 
poverty in Jamaica. Mrs. Tolland’s status as a white woman is brought into question when Mrs. 
Todd sees the ghost of Mrs. Tolland’s mother: Mrs. Todd describes “a woman’s dark face 
lookin’ right at us” and goes on to say that “‘t was a pleasant enough face, shaped somethin’ like 
Mis’ Tolland’s” (553). In conjunction with her association with the Caribbean, the darkness of 
her mother’s face suggests that Mrs. Tolland may have kept her true familial origins a secret: in a 
small town in which one’s family history is paramount to fully knowing someone, we have only 
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Mrs. Tolland’s word to establish her as a white French woman. Given her mother’s coloring, 
Mrs. Tolland could easily be a biracial woman native to the Caribbean who took advantage of an 
opportunity to procure a more secure financial life. Mrs. Tolland’s association with the black 
culture of the Caribbean is further solidified by the language Jewett deploys around Mrs. 
Tolland’s knowledge of plants. Unlike Almira Todd, who ‘brews,’ ‘simmers,’ and uses 
‘caldrons’—words associated with Anglo-Saxon witches—Mrs. Tolland “used to work charms 
for herself sometimes” (541). Throughout Charles Chesnutt’s Conjure Tales, which draws on the 
oral history of enslaved African Americans in North Carolina, the language of working a charm 
through some form of plant is repeated numerous times. Aunt Peggy “wuk[s] [her] roots” (108) 
in multiple stories, and the conjurer of “The Conjurer’s Revenge” “wuk[s] his roots” to exact 
revenge on someone who stole a young pig from him (25). Her neighbor’s insistence that “they 
knew enough not to provoke her” indicates that Mrs. Tolland’s charms are seen as something 
pernicious and useful for revenge, a connotation never made with Mrs. Todd’s mysterious habit 
of brewing (541). This suggests that something about Mrs. Tolland’s herb work is different and 
more sinister to the local Maine community than Mrs. Todd’s; I propose that, given Mrs. 
Tolland’s origin, this more suspicious element is conjure, or at least the association with conjure. 
Since Mrs. Tolland teaches Mrs. Todd much of what she knows about herbs, Mrs. Todd’s 
methodological heritage is connected to a Caribbean heritage of conjure associated with black 
culture and voodoo. Mrs. Todd thus joins together the healing traditions of the Caribbean with 
the herbal healing tradition of regional Maine, making her methodology a hybrid mixture of 
white American and black foreign expertise. 
 In addition to her ability to combine these different cultural approaches to plant-based 
healing practices, Mrs. Todd possesses a unique worldview uniting living creatures across 
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species boundaries.95 As an herbalist and healer by trade, Mrs. Todd views the world in terms of 
plants and diagnostics. She constantly sees a connection between what causes health or illness in 
plants and humans in a manner that suggests some constitutional alignment between the two 
radically different types of species. When it comes to what causes a healthy constitution in plants 
and humans, Mrs. Todd believes that adversity in youth creates a particularly resilient adult 
specimen. She tells the narrator that “there was no tansy in the neighborhood with such snap to it 
as some that grew about the schoolhouse lot. Being scuffed down all the spring made it grow so 
much the better, like some folks that had it hard in their youth, and were bound to make the most 
of themselves before they died” (383). Mrs. Todd sees a similar connection between humans and 
plants in affliction. When discussing a particular tree that she drives past, she says it “was kind 
of drooping and discouraged. Grown trees act that way sometimes, same’s folks” (454). She 
further believes that particularly hardy trees that are able to grow in adverse conditions have “got 
its own livin’ spring; [and] there’s folks made to match ‘em” (454). In these instances, Mrs. 
Todd interprets the health or illness of a plant by drawing on her knowledge of human behavior. 
In others, she views humans through her experience with plants. In speaking of an odd cousin of 
hers, Mrs. Todd explains his inability to fit in by comparing him to a “strayaway” plant such as a 
sprig of laurel that “grows in an open spot where you’d think ‘t would do well, but it’s sort 
o’poor lookin’” (463). These statements reveal that Mrs. Todd thinks of health in humans and 
plants in almost identical terms, suggesting a connection between the two species that does not 
seem wholly limited to the realm of simile.  
 Jewett solidifies this more literal connection between human and plant lingering 
underneath Mrs. Todd’s views by introducing Charles Darwin by name into The Country of the 
                                                
95 Given conjure’s frequent connection to transforming people into different bodies or states of being—
i.e. human to plant, human to animal, dead to alive—Mrs. Todd’s understanding of the human element of 
plants or the vegetable element of humans might even be a result of her connection to Jamaican voodoo.  
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Pointed Firs; this occurs when Captain Littlepage references Darwin’s autobiography in order to 
declare that a sea-captain is “greater even than a king or a schoolmaster” (388). While Mrs. Todd 
herself does not mention Darwin or evolution, her time at the Bowden family reunion makes it 
clear that she thinks in terms of how certain traits (physical and psychological) are inherited 
along family lines. Mrs. Todd believes that a cousin’s distinguished military presence comes 
from some “very high folks in France” in their family line; his dignity “ain’t nothin’ he’s ever 
acquired; ‘t was born in him” by virtue of his descent (462). During this portion of the narrative, 
the narrator emphasizes a family’s genetic “inheritance” multiple times: she respects the 
“inheritance of good taste and skill” (465) that the Bowdens possess and attributes their 
“clannishness” to the “claim to a common inheritance” (469). The concept of biological 
inheritance—that is, that notion that certain physical and behavioral traits are passed down to 
offspring—is foundational to Darwin’s theory of evolution. Indeed, in On the Origin of Species, 
“inheritance” appears 63 times, while in Descent of Man it appears 118 times. By infusing the 
language of inheritance and descent into a discussion of family traits in a text that already 
acknowledges Darwin’s works, Jewett places the text alongside conversations about the 
interrelation of species. Mrs. Todd’s worldview in which plants and humans are constitutionally 
connected thus takes on a deeper resonance: humans and plants actually could be related on 
some level. Jewett does not push this connection into any fantastical realms—such as humans 
evolving wings, like Spofford—but instead allows it to linger on the periphery of the reader’s 
consciousness, subtly connecting human and plant life on a biological level.  
 While an association with witchcraft, racial indistinctness, and cross-species connections 
would certainly disqualify Mrs. Todd as a source of medical authority in many texts—think, for 
instance, of how the reader is meant to perceive Beatrice’s and Elsie’s connection to supernatural 
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myths of lamia and more modern fears of species intermixing—Jewett presents her positively 
throughout The Country of the Pointed Firs. She is industrious, well-liked by her community, 
kind to her neighbors, and possesses the inestimable art of carrying on a good conversation. 
Furthermore, she is the first line of medical authority for many of the town’s residents, as proven 
by her reaction to a “worried customer” who appears one stormy night (436). Given Jewett’s 
description of how the “village doctor and this learned herbalist were upon the best of terms” 
(379) and how Mrs. Todd and the doctor are “kind of partners” (452), Mrs. Todd is presented 
overwhelmingly as medically competent. She is knowledgeable enough to cure a number of 
ailments but humble enough to refer more serious cases to someone with further medical 
training. This positive portrayal is important, especially when combined with Jewett’s choice to 
weave the narrative around Mrs. Todd while letting the professional doctor remain ancillary and 
nameless. This is not the doctor’s story; instead, he is a supporting figure to Mrs. Todd’s expert 
knowledge of the landscape and people of Dunnet Landing. As such, the reader comes to identify 
more with Mrs. Todd’s approach to medicine than with his more skeptical view of herbal 
efficacy. In doing this, Jewett recuperates Mrs. Todd’s profession as an alternative healer and 
gives her methodology—one marked by its association with women, rural expertise, and the 
incorporeal—a chance to be accepted by the reading public.  
Class and Morality in a Materialist Context 
 Although Jewett gives her heroines the narrative support and winning personalities 
necessary to be accepted by their readers—be it because of or in spite of their professions—their 
status as hybridized healers who use the incorporeal method makes it unlikely that they would 
find similar acceptance or success in the medical environment of the late nineteenth century. 
This is because, at the end of the day, both Nan Prince and Almira Todd cannot escape the reality 
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of their material bodies: both are gendered female in a world that does not grant female bodies 
the same access to rational humanity as male bodies. Jewett points to this limitation numerous 
times throughout A Country Doctor through Nan’s own lamentations about the difficulty of 
pursuing medicine while inhabiting a female body and through other characters’ belief that her 
reproductive potential invalidates her potential professional goals. Thus, despite deploying a 
superior healing methodology that blends together immaterial and material knowledge, these 
women are circumscribed by the material body.  
 In this limitation, Jewett’s heroines both reflect historical realities surrounding 
nineteenth-century professional sciences and provide a useful illustration for critiques of new 
materialist theory. As Kyla Schuller and Alexander Weheliye have compellingly argued, new 
materialist thought naively—even willfully—ignores gender and race when theorizing bare 
matter that can exist independently from social categorization. Weheliye critiques theorists who 
“imagine an indivisible biological substance anterior to racialization” that could bring about 
greater human equality (4). Weheliye argues that this simply is not possible; instead, “race and 
racism [profoundly] shape the modern idea of the human” (4). Schuller enriches this critique, 
demonstrating how contemporary theorists need “theories that account for the coconstitution of 
material and cultural processes over time” (27)—in particular, how we must account for the way 
in which racialization and sexual difference were used in the nineteenth century to ascribe 
“differential capacities of matter, and therefore the potential for evolutionary progress” (5). 
Schuller notes that in new materialists’ emphasis on lively matter—matter that has agency and 
force of its own—contemporary theorists have “often unwittingly reproduced the colonial 
logistics” (25) that granted sub-human capacities to racialized and gendered material bodies 
because “notions of dynamic matter were alive and well in the nineteenth century and served as 
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the ontological basis of race” (26). In effect, Schuller points out that new materialist conceptions 
of lively matter are both not new and, worse still, risk repackaging worldviews that ascribe 
differing levels of humanity to bodies based on the perceived ability of those bodies to 
experience sensation and incorporate affective responses into moral action.  
 Nan Prince and Almira Todd provide a prehistory to these critiques. First, they 
demonstrate how nineteenth-century thinkers did, in fact, break free of Cartesian dualism in 
order to envision a ‘lively matter’ imbued with vital energy. Almira Todd, in particular, enacts a 
worldview in which plant matter possesses some interiority not unlike the immaterial component 
of the human patients she heals. Second, these characters serve as powerful examples of how 
new materialist proclamations about the liberatory potential viewing matter as agentic and lively 
falls short when it fails to consider the cultural processes that limit the agency of certain forms of 
matter, namely matter that is gendered, racialized, or associated with a given species. We see this 
because both Mrs. Todd and Nan deploy a dualism-breaking methodology that is in keeping with 
the newest of the new materialisms, as outlined by Elizabeth Grosz. They are attuned to the 
interpenetration of material and ideal in the world and in their approaches to medicinal remedies. 
And yet, their incorporeal methodology is one that is tied up with cultural limitations placed on 
the knowledge circulated among women, through African American networks, and from rural 
experiences of the natural world. That is, the incorporeal method and the expertise it brings them, 
is ultimately devalued outside of Jewett’s fictional world because of the longstanding 
degradation of the matter associated with different sexes, races, and species. Jewett’s fiction thus 
provides useful examples of how contemporary theory cannot turn to matter or life itself as a 
political promised land as a space that can exist apart from discourses of power inequities based 








 Key to the hybrid’s definition is the potential for generation and reproduction: as a 
category, the hybrid is a figure whose crosses between category distinctions expands our ideas of 
what is possible but dies without building upon that promise with a new generation. I wish to 
conclude by pointing to the recurring barrenness of the hybridized scientific women of this 
dissertation. Beatrice and Elsie both die virginally upon rejection by their potential mate; Yone, 
though sexually active, does not have children; depending on the reading, the woman of 
“Pomegranate-Flowers” either engages in self-pleasure or inter-species sex, but does not produce 
any fruit from that coupling; the envisioned hybrid race of “Best-Laid Schemes” does not 
materialize because the necessary sexual union never occurs; Nan rejects procreation because of 
its negative impact on her career; and Mrs. Todd is a childless widow long past her age of sexual 
reproduction. Although the hybrid woman’s category liminality provides productive ground for 
writers to theorize the incorporeal scientific method, this figure is not herself ultimately fertile. 
The immediate implication for the hybrid’s failure to reproduce is that her epistemology is not 
generative; given the sciences’ totalizing push for materialistic methods, the incorporeal method 
practiced by the hybrid was unlikely to gain adherents in the nineteenth century. Viewed across 
the mid-to-late nineteenth-century, though, we can think about the hybrid woman’s fertility more 
broadly through her recurring relevance to questions of scientific methodology. As seen in the 
works analyzed by my dissertation, the hybrid reproduces herself throughout numerous genres 
and literary forms. This ideological reproduction suggests that the hybrid’s incorporeal method 
retained appeal despite its disassociation from mainstream science. 
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 The opposite trend is occurring in the natural and medical sciences of the twenty-first 
century. Mindfulness and yoga, practices rooted in the interconnection of mind and body, are 
routinely recommended as part of psychological therapy. The more holistic approach to prenatal 
care espoused by midwives gains appeal in America: in 1989, only three percent of mothers used 
a midwife for prenatal services; in 2013, that number was nine percent (Cruz par. 3). Recent 
advances in creating embryoids—“living entities that resemble very primitive human 
embryos”—raise new questions about the threshold for imbuing matter with an immaterial, 
souled essence (Stein par. 1). These examples demonstrate that dogmatic adherence to a strictly 
material scientific epistemology is ebbing. The nineteenth-century hybrid scientist demonstrates 
the importance of including experiences from different genders, races, classes, and species in 
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